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COLOR OF THE YEAR 2024 
PEACH FUZZ
The trend color of the year 2024 – Peach Fuzz is a velvety peach shade 
that suggests balance and harmony, and combines freshness and 
calmness with its softness. It radiates warmth and modern elegance, 
forming a bridge between the youthful and the timeless. The versatile 
shade of Peach Fuzz has been tuned for the spring and summer season, 
so it comes with a neon-pastel effect that radiates cheerfulness, optimism 
and positivity, suitable for all skin types.
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2S Smartgummy
Rubber Base Gel
 Nr8 Shimmer 

Peach

Xtreme Fusion 
AcrylGel
Peach

3 STEP
CrystaLac

3S190
Tender Peach

Sens
3G Polish

S002

Royal Gel
R202

Tender Peach
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AcrylGels



SENS BY CRYSTAL NAILS PREMIUM ACRYLGELS

White

An improved version of the already known acrylgels.
Homogeneous consistency, excellent coverage, easy to 
handle. It is a harder kind of material, so it holds its shape 
better. We recommend to use a stronger brush for application. 
Non-burning and cures almost dry. Available in Clear, Cover 
pink, White, Cover peach and Cover rose shades. The white 
French tip can be created by building a clear base layer. We 
recommend the use of AcrylGel Assistant.
Recommended brushes:  SENS Natural 3D L, A8, Big One, 
Xtreme Fusion Brush.
Curing time: 1-2 minutes in LED, 2-3 minutes in UV/LED.

    27ml (30g)

Special shaping liquid for acrylgel. It helps to spread the acrylgel 
without drying out the brush. Even a minimum amount prevents 
the material from sticking to the brush. With a pleasant tuttifrutti 
scent.

   50ml

SENS ACRYLGEL 
DIFFERENT IN COMPOSITION, HEAVENLY
SHAPEABLE, THE HOMOGENEOUS POLYGEL 

SENS ACRYLGEL
ASSISTANT
GENTLE TO THE BRUSH, IT MAKES
EASY TO WORK WITH ACRYLGELS 

Clear Cover peach Cover roseCover pink
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Princess
nails

The nail set was made with 
SENS AcrylGel White, SENS 

‘3G Polish’ Flash Nude, Nova 
rhinestones and gold micro 
beads. (By Barbara Újvári)

Princess nails
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THE UNIQUE ACRYLGEL IS A MEMBER OF OUR ‚XTREME’ PRODUCT LINE, WITH EASY AND TIMELESS FORMABILITY

New generation, non-heating, Xtreme dense, perfect shaping and easy to file hybrid AcrylGel builder gel. During the sculpting, the controllability of the gel and 
the formability of the acrylic is almost characteristic. After curing, it will have the flexibility of gel combined with the strength of the acrylic. It can be filed easily 
after curing and cleansing. The tube packaging provides cleaner working conditions. Accurate dispensing: a sufficient amount of the product is applied to the 
nail without any waste. Makes the sculpting faster compared to gels or acrylics. There’s no need for base gel. Extremely easy to file: the work with this material 
is fast and sparing for the customer and the technician as well. Recommended files: Xtreme 180/180 Green File, Classic 150/150 (Blue) Zebra File or the IronX 
150/180 file. It doesn’t even lifting on the nails with cohesion problem, neither at sculpted nor the refilled nails. It can be combined with any other builder product 
line of Crystal Nails. Recommended top gel: Cool Top Gel Universal or Original. The application of this material is recommded with softer brush: Nero Merlo I., 
CoverPRO Brush, Xtreme Acrylic brush, or any other natural, round shaped brush.
Recommended use: with Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Thinner
Curing time: 4-5 minutes in UV, 1-2 minutes in LED
Bending time: 10 seconds in the case of base layer, and after 15 seconds
if there is more material amount

XTREME FUSION ACRYLGEL

+Density

Shimmer 
Latte

Cover
Pink

Transparent
Pink

Clear Rose Quartz Mermaid 
Latte

Candy
Floss

Turquoise

New!
Lavender

Glitter
Pink

Greige

Pink

New!
Shimmer 

Rose

Glitter 
Burgundy 

Peach

Orange

New!
Glitter Silver

Glitter
Grape 

Milky PinkNew!
Natural 
White

Glitter
Blue

Milky
Rose

Milky
Levander

Skylight

Renewed
White

30g
60g – economical packaging from 
Clear and Cover Pink Shades

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!

Use UV/LED or
LED lamp with

AcrylGels for the
faster salon work

Look for the Xtreme Fusion Thinner on page 82, which does 
not dry out the hair of the brush and compared to Liquid, 
does not have an irritating smell while working. Its optical 

color enhancer makes colors even more vibrant.



Restrained 
elegance

The nail set was made with 
Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel 

Candy Floss and Cover Pink 
shades, decorated with Art 
Gel PRO (By Virág Halász)

CRYSTAL NAILS XTREME FUSION ACRYLGEL
THE UNIQUE ACRYLGEL IS A MEMBER OF OUR ‚XTREME’ PRODUCT LINE, WITH EASY AND TIMELESS FORMABILITY

XTREME FUSION
ACRYLGEL INTRO KIT 
(3X3,5GR)
You can find Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel in a test kit, so you can try 
out this modern building material. AcrylGel is a non-burning, dense, 
perfectly formable and easy-to-file hybrid builder. When building, 
it features the controllability of gel and the timeless shapeability of 
acryl. Once it is cured, the gel’s fileability and flexibility blend with the 
strength of acryl. After curing, the gel must be cleansed and then be 
shaped with a file.

The Cover Pink shade of our bestseller Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel in a new 
luxurious, exclusive rosegold-silver design jar. It is easy to dose from a 
tube, but from a jar it is easier to use even the last drop of the material. 
Recommended use: with Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Thinner. Curing time 
in UV/LED lamp 4-5 minutes, in LED lamp 1-2 minutes.

30g (27ml)

XTREME FUSION ACRYLGEL
COVER PINK – IN A ROSEGOLD-
SILVER DESIGN JAR
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The kit contains:
3,5g – Xtreme Fusion

AcrylGel Clear
3,5g – Xtreme Fusion
AcrylGel Cover Pink
3,5g – Xtreme Fusion

AcrylGel Renewed White
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Builder Gels 
and Base/
Cover Gels



Under the spell 
of flowers

The nail set was made with 
SENS FLOWER decor&Builder 
Gel Baby Pink, Xtreme Fusion 
AcrylGel Milky Pink and SENS 

‘3G Polish’ S001 white shade. (By 
Barbara Újvári)
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SENS FLOWER DECOR & BUILDER GEL
DECORATIVE & BUILDER GEL CONTAINING DRIED FLOWERS
Sens’ brand new material group contains dried flowers in the most popular shades. The 
small decorative petals are proportionally mixed in the colored glass effect base, which can 
be combined with milky bases (e.g. Sens base Milky White, Sens AcrylGel white) or used 
alone to achieve a special effect. Flower Gel can be used not only for decorative purposes, 
but also for construction to create a durable, strong set.
Bending time in LED: 15-20 seconds
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

    5ml

Baby Pink Fuchsia Violet

FL   WER

FL   WER
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The clear counterpart to the pink shade of Xtreme Pudding+ Builder Gel. It spreads almost automatically on 
the surface with proper control for getting the desired curve. It can be used for building, filling, and filingfree 
techniques. The exclusive rosegold-silver jar got a new luxury design.
Brush recommendation: Gelly gel brush, Xtreme gel brush, Nero Merlo II. brush.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV, 1-2 min in LED. Bending time
20-25 sec in UV, 8-10 sec in LED.

      5ml
    15ml
    50ml 

It’s smart because it’s so easy to use, it almost does the work for you. The SENS by Crystal Nails range of 
builder gels comes in the brand’s trademark gold and black jar, with practical labelling on the top of the jar 
cap so you can easily find the gels in your drawer. Self leveling, non-burning builder gels (also) suitable for 
the file-free technique. It can be bend well. For a more reliable adhesion it is necessary to use a base gel: 
Base Gel, Builder Base Gel, Compact Base Gel, Sens Base Gel, SmartGummy Rubber Base Gel. Brush 
recommendation: SENS Natural 3D BRUSH - L brush, K-Color brush, Nero Merlo 0/I brush, A6 or A8 acryl 
brush.
Bending time: 10-20 seconds (depending on the strenght of the lamp).
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV, 1-2 min in LED.

      4ml
    12ml
    40ml

A thick, pudding textured material that contains silk fibers, especially for correction. It has a very special 
texture, which allows minor repairs, replacements, and even extensions without a form. Extremely strong, 
yet flexible material that is durable even on nail tips. It is available in a transparent version to correct 
mistakes in the easiest way. Using this material on the free edges prevents the nail from lifting. The material 
stays in place while moving and by pulling the silk fibers, the replacement can be created step by step, as 
the structure of the fibers gives extra support, which also stays in place thanks to its pudding-like texture. 
Just file the replacement built with this technique and if necessary, correct it with a drill also from the other 
side of the nail. It can also be used to repair the cracks of the nail plate.
Brush recommendation: Xtreme Gel brush for bigger surfaces, and Art Design brush, Phantom brush for
the smaller ones.
Curing time in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes

    5ml

XTREME PUDDING+ BUILDER GEL CLEAR 
MEDIUM-THICK, EXTREMELY EASY-TO-USE, SLIGHTLY PUDDING-LIKE, 
YET SELF SPREADING TRANSPARENT BUILDER GEL

BRANDNEW! SENS BUILDER GEL CLEAR 
SELF-LEVELING, INTELLIGENT PREMIUM BUILDER GEL

CORRECTION GEL CLEAR
A THICK, PUDDING TEXTURED MATERIAL THAT CONTAINS
SILK FIBERS, ESPERCIALLY FOR CORRECTION

Density

Density

Density

ROSEGOLD-
SILVER

DESIGN JAR
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Top quality, dense, non-yellowing, purplish (UV filter and color brigthening effect), hard, clear builder gel. 
It is the strongest Crystal builder gel, so it can be pinched and shaped very well. Extremely shiny and the 
cohesion is very good too. Perfect for extreme shapes and pinching. Can be used for the creation of both 
short and long nails. It cures fast because of a special accelerator material in it. It might cause burning 
sensation, so cure the nails fractionally: first 5 seconds, then take the clients hand from the lamp for 5 
seconds, then cure it for 10 seconds, then you can pinch it. This way it will not cause burning. 
Apply it with a firmer brush: Firm Gel or Nero Merlo III. brush.
Bending time: 10-15 sec in UV; 5-8 sec in LED.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED lamp.

      5ml
    15ml
    50ml

A new generation of builder gels with a nice purplish tone which cures at lower temperatures due to its low 
heat generation formula. An easy-to-use crystal-clear Xtreme builder gel that provides fast work with its 
medium density. Super-strong, flexible and still easy-to-file. It can be used as a builder gel for short and 
long nails as well.
The applying is recommended with a softer brush: 6 Gel Brush, Xtreme Gel brush, Nero Merlo II. brush.
Bending time: 20-25 sec in UV; 8-10 sec in LED, Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED.

      5ml
    15ml
    50ml

Medium thick, blue-ish (in the jar), clear builder gel, with special consistency. Thanks for a secret ingredient, 
the material keeps itself together, does not flow around. It is very easy to spread it on the surface, but it 
keeps the sculpted shape very well, which permits a quick and precise work. Ensures maximal control, 
which is an essential tool of the quality work and with this builder gel you can easily make a C-curve. It can
be used for the creation of both short and long nails. We also suggest it for the beginners. Apply it with a 
softer brush: 6 Gel brush, Xtreme Gel brush, Nero Merlo II. brush.
Bending time: 40-50 sec in UV; 10-20 sec in LED. Cure time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED

      5ml
    15ml
    50ml

XTREME CLEAR
TRANSPARENT, THICK, ULTRA STRONG BUILDER GEL

XTREME SUPERIOR CLEAR
NEW GENERATION OF BUILDER GELS,
EVEN FOR NO FILING TECHNIQUE

TITANIUM
TRANSPARENT, MEDIUM THICKNESS, SPECIAL XTREME BUILDER GEL

Density

Density

Density

The gel with the best bending.
For extreme use of extremely 

strong nails

Popular

The best for
nofiling

technique

Popular 

Unique formula,
special ingredients.
Building c-curve is

just a moment
with it.

Popular

The best for
nofiling

technique
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S CLEAR BUILDER GELS

Classic style
The nailo set was made 

with Cool (Remove) 
Builder Gel Clear, Cover 

Refill Hard Gel and Builder 
White II Renewed builder 
gels. (By Mónika Majnik)

New Generation of the builder gels, developed for the nail technicians and salon work. This gel has a low 
heat fomula and it’s curing in lower heat. Super strong, flexible and easy to file. For short and for long nails 
as well. 
Recommended brushes: Gel Brush 6, Xtreme Gel Brush, Nero Merlo II. Brush
Bending time: 20-25 sec in UV, 8-10 sec in LED. Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED.

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

Soft, crystal-clear builder gel. It can be used for surface and built-in decorations. Recommended for natural 
length nail. For this soft gel we recommend to use a softer brush: Xtreme Gel brush, Gel brush 6, or Nero 
Merlo II. brush. Bending is not possible. 
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED.

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

BUILDER CLEAR II.
TRANSPARENT, SOFT BUILDER GEL

COOL GEL
CRYSTAL CLEAR, XTREME BUILDER GEL WITH REDUCED
HEAT GENERATOR FORMULA

Density

Density

Density and handling
optimized for salon work.

Popular 

Low
Heating
formula

Popular



Medium soft, clear builder gel with a soft bluish shade. Extremely flexible, formable gel. Easy to shape 
and file. It can be applied in the salon work perfectly. Very easy to handle. Because of its strong adhesion, 
apply it under any builder gel as a base at problematic clients. Moves together with the natural nail plate, 
that is why it won’t lift and break. Because of the flexibility of the product, we recommend to use it for the 
sculpting of nails with minimal length. Apply it with a softer brush: Xtreme Gel brush, 6 Gel or Nero Merlo 
II. brush.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV, 1-2 min in LED.

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

GUM GEL

Density
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SCLEAR BUILDER GELS

Medium soft, transparent, flexible builder gel with optical brightener. Non-burning due to its low heat 
generation formula. Its texture provides a fast working speed, it is self-leveling and very easy to handle. 
Excellent for salon work as it gives guests a natural feel when wearing nails made with it. Its elasticity 
means it does not break and its adhesion is excellent.
Bending time: 20-25 sec in UV; 10-15 sec in LED. 
Curing time: 2-3 min; 1-2 min in LED.

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

COOL (REMOVE) BUILDER GEL CLEAR
CLEAR THE ONLY SOAK OFF GEL WITH LOW HEATING
FORMULA, FLEXIBLE BUILDER GEL

Density

- Non-burning
COOL formula

- easy-to-soak-off 
REMOVE version

- durable & flexible 

With the Cool 
(Remove) Builder Gel, 
you can remove a nail
built with builder gel in 
up to 10 minutes after 
sanding off most of the 

material.

Elegant almond
The nail set was made with Xtreme Superior Gel 

Milky Rose and Builder White II Renewed.
(By Virág Halász)



TRANSPARENT PINK BUILDER GELS
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The newest member of the popular Superior product line has arrived, in a beautiful Milky Rose shade! 
Compared to other Superior gels, the new shade has a much softer, silkier texture to make the salon work 
easier. It can also be used perfectly for no-file techniques. For proper adhesion, first, apply a base gel. It is 
suitable for filling the full nail, while the heat generation is extremely low, so there is no burning sensation.
Because of its beautiful pink color, we couldn’t imagine any other packaging than the brand new, exclusive, 
and luxury version of the Xtreme Rosegold jar!
Bending time in UV lamp 20-25 seconds, in LED 8-10 seconds. 
Complete curing in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

XTREME SUPERIOR BUILDER GEL MILKY ROSE
MILKY ROSE SOFTER, SILKY TEXTURE

Most of people like the contrast between the tanned skin and the light nail color. By using this shade of 
builder gel, it is easy to reach this contrast. In winter, the shade of this product could match the lighter
and more fade skin. In case of growing off, it will not be seen too much, because of the color of the gel. It 
is recommended for those who don’t like the browny or purple-ish gels. The Xtreme Superior Builder Gel 
product line of a builder gel family which can be perfect for the file-free technique. This Natural Pink shade 
has fine coverage and it can be used by itself or for creating french nails as well. We recommend to use a 
base gel underneath.
Bending time: 20-25 sec in UV; 8-10 sec in LED. 
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min LED

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

XTREME SUPERIOR BUILDER GEL NATURAL PINK
THIS IS THE NEW BRIGHTER AND MORE PINK SHADE OF
OUR XTREME SUPERIOR GEL PRODUCT LINE

Density

Density

It’s smart because it’s so easy to use, it almost does the work for you. The SENS by Crystal Nails range of 
builder gels comes in the brand’s trademark gold and black jar, with practical labelling on the top of the jar 
cap so you can easily find the gels in your drawer. Self-leveling, non-burning builder gels (also) suitable for 
the file-free technique. It can be bend well. For a more reliable adhesion it is necessary to use a base gel:
Base Gel, Builder Base Gel, Compact Base Gel, Sens Base Gel, SmartGummy Rubber Base Gel. Brush 
recommendation: SENS Natural 3D BRUSH - L brush, K-Color brush, Nero Merlo 0/I brush, A6 or A8 acryl
brush.
Bending time: 10-20 seconds (depending on lamp intensity). You can also bend it without base layer.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV, 1-2 min in LED.

      4ml
    12ml
    40ml

SENS BUILDER GEL COVER NUDE
SELF-LEVELING, INTELLIGENT PREMIUM BUILDER GEL

Density



Thick, translucent milky peach-colored builder gel. It covers minor nail imperfections. It softens from the 
warmth of the hand and becomes easy to handle. Recommended for building natural length nails.
Application is recommended with a soft brush: 6 Gel brush, Xtreme Gel brush or Nero Merlo II. brush.
Bending time: Not bendable.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV lamp; not cures in LED.

    15ml
    50ml

BUILDER PINK II.
SLIGHTLY COVERING PINK BUILDER GEL

Density

Transparent, medium thick, milky pink builder gel. This is the strongest pink builder gel in our repertoire. 
Easy to handle. Use for higher the nail bed or for sculpting a whole nail! Removes the color imperfections of 
the nail bed. It contains fiberglass, which makes the nails extra strong. Because of an accelrator component, 
it cures faster. During the curing process the gel can cause burning sensation, so cure the nails in sections.
Apply it with a harder brush: Firm Gel or Nero Merlo III. brush.
Bending time: 10-15 sec in UV; 5-8 sec in LED.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED.

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

XTREME PINK
GLASSFIBER BUILDER GEL

TRANSPARENT PINK BUILDER GELS

Density

The Cover Pink shade of our Xtreme Superior Gel which is a perfect choice for file-free technique. The 
cover pink is a natural cover color, which could be used for its own or for a french nail. For the proper 
cohesion, use a base gel before. It can be used for a refill as any refill material could but the coverage is 
stronger. Superior Gel Cover Pink is suitable for filling the nail completely, similar to a Refill material, but its 
coverage is stronger than that. The heat generation during curing is extremely low and there is no strong 
burning sensation.
Bending time: 20-25 sec in UV; 8-10 sec in LED.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED.

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

XTREME SUPERIOR BUILDER GEL COVER PINK
FOR NO FILING TECHNIQUE AS WELL

Density
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The features are similar to 
Xtreme Clear Gel’s, it is 

perfectly bendable.



TRANSPARENT PINK BUILDER GELS
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Builder gel for nail correction, or replacement of nails. Soft, light peachy pink, almost clear gel. Use it for the 
creation of short natural-effect nails especially on feet. Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED.

      5ml 
    15ml

SANI PEDI GEL
BUILDER GEL

Density

It combines the flexibility of liquid building gels with the strength of pudding gels. It is very easy to work
with because its texture allows it to be spread quickly and evenly on the nail surface. It is also suitable for 
traditional techniques, but it can also be distributed beautifully without grating. Shorter and longer nails 
can be made with it, in both cases the work with it will be very durable and long lasting. It has a beautiful, 
natural color and strong opacity , it can be used to create a nail bed, but also to build a complete nail. Base 
Gel should be used for proper adhesion. It bends well, binds hard, is easy to file. Bending time: 20-25 sec
in UV; 8-10 sec in LED. Curing time: 2-3 min; 1-2 min in LED.

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

XTREME PUDDING+ BUILDER GEL
COVER PINK
SOFT PINK COVER PINK BUILDING GEL

Density

MILKY ROSE BUILDER GEL
FULLY PINK, MODERATELY THICK BUILDER GEL
Light Pink shade and it has a similar ability to cover like the Cover Refill Gel. Unique shade of pink builder 
gels what we can use in every phase of salon work: building the whole nail, filling, even for the babyboomer 
technique.
Because of the amount of the pigments, it can cure in a thicker layer. Use a base gel for proper adhesion, 
e.g. Compact base gel. Cure periodically to avoid the burning sensation. 
Bending: Build a clear base because this gel cannot be bended individually.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED.

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

Density Use the Low heat mode on 
LEDExtreme lamp to avoid the 

massive heat!

Pedikűrösök kedvence.

As with any cover gel, 
clear precipitation may 
occur on the surface of 

the material. In this case, 
use a spatula to smooth 

the material, but do 
not mix



Cover gel that provides a perfect coverage. It can be applied on the whole nail surface or used for the 
nail bed extension. The material is perfectly homogen so the nails won’t be mottled or transparent. You 
can make the heightening and the nail bed extension  in one step. Thanks to it’s new „pudding” texture 
the material seems denser, but when you touch it with the brush it is soft and easy to use. Since it is not 
a selfleveling material, it will not flow from its place, so the desired form/curve can be made easily. We 
recommend you to use the Gelly Brush for this gel.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED.

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

An easy to handle gel with medium warm, natural pink shade for nail bed extension. The most popular 
Cover Pink shade. Thanks to the self-leveling feature, it is very easy to spread. It’s not messy, doesn’t 
flow around, so it is very easy to make a smile line with it. The most handleable Cover Pink which cures 
completely even in a thicker layer. 
Recommended brushes: Gel Brush 6, Xtreme Gel Brush or Nero Merlo II. brush.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED.

    15ml

ROCKY COVER LIGHTGEL
NAIL BED EXTENSION GEL

Density

COVER PINK GELS

GELLY COVER PINK BUILDER GEL
NEW CATEGORY BETWEEN THE COVER REFILL AND THE XTREME 
FUSION PRODUCT FAMILY

Density

Nail bed extension gel with natural color that perfectly covers the nail. The color of this gel is almost the 
perfect match for most of the clients. Easy to use, softer type of gel. This gel has a softer consistency, so 
it’s easy to handle. With this gel, you can easily make the perfect colortransition to the cuticle area and it 
has a perfect coverage on the smile-line.
Apply it with a softer brush: Gel brush 6, Xtreme Gel brush or Nero Merlo II. brush.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED.

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

COVER PINK
NAIL BED EXTENSION GEL

Density
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The most popular cover 
shade

It has
a new, 

„Pudding” 
texture.
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COVER REFILL
HARD GEL 

COVER REFILL 
HARD CRYSTAL GEL

COVER REFILL 
HARD TAN GEL

COVER REFILL 
GEL

Builder gels with natural effect and optimal coverage. These products are slightly covering Cover Pink shades that can be used for all kind of salon work: 
sculpting, filling, making a whole nail from one shade, creating a nail bed extension, giving height for a nail, even for Baby Boomer technique. Due to their 
optimal pigmentation they cure even in a thicker layer. For the optimal adhesion it is worth applying a base gel layer, e.g. Compact Base Gel. 
Due to its less pigment content, the color of the nail bed will be even (when sculpting or using for nail bed enhancement), we can achieve the same result as 
a nicely applied Cover pink with a perfect transition to the cuticle area and a fully covering smile line. The filling process is faster because they can be used 
instead of clear and cover pink shades at the same time, the growth part of the nail can be filled in a full layer. It also can be used for Baby Boomer technique, 
as we can make a perfect transition with the BabyBoomer White gel.
Recommended soft brushes: 6 Gel brush, Xtreme Gel brush or Nero Merlo II. brush
Bending time: 30-35 sec in UV. 20-25 sec in LED. 
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED.

Density Density Density Density

COVER REFILL GELS
BUILDER GELS

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

      5ml 
    15ml

POPULAR

More dense version of the 
Cover Refill Gel with the same 

beautiful pinky shade.

A nail bed shade builder gel 
containing „icy-silver crystals” 

with a velvety shimmer.

A medium-soft builder gel 
with a shade similar to the 
bestseller Cover Pink gel.

POPULAR

Warmer version of the bestseller
Cover Refill Hard builder gel, for 

browner skin tone.
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 WHITE BUILDER GELS

It’s smart because it’s so easy to use, it almost does the work for you. The SENS by Crystal Nails range of 
builder gels comes in the brand’s trademark gold and black jar, with practical labelling on the top of the jar 
cap, so you can easily find the gels in your drawer. Self-leveling, non-burning builder gels (also) suitable for the 
file-free technique. The Milky White shade is beautiful on its own, but also a perfect choice for Baby Boomer 
technique. For a more reliable adhesion it is necessary to use a base gel: Base Gel, Builder Base Gel, Compact 
Base Gel, Sens Base Gel, SmartGummy Rubber Base Gel. Brush recommendation: SENS Natural 3D BRUSH 
- L, K-Color brush, Nero Merlo 0/I brush, A6 or A8 acrylic brush.
Bending time: 10-20 seconds (depending on lamp intensity). You can also bend it without base layer.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV, 1-2 min in LED.

SENS BUILDER GEL MILKY WHITE
SELF-LEVELING, INTELLIGENT PREMIUM BUILDER GEL

Density

Romantic
Milky White

The nail set was made with 
SENS Builder Gel Milky White, 
Fairy Glitter 2 and dried flower 
from the Vintage Flower Box. 

(By Dóra Doviscsák)

  4ml
12ml
40ml



WHITE BUILDER GELS
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We would like to do a favour for the lovers of babyboomer nails with this glittery product. It contains
silver pearly ice crystals which made this white builder gel softly smooth and sparkling. The gel is medium 
dense and it’s easy to work with. If you apply it in a thin layer it will be transparent, if it’s thick it has good 
coverage. It is a good material to pinch. 
Recommended soft brushes: Gel 6 brush, Xtreme Gel brush or a Nero Merlo II. 
Curing time: In UV lamp 2-3 min, in LED lamp is 1-2 min.
Bending time: 10-15 sec in LED

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

BABYBOOMER-CRYSTAL
(ICE CRYSTAL) WHITE BUILDER GEL

Density

Slightly transparent white builder gel with medium density. It is a natural white builder gel that can be 
smoothed on the nail perfectly. Applied in a thin layer it will be transparent, in thicker layer it covers the 
nail perfectly. On the nail form it does not require a clear base layer. 
Recommended soft brushes: Gel brush 6, Xtreme Gel brush, or Nero Merlo II. brush. 
Bending time_ 15-20 sec in UV, 10-15 sec in LED.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED.

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

BABYBOOMER-WHITE BUILDER GEL
FOR BABY BOOMER TECHNIQUE

Density

BABYBOOMER 2-WHITE BUILDER GEL
THICKER BUILDER GEL, FOR BABYBOOMER TECHNIQUE
More thick and more pigmented white builder gel for those who love the lively and more white Baby 
Boomer nails. It’s a denser gel with a slightly „pudding” consistence, but it’s self-leveling enough to work 
with. This consistency allows a perfect transition and makes possible to keep the material on the edges, 
so we can create the whole height of the nail.
Recommended brushes: Nero Merlo III, Xtreme Gel brush
Bending time: 15-20 sec in UV; 10-15 sec in LED. 
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED.

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

Density

Use Cover Refill Gels 
near the cuticle area!



Thick, warm snow white builder gel. It is highly pigmented, so it has good coverage, even if applied it in a 
thin layer. Very bright shade of white and it is cures well. It can be spread easily even in a thicker layer. It 
doesn’t flow, so we can create a nice, smooth surface with it. You don’t have to cover it with clear material, 
so you can achieve a bright white free edge as an end result.
Recommended soft brushes: Gel brush 4, Gel brush 6 or Nero Merlo II. brush.
Curing time: 3-4 min in UV, 2-3 min in LED

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

XTREME WHITE BUILDER GEL
WHITE BUILDER GEL

Density

 WHITE BUILDER GELS

WHITE GEL FOR SURFACE PAINTING
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Dazzling cold white, highly pigmented builder gel with medium thickness. Does not flow. It has self leveling 
attribute, and good coverage. Still cures, even if applied it thickly. In the lamp its surface gets even because
of the heat. The base layer is required, but you don’t have to cover it with clear material, so you can achieve 
a bright white free edge as an end result.
Recommended soft brushes: Gel brush 4, Gel brush 6 or Nero Merlo II. brush.
Curing time: 3-4 min in UV; 2-3 min in LED.

      5ml 
    15ml
    50ml

BUILDER WHITE II. RENEWED
WHITE BUILDER GEL

Density Dazzling, cold white 
shade. Unbelievably 
controllable material.

More special,
more advanced,
more extreme!

Very bright white, flexible material that has a sticky layer after curing. It has an ideal consistency for creating 
the french end of the nail on flexible surfaces or on a gel polish base. Using this, the french end will not 
crack because it’s flexible. After curing, you will have a vivid white texture without stains on it. 
Recommended brushes: 0 Short or Mini, Barbara II., Art Design.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED

    5ml

FLEXI FRENCH GEL
WHITE, FLEXIBLE GEL, FOR PAINTED FRENCH FREE EDGES

Density



BABYBOOMER GEL KIT
FOR BABYBOOMER TECHNIQUE 2X5ML
The Baby Boomer technique is very popular among the customers
because of the decency of the design itself. The essence of it is they 
merge the white free edge to the color of a nail bed. The result looks 
more natural then the classic french nails. The kit contains the Cover 
Refill Hard and the Baby Boomer White. We can use both of them to 
create a wonderful Baby Boomer nail set entirely with gels. You can 
perfectly decorate it with the ChroMirror pigment powders, the Sugar 
effect technique, the Crystal
Mermaind Powders or with any gel painting.

BABYBOOMER 2 GEL KIT
FOR BABYBOOMER TECHNIQUE 2X15 ML
The Babyboomer White II. Builder Gel is a thicker and more pigmented off-
white product. The Cover Refil Hard Gel is a perfect match for a brighter 
Baby Boomer effect.

GEL KITS

TITANIUM BUILDER
GEL KIT

THE KIT CONTAINS:
• Titanium Gel 5ml

• Renewed Builder White II. Gel 5ml
• Cover Pink Gel 5ml

• Xtreme Top Shine 4ml
• Cleanser pad (10pcs)

• nail form samples
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Baby Boomer 
with glitter magic

The nail set was made with the 
Cover Refill Gel and the Baby 

Boomer White II., decorated with 
Glam glitter 1, Crystal Flake 1 and 2. 

(By Alexa Méhész)
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SBASE GELS

Mint

ICE FLAKE
Blue

White

ICE FLAKE
White

Rose

ICE FLAKE
Black

White Rose Blue

A special, milky shade base and builder gel with brush, containing rosegold flakes, 
in 3 shades: white, mint, and pink. You can create a C-curve as well as a small nail 
extension or nail strengthening. We recommend to apply on a clear base layer, which 
increases the adhesion, so you can achieve even more durable wear with it. In case
of filling / removing material, it is enough to file the gel to the clear base layer, then you 
can change the set to another colored base.
Curing time in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

    10ml

Base Gel with a wonderfully shiny, delicately moderate latte cover in three shades: 
White, Blue, and Rose. All three contain small flakes of several shades, which give 
the nails a special shine. It combines the glittery shine with the latte effect which 
is perfect when it gives the desired shade in the depth of the material but in this 
case, the different intensities of the glittering flakes applied on several levels make 
the final result even crazier. Nowadays, nails created with only Base Gel shades are 
very popular among both clients and professionals, Aurora Flake Base Gel offers the 
perfect solution for this. The material has excellent adhesion and durability, but in the 
case of replacement, it is recommended to use Clear Base Gel for the protection of 
natural nails.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV, 1-2 min in LED.

    10ml

SENS GOLDEN FLAKE
BASE&BUILDER GEL
SOLUBLE BASE GEL

SENS AURORA FLAKE
BASE&BUILDER GEL
SOLUBLE BASE GEL

The Ice Flake collection brings the beauty of the snowcovered landscape with three 
wonderful shades (white,blue and dark) for the real Ice Queens. These beautiful colors 
reflect the snow-covered landscape, the bright blue sky and the starry night that 
appears early in the season. They can be used in the same way as the Sens GOLDEN 
FLAKE and AURORA FLAKE base&builder Gel products.
Use it as a decoration or on its own for a wonderful result!
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.
CN advice: Use a clear base for the perfect adhesion even
where the flakes touch the nail plate!

    10ml

SENS ICE FLAKE BASE&BUILDER GEL
SOLUBLE BASE GEL



SENS BY CRYSTAL NAILS BASE & BUILDER GEL
BASE GEL DEVELOPED ESPECIALLY FOR STRENGTHENING
TECHNIQUE. “A LIQUID BUILDER GEL”

Cover
Peach

Milky
Rose

Cover
Pink

ClearMilky
White

Shimmer
Nude

10ml 4ml

Shimmer
White

Base and strengthening gel with extra strong cohesion. This bigger version of the product is perfect for everyday
salon work because easier to work with the bigger jar: easier to gain the material from it, the surface can be made 
faster and the chance for creating bubbles in the nail is less last but not least it could last longer. Both of them 
have excellent coverage and the cohesion is the same as the Clear. It could be escpecialy charming for french, 
babyboomer nails, base for any nail art or by itself. This is the strongest known Base Gel on the market right now, 
specially developed for strengthening technique. Due to its special component, it is unique among base gels. It has 
tiny little artificial silk strands in it, making the product thicker and more flexible. Beyond that; this new technique can 
help with the preparation of the surface and C-curve, due to its consistency, it will not flow over the lateral nail fold or 
near the cuticle. It can also help with the cohesion too speeding up the process. The product contains vitamin ’E’ and 
calcium. The order of base gels by cohesion: Sens Base Gel, Compact base Gels, Builder Base Gel, Universal Base 
Gel, (Easy Off Hardener Gel). This product will not get hot during the curing, remains flexible and it will not break. 
Frangrance-free.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV, 1-2 min in LED.

      4ml
    10ml
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Clear
SENS Base
& Builder

Gel

Cover Pink
SENS Base
& Builder

Gel

S001
SENS

‘3G’ polish
(géllakk)

SENS
Top Gel

What could be a better gift for a professional than an eye-catching collection of 
our premium products? The Clear and Cover pink bases of the Sens Base&Builder 
Gel product line, containing silk fibers to provide the most adhesive base for 
building even longer nails. 3G polish S001 is a white gel polish that provides perfect 
coverage even in a thin layer, so it is easy to create french nails. Cover the nails 
with Top Gel, which has a long-lasting shine and contains minimal color enhancer, 
to get a really nice french set.

    4x4ml

SENS FRENCH KIT COLLECTION



Milky base decorated 
with rhinestones

The nail set was made with Easy Off Hardener Gel 
Milky White decorated with Nova rhinestones and 

silver micro beads. (By Dóra Kesztyűs)
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SBASE GELS

COMPACT BASE & BUILDER GEL
NEW GENERATION STRENGTHENER GEL:  BASE GEL AND NAIL STRENGTHENER IN ONE
Soluble, flexible and super dense nail strengthener gel. Self-leveling and creates smooth surface. Despite its high density, it’s easy to work with. Features 
very strong adhesion which is perfect for a base layer. Enhances the durability of the nail strenghtener but also could be used for creating the C-curve, 
correction or nail extension (using nail forms).

How to use:
- Prepare the nails with Spray Prep or Nail Prep/No Buffer Scrub. No need to use Primer
- Apply color gel polish over the properly cured surface (It leaves a thin sticky layer that helps with applying the color more preciously)
- Compatible with all kind of CrystaLacs 
- Using as a base under ONE STEP CrystaLacs extends their durability similar to the 3 STEP CrystaLacs (up to 3 - 4 weeks)
- Features extreme adhesion hence perfect under hard gels too
- For achieve an artificial nail effect remove the sticky layer with cleanser, file the surface and apply and cover with a color material.
Curing time: 2-3 in UV; 1-2 min in LED

     4ml
     8ml
   13ml

Cover
Rose

Translucent
Nude

Milky
White

Milky
White 2

Cover
Pink

Clear

Clear

Milky
Rose

4ml13ml 8ml

Surface levelling effect: a flawlessly even surface is 
achieved by perfect spreading!

More durable, extra strong adhesion base and 
strengthening gel, also recommended under a 

building gel!

Speeds up the salon 
work: Base and 

strengthening in one 
step. It can be used 
for nail extension, 

correction and creating 
C-curve!

BRANDNEW!
HEMA FREE
BASE&BUILDER GEL

    8ml

It can be used as a strengthening base gel. A self-leveling 
gel with which you can create a C-curve. It can be used as 
a base for all types of materials, it has strong adhesion. It 
is flexible, but cures hard, spreads well, but holds its own 
on the surface of the nail. An S-sized nail can be made with 
it. Clear, soluble. 
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes,
in LED 1-2 minutes.

BRANDNEW!

NEW! 13ml 
PACKAGING!

NEW! 13ml 
PACKAGING!



BUILDER BASE GEL
Medium dense, strong cohesion, flexiable, soak 
off base gel. It can be used before gel filling or 
sculpting for base (for the appropriate cohesion)
and it stops the base layer lifting up from the 
surface of the natural nail.
Use it under 3Step CrystaLac, for Reverse tip 
technique or Xtreme Fusion Gel.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED

      4ml
    13ml

Soft, flexible, soluble base gel with good adhesion. 
It can be used as a base layer for gel filling and 
sculpting to achieve adequate adhesion, and to 
prevent the base layer from lifting off the surface 
of the natural nail plate when bending. It can 
also be used under 3 Step CrystaLac and under 
Xtreme Fusion Gel with the Reverse tip technique. 
The most soluble base gel, so if someone wants 
to remove the gel polish with a solution, we 
recommend this base.
Curing time: 2-3 minutes in a UV lamp; 1-2 
minutes in LED.

      4ml
    13ml-

BASE GEL

13ml 4ml

13ml 4ml

8ml 4ml

This is the thicker version of the most wanted Compact Base Gel Clear. This product has a more 
convinient consistency, it won’t flow even in the heat of the summer. You can easily make the c-curve 
and the durability is the same as the Compact Base Gel.

    4ml
    8ml

COMPACT BASE & BUILDER GEL PLUS CLEAR
BASE AND NAIL STRENGTHENING GEL

BASE GELS
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Playful lines
The nail set was made with 

SENS Base&Builder Gel Milky 
Rose and Compact Base Gel 
Clear, decorated with Glam 
Glitter 10, Mermaid powder 
3 and Art Gel Pro Black. (By 

Dóra Kesztyűs)

The thicker 
version of the 
most wanted 

Compact 
Base Gel.



ELASTY HARDENER GEL
CLEAR, FLEXIBLE, SOAK-OFF NAIL STRENGTHENING “LIQUID 
BUILDER GEL WITH EXCELLENT ADHESION

Clear
8ml

Cover Pink
8ml

Clear
13ml

Cover Pink
13ml

A medium-density, solvable strengthening and liquid builder gel 
with brush. It has high adhesion that provides a durable and 
strong coating to natural nails, making them resistant, strong and 
flexible. Ideal for salon work to base, strengthen, correct, lengthen, 
build a C-curve. Depending on the thickness of the material, it 
enables the construction of S, M length nails on a nail form. It can 
be slightly bent. It can also be used as a base layer that ensures 
strong adhesion under builder gels. When strengthening a nail, 
the color can be applied directly without filing, so the filling time is 
greatly shortened. It is also excellent as a base and strengthening 
layer of reinforced gel polish, with a smooth surface after curing. It 
has a surface leveling effect. It can also be used for nail correction, 
replacement of broken nail corners, correction of spoon nails and 
pedicure.
Curing time: 2-3 minutes in a UV lamp; 1-2 minutes in LED.

      8ml
    13ml
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NAIL STRENGTHENERS 
EASY OFF HARDENER GEL
SOLUBLE NAIL STRENGTHENER GEL
Thick, flexible and soluble nail-strengthening gel. Recommended for 
strengthening natural nails, it can also be used to make a nail correction 
of a small (maximum 1-2 mm) length. In order to ensure adequate 
adhesion, it is recommended to use Base gel, then apply Easy Off 
material in one or two layers to its surface.
Curing time: 2-3 minutes in a UV lamp; 1-2 minutes in LED.

Clear - Crystal Clear
Milky White - slightly covering milky white shade
Milky Pink - slightly covering milky rose shade

    13ml

13ml

Extremely finely ground powder, which can be a great help in nail 
strengthening. It is recommended to be used when reinforcement is needed, 
but we want to keep its completely natural look. Apply a base gel thinly, then 
spread the Hardener Sand powder evenly with a spatula and cure. For a 
smooth surface, it is recommended to apply another thin layer of base gel 
on top of the powder and cure it. After curing, apply the color and the top 
gel as usual. The nail made in this way will be more resistant even without a 
C-curve. The natural effect nails can be soaked-off.
Curing time: 1-2 minutes in a UV lamp; 2-3 minutes in LED.

    10g
    35g

HARDENER SAND
NAIL STRENGTHENER POWDER
NAIL STRENGTHENER POWDER

Clear Milky White Milky Pink

Use with its own 
top gel, the Easy 

Off Top Gel.

Nail stregthener

CN advice:
It can also be used for applying metal 

ornaments, micro beads, rhinestones, shaped 
stones to the surface, as well as for built-in nail 
art when decorating. It is also perfect for extra 

sealing of less resistant decorations under 
the top gel (for ChroMirror chrome powders, 

aquarelle painting or water stickers)!



TOP GELS
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SENS FLASH TOP GEL
The reflective glitter effect that everyone 
loves is now also available in top gel! Flash 
Top Gel sparkles silvery when diffused light 
falls on it, but does not mask the underlying 
shade, as it contains smaller particles than 
Sens Flash ‚3G Polish’ gel polishes. In this 
way, you can combine any of your existing 
shades with Flash glitter! A flexible, non-
fixing, dissolvable top gel that can be used 
on all colors and materials.
Curing time: 2-3 minutes in UV, 1-2 minutes 
in LED.

    4ml

Erős fényben

Nappali
fényben

SENS MATTE TOP GEL
Non-cleansing, soakable matte top gel for the long lasting
matte result. Easy-to-use without strikes and you can get a vel-
vety effect. It is perfect for new type of nail arts because it is non 
cleansing. Cure it by fingers!
Curing time: 2-3 minutes in UV,
1-2 minutes in LED.

     4ml
   10ml
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SENS MAKE UP
TOP GEL
We dreamed up this collection in the colors of palettes made for natural effect 
make-up. The Sens Make Up Top Gel is a colored non-fixing top gel that 
has a much stronger pigmentation than the Milky Top Gels. Creamy white, 
pleasant pink and a soft nude colors are included in this family. Their beautiful 
shades are complete after applying the last layer. They can be applied on a 
transparent base to achieve a natural effect. French nails can also be thinly 
covered with them to give them a natural effect. They can be applied over any 
light color to slightly modify the shade. After curing, the material is shiny and 
non-fixing, so no additional layers are needed. Dissolvable.
Curing time: 2-3 minutes in UV, 1-2 minutes in LED.

    4ml

RoseWhite Nude

SENS TOP GEL 
LONG LASTING AND NON-CLEANSING 
TOP GEL FOR PRESERVING THE 
ORIGINAL SHADE OF COLORS
Long-lasting, non-cleansing, bright 
and shiny top gel. The unique feature 
of this product is the minimal amount 
of color enhancer ingredient what 
makes the colors more vivid, thus 
preserving the true shades of the 
colors. The consistency is medium 
dense, it won’t flow easily so you can 
work in a bit thicker layer with it in or-
der to get a smoother surface.
Curing time: 1-2 min in UV; 2-3 min in
LED.

     4ml
   10ml

Usage: It is better to apply it in a thicker 
layer, then file the edges of the nail with a 

buffer after curing.

NEW 10ML  
ECONOMICAL 
PACKAGING!

NEW 10ML  
ECONOMICAL 
PACKAGING!

NEW 10ML  
ECONOMICAL 
PACKAGING!
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BRANDNEW!
PEARLY TOP GEL 
Non-fixing, dissolvable, pearl effect top gel. With 
its chameleon-like micro-glitters, it offers a ho-
mogeneous shell-like appearance.It does not 
contain the optical color enhancer that makes 
the nail „glow” blue under UV light, so it does not 
change the colors.
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 mi-
nutes.

BRANDNEW!
HEMA FREE
TOP GEL

    8ml

   4ml

BRANDNEW!

BRANDNEW!

BrandNew!
Clear

BrandNew!
Pearly Top Gel

on white

BrandNew!
Pearly Top Gel

on black

Playful 
patterns

The nail set was made with 
Hema Free 3 Step CrystaLac 
HF3S04, HF3S08, Platinum 
Foil Gold, Art Gel Pro White 
and Conferri Top Gel - Matte 
Black. (By Roxána Sárközy-

Eigner)

HEMA-free, non-fixing top gel 
with a brilliant, long-lasting shine. 
Clear, soluble. it does not conta-
in the optical color enhancer that 
makes the nail „glow” blue under 
UV light, so it does not change the 
colors. Curing time in UV 2-3 mi-
nutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.
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Velvet 
Orchidea

The nail set was made with 
Royal Gel R148, R149, Black, 
White, Royal Blue and Olive 
Art Gels, covered with Cool 

Top. (By Edina Sikari)

COOL TOP GEL ORIGINAL
NON-CLEANSING, FLEXIBLE, 
SOLUBLE SUPER TOP GEL

The original optical enhancer is back! It makes white 
shades extra shiny, its glossy effect is long-lasting. It 
doesn’t turn yellowy, no fixing needed, soluble, can be 
applied onto all surfaces.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV, 1-2 in LED.

     4ml
     8ml
   13ml

13ml 8ml 4ml

Usage:
If you want to prevent 

dark colors from turning 
slightly blue, use Cool 

Top Gel Universal 
Formula or Cool Top 

4Dark.

Our most popular, 
most shiny, most 
durable top gel

Popular

36
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COOL TOP 4 DARK
NON-CLEANSING, FLEXIBLE, SOAK-OFF
SUPERSHINE FOR DARKER SHADES
Our most popular top gel, Cool Top Gel, gets a new version! It doesn’t contain the 
component that makes the nail luminescent in a blue-ish color under the UV light.
Use this, and you will have no problem what you had with the other Cool Top Gel when 
you worked with warmer shades (the warmer shades were different in natural light than 
in artificial light). From now on, the bordeaux will be not purplish, the black stays black. 
Non-cleansing, elastic, soak-off gel, middle-stiffness. 
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV, LED: 1-2 min.

     4ml
     8ml
   13ml 4ml8ml13ml

COOL TOP GEL UNIVERSAL 
NEW FORMULA
NON-CLEANSING, FLEXIBLE, SOAK-OFF, 
MEDIUM DENSITY, LONG LASTING TOP 
GEL

SHIMMER TOP GEL -
SPARKLING TOP GEL

The renewed version of Cool Top Gel Universal is suitable for 
smoothing the surface and does not contain the optical color 
enhancing ingredient that makes nails „glow” blue under UV light, 
so it does not change the color. It is excellent on all surfaces. 
Non-cleansing. Curing time: 2-3 minutes in UV,
1-2 minutes in LED.

     4ml
     8ml
   13ml

It is a perfect choice for people who 
represent themselves with moderate, but 
elegant nails during the holiday season. It 
makes any basic color special.
Curing time: 2-3 min
in UV, 1-2 min in LED.

    4ml

on white on pink on black

Cool Top Gel Universal
New formula 

Black-
Rosegold

The nail set was made 
with Cover Pink acrylic 

powder, 3S78, 3S12 3STEP 
CrystaLacs, Cool Top 4Dark, 
decorated with BubbleGum 
Gel Black and White Desert 

Gel. (By Mónika Majnik)

Usage: 
Perfect choice for 

ChroMirror Pigment 
Powder, Crystal Flake 

and of course any 
CrystaLac!

A high-gloss top that lasts 
for weeks, everyone’s 

favorite!
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Thicker, extremely shiny, durable, clear top gel. Flexible, non-
cleansing formula. Non-yellowing, since it contains UV filter. 
It can’t be soaked-off, so we don’t recommend to use on gel 
polishes.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED.

      4ml
    13ml

TOP SHINETM XTREME ZSELÉ
NON-CLEANSING, FLEXIBLE TOP GEL

13ml 4ml

GLAM TOP GEL
RAINBOW ROSE, SILVER, GOLD

4ml

On black base On black baseOn nude base On nude baseOn white base On white base

The color-changing glitters of the Glam Top Gel glow like tiny 
stars at dawn or as morning dewdrops on flowers. They flaunt 
as many colors/shades as then rainbow after a spring downpour. 
Non cleansing, flexible top gel with the already well known range 
of Glam Glitters is guaranteed to be the new favorite of the 
season.
CN Advise: It cheers up any base color perfectly! The material 
can also be applied nicely with your brush, but if it is more 
convenient, adjust the glitter grains using the 0 Short brush.

    4ml

On black baseOn nude baseOn white base
Rainbow Rose Glam Top Gel

Gold Glam Top Gel Silver Glam Top Gel

MILKY TOP GEL
QUICK SOLUTION FOR THE LOVERS
OF CLASSIC FRENCH NAILS
Non-cleansing, whitish, and pinkish top gel shades. Milky Top can be used in 
a thin layer like other top gels, so it will not give a stronger coverage on the 
surface, it will only lightly paint it. It dims the sharp contrast between the smile 
line and the nail bed. It will be a favorite of lovers of restrained French nails.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED.

   4ml
   8ml

NEW 8ML 
ECONOMICAL 
PACKAGING!
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It contains beautiful, multi-colored flakes and glitter that 
go well with any base color. Interestingly, the glitters are 
in different sizes, but they’re very thin, so they fit nicely 
into the surface of the nail. 
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min
in LED.

    4ml

AURORA TOP GEL
NON-CLEANSING,
FLEXIBLE TOP GEL

4ml
On 3S12 On 3S65On 3S42 On 3S78

CONFETTI TOP GEL MATTE BLACK & WHITE
NON-CLEANSING, SOAK-OFF, FLEXIBLE TOP GEL

4ml4ml

Confetti Black Confetti White

This is a non-cleansing, soak-off, flexible matte top gel that contains black or white glitters with mixed sizes and 
shapes in it. It can make easier to reach the splashing effect. You can cheer up any of your gel polish but the most 
exciting could be the light, pastel colors or neon shades to be a base layer for this. If your customer would like a shiny 
surface, you can just
cover it with Cool Top Gel Universal or Cool Top Gel 4 Dark top gel. 
CN Advice: In case of a high level usage, apply a layer of Mattever Top Gel.
Curing time: 2-3 minutes in UV lamp, 1-2 minutes in LED.

    4ml

Aurora shine
The nail set was made 
with SENS Builder Gel 

Milky White and Aurora 
Top Gel (By Ágnes 

Sebestyén)

Popular
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MATTEVER MATT TOP GEL
NON-CLEANSING, FLEXIBLE,
SOAK-OFF TOP GEL
Non-cleansing, soak-off, flexible, super matte top gel. With the help of this 
product, you can reach more durable result then ever. It will not be shiny 
later. Use on gel polishes, gels and acrylics. Since it is a non-cleansing 
material, it is a good base for the modern decorations.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED.

     4ml
     8ml
   13ml

13ml 8ml 4ml

Soft, flexible, soak-off top gel. For gel and acrylic nails, CrystaLacs and 
for strengthened nails with Easy Off Hardener. It contains UV filter for the 
perfect, non-yellowing result.
After curing remove the sticky layer with Cleanser.
Curing time: 2-3 min in UV; 1-2 min in LED.

    13ml

EASY OFF TOP GEL
FLEXIBLE, SOAK-OFF TOP GEL

13ml

Flash Glitter on 
matte base

The nail set was made with 
Xtreme Fusion Candy Floss 

AcrylGel, Flash Glitter 5 -Holo 
Silver and MattEcer Matte Top 

Gel. (By Virág Halász)
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The Royal Top Gel is a creamy, easy-spreading material, the 
softer version of Royal Gels in bottle packaging, which will be-
come the new favorite of professionals. It covers in one layer, 
so it is faster to work with. It will be a pleasure to apply the 
colors to the nail surface. Non-fixing, non dissolving, colored 
gel in a bottle.
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

RT04
Hydrangea

RT01
Peach Pink

RT02
Tulip

RT03
Lilac

RT16
Honeysuckle

flower

RT13
Silk Blue

RT14
Hot Fudge

RT15
Mulled wine

RT08
Summer Crocus

RT05
Blazing Yellow

RT06
Summer
Magenta

RT07
Sunset Red

RT12
Persian Jewel

RT09
Antique Rose

RT10
Fiery Red

RT11
Red Dahlia

ROYAL TOP GEL
COLOR AND SHINE IN ONE GEL! 

4ml 

Trendy animal 
patterns 

The nail set was made with 
Royal Top Gel RT11 shade. (by 

Edina Sikari).

It can be used on any 
builder material or base for 
strengthening technique.

If the material settles 
or separates while long 

standing, due to its 
density do not shake it, 
just stir it in the bottle 
with a wooden stick.

Scan the QR code 
and watch the 

video!
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Vibrant neon colors.
NEON1.

DIAMOND
Diamond effect, brilliant
colors,in Royal Gel too.

2.

#weare
crystalnails

R1
Wild Red

R4
Baby pink

R5
Soft coral

R6
Ultra white
Even more
coverage!

R7
Royal black

R10
Blue glossy red

R11
Metallic

night-blue

R12
Hazel brown

R14
Metallic

bordeaux

R15
Orange-red

R35
Vivid cobalt-

violet

R18
Classic pink

R19
Ultra violet

R21
Poppy-red

R34
Vivid Lilac-

mauve

R27
Fruit sangria

R28
Soft terracotta

R29
Characteristic

burgundy

R30
Soft ivory

R32
Bright cornflower 

blue

R33
Rose-mauve

1.

R41
Navy Peony

R48
Silver

R49
Gold

2. 2.

R56
Quetzal Green

R59
Brown Granite

R64
Lilac

R65
Poison green

R70
Marsala

R71
Mauve-flower

R72
Cornflower

R73
Marshmallow

R74
Classic blue

R76
Bon-bon cherry

R89
Rouge
noir

R86
Neon pink

R87
Cognacburgundy

1.

R88
Cocoa

R77
Malachit

R78
Happy blue

R79
Rose quartz 

R80
Trendy nude

R84
Neon tangerine

R82
Neon green

R83
Neon yellow

1. 1. 1.

R85
Neon coral

1.

R92
Cuban orchid

They are highly pigmented, so they provide excellent coverage 
in one (or two) thin layers. After curing, their surface is dry and 
shiny. If you want to increase its shine and ensure a long-lasting 
shine, it is worth applying Top Seal Light Gel, Easy Off Top Gel 
or Cool Top Gel Universal. They can be used to color the entire 
surface of the artificial nail. Due to their pigmentation, Royal 
Gels are also excellent for decoration: either for slightly raised 
surface decoration or gel painting.
Curing time: 2-3 minutes in UV lamp, 1-2 minutes in LED.

4,5ml
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R95
Flame-red

R96
Punch frosty

R118
Japanese lilac

R119
Dutch tulip

R100
Blue lagoon

R103
Playful pink

R106
Wild cherry gel

R115
Black forest cake

R122
Neon red

R123
Yellow daffodil

R124
Tea pink

R127
Honey nugat

R136
Fuchsia

on the loose

R137
China pink

R141
Summer love

R142
Juicy pineapple

R144
Neon lotus

R145
Malibu pink

R148
Strawberry 
Macaron

R147
Punch nude

Princess 
features

The nail set was made with 
Royal Gel R202 and Royal Top 

Gel RT03 shades. (By Edina 
Sikari).
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R166
Holly

R167
Spicy punch

R169
EverGreen

R172
Spring sprout

R177
Vibrant fuchsia

R178
Light lupine

R174
Tagetes

R175
Pink hibiscus

R173
Fresh sky

R176
Hawaiian rose

R152
Golden peach

R163
Rose petals

R164
Aubergine purple

R157
Spring turquise

R159
Miami vibe

R158
Classic blue

R161
Florida love

R160
Green power

R149
Cherry bordeaux

R179
Ruby romance

R180
Dark poppy

R181
Mahogany

R183
Pale Rosette

R184
First Blush

R186
Potpurri

R187
Orchid bloom

R188
Bubblegum

R198
New Years Eve

R200
Sparkling
Burgundy

R201
Noir Rouge

R203
Viva Magenta
#2023 color
of the year

R202
Tender Peach

R189
Popcorn

R190
Gossamer pink

R192
Coral Rose

R193
Ponciana

R191
Innuendo

R195
Rose violet

ROYAL GEL
NON-CLEANSING GELS IN ONE LAYER

4,5ml

Red Marble
The nail set was made with 

SENS AcrylGel Cover Pink, Royal 
Gel R178, R181 shades and with 
Rosegold transfer foil. (By Dóri 

Kesztyűs).

Scan the QR code 
and watch the video!

ROYAL GEL
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The SENS is intorducing a brand new range of decoration 
gels for the holiday season.Metallic (chrome) effect color 
gel for surface decoration! In three colors: Mirror Silver for a 
mirror silver effect, Rose and Gold which are metallic chrome 
decoration gels. It needs to be covered with a Top Coat (Cool 
Top, MattEver), so the silver still has a slightly dull mirror-
like effect on the surface, but all three colors are excellent 
alternatives to metallic transfer foil decoration or can be 
used instead of strip stickers. Apply extra thin, lay flat, with 
a 0 brush, and cure for 1-2 minutes in LED light, 2-3 minutes 
in UV. Wait a few seconds before applying for the brightest 
effect.

METALLIC DECOR GEL

Gels which can be use for paintings, for those who love nail 
art. Thick, non cleansing and extremely strong pigmented 
product. It could cover in a thin layer too. Thanks for the 
viscosity, it doesn’t move or flow around while you working 
with it. It will cling it on shiny or matte surface and you dont 
have to cleanse it after curing. You can use it for One Move or 
Gel Painting technique; or make thin lines with it. With our Art 
Gels, the color transitions are more solid and homogeneous, 
the color of the patterns are more vivid and lively. It cures in 
UV and in LED as well. Curing time: in UV lamp is 3-4 minutes, 
in LED lamp is 2-3 minutes.

ART GEL - PAINTING GEL

Art White Art Yellow Neon Yellow Neon Orange Art Baby Pink

Neon Korall Art Fuchsia Neon Pink Art Red Art Magenta Art Royal BlueArt Violet Art BlueArt Purple Art Olive Neon Green Art Brown Art Black

Metallic
Decor Gel

Gold

Metallic
Decor Gel

Mirror Silver

Metallic
Decor Gel

Rose

NON-CLEANSING DECORATION GELS

5ml

5ml

USAGE:
The Art Gel painting gel is only for 

decorations!
It’s not suitable for painting the whole nail 

surface or the free edge!
Apply an extra thin layer, to help the 

adhesion - a minimal amount on the brush 
is enough. With the help of Ombre Sticks, 
sponge head brush to make the perfect 

transition of the Art gels!
Let’s make babyboomer nails
with the help of white Art GEL

Use it for 
One move 

flowers!

Scan the QR code 
and watch the 
video!
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Blue Green Black

RedWhite Yellow

Cream
12

Cream
15

Cream
13

Cream
01

Cream
02

Creamy, soft, strongly pigmented art gel that makes the 
painting easier. The favorite attributes of the Art Gel remained 
unchanged: strong coverage even with a thin layer, non - 
cleansing. The Art Gel Pro has better, different consistency, 
which is easier to handle. The work with this product is way 
more faster and the result will be more homogeneous. You 
can draw a long and thin line without breaking the line. The 
brush is almost glides by itself on the surface. It is a perfect 
choice for contouring and for drawing thin lines due to the 
color’s intensity.
Curing time: in UV lamp is 2-3 minutes, in LED lamp is
1-2 minutes.

ART GEL PRO -
CREAMY PAINTING GEL

ROYALCREAM GEL - 
CREAMY ROYAL GEL
Non-cleansing, thick decoration gel which is combines the 
thickness of the Art Gel and the easy-to-handle attribute of 
the Royal Gels. It doesn’t stretch, the viscosity is like a pasta, 
it gives a perfect 3D effect for the painted pattern. It will cure 
perfectly, if you apply it with a thicker layer. The colors can be 
mixed whatever way you want to.
Curing Time: in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED lamp 1-2
minutes.

This decoration gel can be stretched whithout any break. 
Non-cleansing and it doesn’t requeries any cover. It can be 
combined with ChroMirror or any Pigment Powders, effect 
Powders. Skin Guard is recommended before using it, to 
easily remove from the skin. It can be used with decorating 
needle or brush. It can be streched with a decorating needle 
or a brush, for geometric patterns.
Curing time: in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED lamp 1-2 minutes.

BUBBLEGUM COLOR GEL - 
RUBBERY STRETCHING 
GEL 

White Silver Champagne

Gold Rosegold Ruby Black

NON-CLEANSING DECORATION GELS

3ml

3ml

3ml

THE 
BUBBLEGUM
COLOR GEL

stretches 
more in room 
temperature.

In practical jar 
packaging

USAGE:
Cover the thin 

line decorations 
with

a top gel.

The Art Gel
and The Art Gel 

Pro can be mixed 
to create

an infinite number
of colors.

Scan the QR code 
and watch the 
video!
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Non-cleansing, highly pigmented stamping gel that can be 
used for multiply printing. It dries only in lamp, so you don’t 
need to hurry with your design. The curing time is 1-2 minutes 
in LED lamp, 2-3 minutes in UV lamp.

STAMPING COLOR GEL

Red

White Black Silver

Gold

Scan the QR code 
and watch the 
video!

Champagne Black

NudeWhite Rose
Non cleansing gel with medium consistency for those nail 
techs who love to make ornaments on the nails. It is perfect 
for drawing very thin lines or making thicker patterns with it. 
This product available in 5 colors.
Curing time: in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED lamp 1-2 minutes.

ORNAMENT GEL - FOR 
EASIER ORNAMENT 
PATTERNS

NON-CLEANSING DECORATION GELS

3ml

5ml
For real

masterpieces

Scan the QR code 
and watch the 
video!
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White

Thanks to its non-cleansing, thick, paste consistency, it is easy to use for 
decoration even on the whole surface. You can create a rough, „sand-like” 
surface with it. Its denser texture allows to scratch different motifs into the 
applied layer. Also good for 3D patterns as it cures well even in a thick layer. 
Choose the Gelly, the Phantom or the Art Design brushes for application! Use it 
the same way as any 3D decoration material: on a top gel or on a raised surface.
Curing time: 2-3 minutes in UV lamp, 1-2 minutes in LED lamp.

DESERT GEL -
FOR SAND EFFECT

NON-CLEANSING DECORATION GELS

White

The Lace Gel is an extra thick plasticine like material with which you can make 
perfect 3D patterns or create thin lace patterns. Use it on the fully cured top 
shine! For making lace patterns, use a spatula for taking it out from the jar, apply 
it on the surface. For working with it, we recommend you to use Cleanser and 3D 
brush or a silicone brush. For the 3D patterns you can shape the material with 
your own fingers. It’s non-cleansing, so you don’t need to cover it with a top gel. 
Curing time: in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED lamp 1-2 minutes.

LACE GEL -
LACE EFFECT

3ml

3ml
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Usage:
Use minimal Art 

Gel to create 
additional colors.

Usage:
Use minimal Art 

Gel to create 
additional colors.

White Almond 
with flowers 

The nail set was made with Fusion 
AcrylGel Renewed White, SENS 

Aurora Flake Base&Builder White, 
3 STEP CrystaLac 3S171, 3S167 and 

3S181 shades, decorated with 
Ornament Gel Black. (By Virág 

Halász).
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SMART
GUMMY
SMART
GUMMY

SMART
GUMMY
SMART
GUMMY

New, innovative Base Gel, characterized by extremely easy spreadability, high 
flexibility, and strong adhesion. Since its autumn debut the 2STEP SmartGummy 
Rubber Base Gel product line among its members you can find the trend colors, 
the always elegant nude shades, the hotter, brighter pinks, the more restrained 
pastel colors, so everyone can find a new favorite in their style.
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.
SMART: it crawls into its place automatically, then slips into the surface 
GUMMY: because it’s flexible, rubbery 
RUBBER BASE: you can use it as a base or refill your nails and also you can 
create the C-curve but do not build a long nail on form with this product. Use 
the Compact product line or the Elasty Hardener Gel or the SENS base&builder 
range for that.

2 STEP SMARTGUMMY 
RUBBER BASE GEL

Nr2
Milky White

Nr3
Passion Red

Nr4
Cranberry

Nr8
Shimmer

Peach

Nr12
Cover Nude

Nr16
Shimmer Blush

Nr29
Blue Lagoon

Nr20
Sunshine Pink

Nr33
Glowy Strawberry

(Glows in the
dark)

Nr24
Neon Yellow

Nr37
Burnt Sienna

Nr5
Shimmer 

Candy

Nr9
Skylight

Nr13
Sweet Cream

Nr0
Clear

Nr17
Sunshine 
Flamingo

Nr30
Shimmer 

Jade

Nr21
Bubblegum

Nr34
Glowy Fire

(Glows in the 
dark)

Nr25
Sunshine 
Orange

Nr38
Rose Violet

Nr6
Shimmer 

Rose

Nr10
Airy Blue

Nr14
Milky Rose

Nr1
Baby Pink

Nr18
Sunshine 
Tangelo

Nr31
Lime Green

Nr22
 Pastel Orchid

Nr35
Glowy Orange
(Glows in the 

dark)

Nr26
Sunshine 

Coral

Nr7
Shimmer 
Mauve

Nr11
Tender Peach

Nr15
Desert Sand

Nr28
Amethyst

Nr19
Electric Pink

Nr32
Glowy Jungle
(Glows in the 

dark)
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Nr23
Pastel Lilac

Nr36
Fiery Red

Nr27
Viva Magenta

2 STEP SMARTGUMMY RUBBER BASE GEL

8ml

8ml 8ml

”A rubbery 
Compact 
Base Gel”

Now available 
in 13ml 

packaging!

Nr1 Baby Pink and Nr2 Milky White are 
available in 8ml and 13ml packaging

13ml
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Nr42
Seedpearl

Nr46
Lava Smoke

Nr50
Rose Quartz

Nr43
Antique Rose

Nr47
Persian Jewel

Nr51
Sugar Pink

Nr44
Silver Birch

Nr48
Shimmer 

White

Nr41
Doe

Nr45
Nimbus 
Cloud

Nr49
Shimmer 

Ecru

Nr39
Red Dahlia

Nr40
Hot Fudge

2 STEP SMARTGUMMY RUBBER BASE GEL

Nr55
Festive Red

Nr52
Silver Cloud

Nr54
Shimmer Tan

Nr53
Shimmer 

Grey

Nr59
Shimmer Lilac

Nr56
Charlock

Nr57
Milky Ecru

Nr58
Desert Flower

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!

Scan the QR code and 
watch the video!
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S001Clear 0 S002 S003 S004

S005 S006 S007 S008 S009

S010 S011 S012 S013 S014 S015 S016

These are thick and highly pigmented 3 step CrystaLacs which can 
cover the surface in just one thin layer. Made especially for gel polish 
decoration techniques. The colors can be mixed with each other, so 
you can create the required shades for any nail art and patterns. If 
you would like to weaken the colours or make them less vivid, we 
recommend you the Sens by Crystal Nails Gel Polish CLEAR 0. You 
can use it on the whole surface, but not the usual way as we use gel 
polishes: you have to get a small amount of material on the brush and 
apply with pulling movements on the surface. Use it in a thin layer and 
use a strong LED lamp for curing. Make sure, you cure them a little 
longer than the usual 3 Step CrystaLacs (especially the S007 Black). 
Curing time: 1-2 minutes in LED lamp, 2-3 minutes in UV lamp.

Sens’ new product line has arrived: the ‘3G’ Polish Magnetic Flash 
gel polish, which is a 3-step gel polish with magnetic, reflective 
properties. If Sens FLASH was your favorite so far, you will love these 
materials even more! Its reflective glitter contains tiny holo particles, 
so it’s delightful in itself! If you magnetize, you don’t need a base 
color and even the first layer can be magnetized. They will bring real 
magic to the salons!
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

SENS ‘3G POLISH’ (GEL POLISH)
NAIL ART GEL POLISHES WITH MAXIMUM 
PIGMENTATION

SENS ‘3G POLISH’ MAGNETIC 
FLASH (GEL POLISH)
MAGNETIC REFLECTIVE GEL POLISHES

Magnetic
Flash
Silver

Magnetic
Flash
Rose 

Magnetic
Flash
Sand 

Magnetic
Flash

Chocolate

In strong light

In daylight

4ml

SENS BY CRYSTAL NAILS ’3G POLISH’ (GEL POLISH)
WITH MAXIMUM PIGMENTATION

4ml

4ml

Sparkling sand 
shade

The nail set was made with SENS 
Flash ‘3G Polish’ Sand and the 
2 STEP SmartGummy Rubber 

Base Nr42 Seed Pearl shades. (By 
Edina Sikari).

4ml

Scan the QR code 
and watch the 

video!
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Amarena Royal
Blue

Flash
Nude

Flash
Grape

Flash
Emerald

Flash
Pink

Flash
Turquoise

In strong light

In daylight

Flash
Coral

In strong light

In daylight

Flash
Gold

Flash
Silver

Flash
Rose

Flash
Cobalt

Flash
Chocolate

Flash
Midnight

Flash
Burgundy

Light reflective and sparkly 3G Polish which 
is “only” a very vivid and sparkly gel polish 
in normal circumstances, but if it gets a 
light from the side or from the back it will 
be very shiny and sparkly. If you use a 
matte top gel, it will have a beautiful granite 
effect.

4ml

The SENS NAILS Celebration collection gives a reason to celebration 
by itself. These elegant, bright and matte gel polishes contain golden 
flakes. The usage is the same as with the decoration colors. For 
the arrangement of sequins, we recommend to use a thinner brush. 
You can use it on its own or also for decoration, it can be perfectly 
combined with the S015 andS016 Sens 3G polish shades.

SENS CELEBRATION ’3G 
POLISH’ (GEL POLISH)

Celebration
Peach

Celebration
Orchid

4ml

4ml

SENS BY CRYSTAL NAILS ’3G POLISH’ (GEL POLISH)
WITH MAXIMUM PIGMENTATION

Milky white 1 Milky white 2 Milky rose 1 Milky rose 2

SENS MILKY ‘3G POLISH’
(GEL POLISH) WHITE AND ROSE
The SENS ’3G’ (Gel Polish) product family is called MILKY after the 
effect since it has yellowingfree milky white and a soft feminine pinky 
shade. The Milky 1 is mild, while the Milky 2 is highly pigmented. 

4ml

4ml

4ml
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3S50
Night Sky

3S51
Winter Charm

3S52
Golden Dawn

3S49
Euphoric Cherry

3S44
Ice Coffee

3S45
Cloudy Blue

3S46
Carbon Grey

3S47
Fiesta Red

Extraordinary durability and fabolously vivid colors in 3 STEPS. This product is providing you the 
persistency of the color gels and the ease of polishes. It spreads gently on the nail surface. The 
curing time is 2-3 minutes in LED lamp, and 1-2 minutes in UV lamp, so your clients don’t have to be 
careful with them as with a nail polish. Thanks to the PolyHybrid technology it is more durable and 
has a better coverage. These colors are highly pigmented. The attached brush is perfectly matches 
the surface of the nail plate, so you can work more precisely and smoothly. This unique jar is not just 
spectacular but practical as well: your customer can easily pick their favorite color just look at them. 
Use the Compact Base Gel, Compact Base Gel Plus, Builder Base Gel, Base Gel, SmartGummy 
Rubber Base Gel or Elasty Hardener. For top we recommend to use the followings: Clear 0/Top 
CrystaLac, Cool Top Gel (Universal, Original, 4Dark) or Mattever Top Gel. It can be soak-off about in 
10 minutes (depending on the thickness of the layer and the removing material). Curing time is 2-3 
minutes in UV lamp, 1-2 minutes in LED lamp. Applied in thin layers, cured 90 seconds per each 
layer in UV/ LED lamp they cover in the marked intensity.

3S57
Punch Glaze

3S53
Scarlet Demon

3S54
Sensual

Bordeaux

3S55
Basic Instict

3S56
Secret 

Rendez-Vous

It reaches its final color after curing. It reaches its final color after curing.

3S18
Shiny Cinnamon

3S21
Brilliant 

Marshmallow

3S23
Brilliant

Neon Coral

3S24
Neon pink

3S7
Chilli Pepper

3S25
Neon lily

3S26
Ferrari red

3S27
Soft White

3S28
Neon lollipop

3S30
Brilliant

Neon Frutti

3S58
Sparkling
Powder

3S31
Mr. Grey

3S32
British Mustard

3S34
Happy Blue

3S35
Rose Quartz

3S39 
Shiny Neon 

Lemon

3S40 
Neon Peach

3S41 
Neon Tangerine

3S42
Aster

3S43
Pink nude

3S8
Blooming Dahlia

3S10
Pink Yarrow

3S11
Lapis Blue

3S12
Black

3S13
Pistachio

3S14
Strawberry
ice cream

3S15
Sangria

3S16
Charming Mauve

3S17
Raspberry
mousse

Cover Nr 1. Cover Nr 2. Clear/Top 0 3S1
Fruit Dove

3S2
Eden

3S3
Harbor Mist

3S4
Spring Saffron

3S5
Tawny Port

3 STEP CRYSTALAC
EXTRAORDINARY DURABILITY AND FABOLOUSLY VIVID COLORS IN 3 STEPS

3 STEP
CRYSTALAC:

4ml
8ml

3 STEP CLEAR/
TOP0 CRYSTALAC: 13ml

Layer
1 1-2 2 2-3 3



USAGE:
For thin nails we 

recommend you to 
strenghten the nail plate 
with Compact Base or 
Elasty Hardener Gel.

Extraordinary durability 
and fabolously vivid 
colors in 3 STEPS.

The most durable 
professional solution - 3 

week durability.
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3S59
Vivid Salmon

3S60
Mint-liqueur

3S61
Turquise Amulet

3S62
Caribbean Blue

3S63
Ink

3S64
Orange blast

3S65
French Fuchsia

3S66
Berry Meringue

3S67
Wild raspberry

gel

3S68
Scarlet Currant

3S70
Chestnut

3S71
Sour blackberry

3S72
Mountain crystal

3S73
Peachy

champagne 
coctail

3S74
Glowing

Crataegus

3S75
Tango Argetino

3S76
Diva-Blue

3S77
Oil Green

3S78
Snowhite

3S79
Classical ecru

3S80
Persian Pearl

3S81
Majestic
flamingo

3S82
Nice hyacinth

3S84
Neon lemonade 

3S85
Neon

flamingoflower

3S87
Neon red

3S88
Ivory

3S89
Peachy fig

3S90
Diplomat blue

3S91
Sweet chili

3S92
Champagne 

madness

3S93
Myanmar Ruby

3S94
Mistical
Emerald

3S95
Exciting Blue

3S96
Banana shake

3S97
Tutti-frutti

3S98
Huckleberry
cotton-candy

3S99
Baby blue

3S100
Golden ecru

3S101
Golden nude

3S102
Golden mauve

3S103
Golden coral

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

3S104
Respberry
cheescake

3S105
Creamy papaya

3S106 
Strawberry
margarita

3S107
Punch syrup

3S108
Ruby coctail 

3S109 
Water hyacinth

3S110 
Creamy almond

3S111 
Cold rose

3S112
Lilac 

3S116
Sparkling gold

3S117
Sparkling cherry

3S118
Sparkling night 

3S113
Lava stone

3S114
Blueberry

3S115
Sparkling silver

3S120 
Strawberry foam

3S121 
Neon grapefruit

It reaches its final color after curing.

3S122 
Sunshine

3 STEP CRYSTALAC
EXTRAORDINARY DURABILITY AND FABOLOUSLY VIVID COLORS IN 3 STEPS

3 STEP
CRYSTALAC:

4ml
8ml

Layer
1 1-2 2 2-3 3



3S129 
Vibrant Orange 

3S124
Fairy Rose

3S125
Fairy Princess

3S126
Fairy Violet

3S127 
Vivid Kiwi

3S128 
Dynamic Yellow

3S130 
Lively Red

3S131
Pink Shock

3S132 
Neon ruby

3S133 
Stonecrop

3S134 
Avocado

3S135 
Cactus

3S136 
Fern

3S137
Youngberry

3S138 
Cinamon plum

3S139
Turkish hazelnut

3S140 
Cranberry

3S141 
Poinsettia

3S142
Rum&Choc

3S143 
Sweet Plum

3S144
Pine

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

3S149
Candy Rose

3S150
Candy Violet

3S151
Candy Mint

3S153
Orange Coctail

3S154
Summer Melody

3S155
Cyclamen

3S156
Princess Pink

3S157
Pale rosette

3S158
Deep Sea

3S161
After midnight

3S162
Rhodonite

3S163
Winery

3S164
Fuchsia Fedora

3S177
Chicory Coffee

The big glittery 3 STEP Crystalacs are 
denser than the usual gel polishes, so 
when the material starts to run out, it can 
be extracted with the gel brush 4 too.

3S145 
Glitter Turquoise

3S146
Glitter Pink

3S147
Glitter Gold

3S148
Glitter Rosegold

3S165
Bubblegum

3S166
Peach nectar

3S167
Popcorn

3S168
Jasmine green

3SC1 3SC2 3SC3

The Confetti collection of the 3 Step CrystaLac product group is reminded of the gatherings of friends or 
family, parties, a good holiday, all the joyous experiences that bring happiness to life. These Milky shades 
contain different sizes of colorful glitters and they can be used individually in two thin or one normal layer. 
(Depends on the strength of the lamp.) There are bigger grains in it, so recommended to use a 0 Short or 
Art Design brush to align the particles. They come with all shades of mica, so they look great combined 
with all the popular spring and summer colors.

CONFETTI CRYSTALAC1.

1. 1. 1.

3SC7
Innuendo

3SC6
Coral Rose

3SC8
Cascade

1. 1. 1.

3S170
Coral Rose

3S171
Innuendo

3S172
Cascade

3S173
Molten Lava

3S174
Rose Violet

3S176
Amazon

3S169
Pery Veri

60
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only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

3 STEP CRYSTALAC
EXTRAORDINARY DURABILITY AND FABOLOUSLY VIVID COLORS IN 3 STEPS

3 STEP
CRYSTALAC:
3 STEP
CRYSTALAC:

4ml
8ml

It reaches its final color after curing.Layer
1 1-2 2 2-3 3



3 STEP CRYSTALAC
EXTRAORDINARY DURABILITY AND FABOLOUSLY VIVID COLORS IN 3 STEPS

3S181
Sparkling

Velvet

3S182
Brilliant

Red

3S183
Red Ruby

3S184
Sparkling
Burgundy

3S178
Lava Falls

3S179
Blueberry

3S180
Quiet Shade

Icy White Mega White

3S191
Ecru dance

3S190
Tender Peach

3S185
Peach pink

3S186
Rose Crystal

3S187
Skylight

3S188
Parrot Green

3S189
Cream

3S192
Sparkling

rose

Viva Magenta
#2023 color
of the year

3S202
Blue grapes

3S201
Frosty

lavender

3S194
Hot pink

3S195
Summer Crocus

3S193
Blazing Yellow

3S196
Saphire Blue

3S198
Rose Violet

3S199
Burnt Sienna

3S197
Fiery Red

3S200
Seedpearl

3S203
Mulled Wine

3S204
Hot Fudge

Scan the QR code 
and watch the video!

3STEP
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3S205
Full Platinum

Sparkling 
Graphite

3S206
Full Platinum
Shimmering

Silver

3S207
Full Platinum

Sparkling
Champagne

3S208 
Full Platinum
Dazzling Rose

Gold

3S908
Vanilla - Peach

5.

3S909 
Baby pink -
Nude mauve

5.

3S910
Off white -
Steel grey

5.

3SFD1
Almond Buff

4.

3SFD2
Warm Sand

4.

3SFD3
Butter Rum

4.

3SFD4
Pink Peacock

4.

3SFD5
Rust

4.

3SFD6
Burnt Henna 

4.

3SFD7
Inkwell

4.

Xtreme White

3.2. 2. 2. 2.

GL2
Ferrari Red

GL24
White

GL55
Black

GL61
Nougat

These dazzling colors are sparkling more intensively than 
you can imagine - A musthave products for CrystaLac 
lovers. 3 Step Crystalac formula with cremier texture.

FULL DIAMOND CRYSTALAC4.

CHAMELEON THERMO CRYSTALAC – THERMO 
SENSITIVE SHADES

These highly pigmented shades change their colors 
depending on the heat. A nail set can’t be boring with this 
material, as it changes color like a chameleon.

5.

gel

This is the whitest „extreme white” shade in our range for those who 
like blinding white free edges. It’s highly pigmented, use it only in a 
thin layer.

XTREME WHITE CRYSTALAC    3.

4ml

This collection is a real treasure for all glitter lovers! The most 
glittering effect to date: Full Platinum consists of a dazzling 
mixture of glitters from Full Diamond 3 STEP CrystaLacs 
and flakes of Platinum foil. 

FULL PLATINUM CRYSTALAC2.

Scan the QR code 
and watch the video!

3 STEP
CRYSTALAC:

4ml
8ml

Layer
1 1-2 2 2-3 3
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3 STEP
CRYSTALAC:

3 STEP
CRYSTALAC:

4ml
8ml

3S209
Vintage

Mint

3S210
Early

Spring

3S211
Purple
Acacia

3S212
Peach

blossom

NEW!

Color of the
Year 2024
Peach Fuzz

NEW!NEW! NEW! NEW!

HF3S01
White

HF3S02
Black

HF3S03
Red

HF3S04
Coral

NEW!

HF3S05
Baby Pink

NEW!NEW! NEW! NEW!

HF3S06
Barbie Pink

HF3S07
Pastel Lilac

HF3S08
Pastel Blue

HF3S09
Nude

NEW!

HF3S10
Dark nude

NEW!NEW! NEW! NEW!

3SP1
Pearly white

3SP2
Pearly blue

3SP3
Pearly peach

3SP4
Pearly pink

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!

Vintage
mood

The nail set was made with 
Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Natural 
White, 3 Step CrystaLac Pearly 

3SP2, 3SP3 and Nova rhinstones. 
(By Edina Sikari)

Creamy, well-covering, long-lasting HEMA FREE 3STEP CrystaLacs in the most popular colors. 

BRAND NEW! HEMA FREE 3 STEP CRYSTALAC

4ml

The 3 STEP CrystaLac Pearly collection has arrived. With 
these shades you can easily create a rose pattern with just 
one decorating needle. In the spirit of „all old fashions are 
coming back”, our new pearlescent gel polishes offer a 
sophisticated look when applied on a full surface. They are 
also good for decorations, since they provide an exciting 
and elegant style. A „must have” for brides! Apply the 
pearly 3 STEP and before curing use the button part of the 
decorating needle to create the desired pattern with small 
circular movements on the surface of the material, then cure 
it. Your spectacular but very simple decoration is ready.

BRAND NEW! PEARLY
3 STEP CRYSTALAC

4ml
8ml

3 STEP CRYSTALAC
EXTRAORDINARY DURABILITY AND FABOLOUSLY VIVID COLORS IN 3 STEPS
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The colors of this set remind us of the shades of dreamy 
clouds floating in the sunrise. The pastel tones will take 
you from the grayness of winter to the freedom of spring. 
It contains special tones for restrained and even for bolder 
guests.

NEW! DREAMY CLOUDS 3 STEP 
CRYSTALAC COLLECTION

ELEGANCE 3 STEP CRYSTALAC KIT

NEW! PEARLY 3 STEP CRYSTALAC
COLLECTION

Cool elegance and clean style for the cooler days of winter, 
a collection of colors that offer a sophisticated look for 
those who would like to wear something other than the 
glittery, red Christmas designs.

The set contains all 4 of our 3 STEP CrystaLac with a 
brand-new pearlescent effect, which can be used to 
create the trendiest rose decoration. Let’s play with the 
material, which has so many possibilities!

TROPICAL TWILIGHT 3 STEP CRYSTALAC KIT 
The summer colors of 2023 reflect the vibrant hues of an 
unforgettable tropical vacation. 

3S202
Blue grapes

3S203
Mulled Wine

3S201
Frosty

lavender

3S204
Hot Fudge

3SP2 3SP33SP1 3SP4

3S210 3S2113S209 3S212

3S194
Hot pink

3S195
Summer 
Crocus

3S193
Blazing Yellow

3S196
Saphire Blue

3 STEP CRYSTALAC KITS
EXTRAORDINARY DURABILITY AND FABOLOUSLY VIVID COLORS IN 3 STEPS

4x4ml

4x4ml

4x4ml

4x4ml

Limited!

Limited!

Limited!

Limited!

NEW!

NEW!



Sparkling Gold Candy Crystalacs with golden glitters in
one kit. 4 magnificent CrystaLac shade for the chilly days
to feel a little more comfy and warm.
The kit contains: 3S100, 3S101, 3S102, 3S103

GOLD CANDY 3 STEP CRYSTALAC KIT

3S100
Golden ecru

3S101
Golden nude

3S102
Golden mauve

3S103
Golden coral

FULL DIAMOND 3 STEP CRYSTALAC KIT
Wonderful, intensely sparkling Full Diamond colors - A must 
have kit for CrystaLac lovers.
The kit contains: 3SFD1, 3SFD2, 3SFD3, 3SFD4

3SFD1 3SFD2 3SFD3 3SFD4

64
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EXTRAORDINARY DURABILITY AND FABOLOUSLY VIVID COLORS IN 3 STEPS

ESSENTIAL 3 STEP CRYSTALAC KIT
The Essential 3 STEP CrystaLac starter kit contains the 
most popular and professional ingredients to create 
extremely durable gel polish work. 3 types of absolute 
guest favorite 3 STEP CrystaLac color, transparent gels 
that provide a perfect base and coverage and essential 
preparation supplies in one set, at a great price!

The kit includes:

3S43 3 STEP CrystaLac 8ml
3S47 3 STEP CrystaLac 8ml
3S66 3 STEP CrystaLac 8ml
Compact Base Gel Clear 8ml
Cool Top Gel Universal 8ml
Acrylic Remover 100ml
Nail Prep 15ml
Skin lifter
IronX buffer 100/180
Remover Foil 20 pcs

FOR
PROFESSIONAL

USE!

4x4ml

4x4ml
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Tiger Eye Silk has the powerful magnetism of Infinity, but as the classic Tiger Eye, it is 
effective even without a base color. All colors contain white light magnetic particles, so 
when magnetized on 3 sides, the surface becomes silky. After the brighter colors of the 
summer, this collection includes more refined tones, which harmonize with each other, 
so they can even be applied on the guest’s nails as a set!
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

TIGER EYE SILK CRYSTALAC – SILK EFFECT TIGER EYE 
CRYSTALAC

4ml

Pink VioletPeach Turquoise Heather

Dust Rose

Moon

Cinnamon Coffee ChestnutSteel Plum

Silky
elegance

The nail set was made with 

Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Greige 

and Tiger Eye Silk Moon. The 

design was made with tendril 

pattern nail stickers. (By Ágnes 

Sebestyén)

CN advice:
use any of our

(double-sided or
multiform) magnets!

Scan the QR code 
and watch the video!
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4ml

4ml

We have been waiting a long time for this effect in Tiger Eye product line! The Infinity tiger eye effect not 
just reflects the light, it even changes its color! It is now available in 9 beautiful, highly pigmented shades. 
Every shade changes if you look at them from a different angle and they react differently to the natural/
warm/cold lights! At least three different colors in just one Tiger Eye CrystaLac shade.
Curing time: in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED lamp 1-2 minutes.

TIGER EYE INFINITY CRYSTALAC

1 2 5 6 7 GOLD3 4 SILVER

In Natural Light

on
3S12
base

on
3S12
base

ON
3S99
base

ON
3S99
base

on
3S42
base

on
3S42
base

on
3S78
base

on
3S78
base

In Bright light

TIGER EYE INFINITY CRYSTALAC HOLO
The latest trend among Tiger Eye Infinity CrystaLacs 
is the Holo shade, which not only shows a glowing-
moving stripe but also sparkles like a rainbow, 
magnetized from the 4 sides. Different dimensions of 
the material can be achieved by using different color
bases thanks to the magnetic holo mica.
Attention! You should use the same side of your 
magnet - for all 4 sides – to achieve the desired effect.

REAL TIGER EYE EFFECT, THANKS FOR THE SUPER STRONG MAGNETS
Unique tiger eye effect on the nails, moving the hands in the light: the reflection of the light will move 
around on the nail. Thanks to its components, we can control the particles inside the gel polish, using the 
special magnets. Use the magnets after the 2nd layer. Hold above the surface of the nail around 3-4 mm 
for 4-5 seconds and then cure it.
Curing time: in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED lamp 1-2 minutes. (depending on the strenght of the lamp)

TIGER EYE CRYSTALAC

4ml

TIG27 TIG31TIG2 TIG24 TIG32

Limited!
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4ml

TIGER EYE INTENSE RED

Tiger Eye’s new, red shade in the Intense category combines the properties of the classic Tiger Eye 
CrystaLac and Infintiy Tiger Eye CrystaLac, as it is characterized by strong magnetism, but the beautiful 
red shade is also effective without a base color. Flexible and dissolvable, a unique tiger eye effect is 
visible on the surface as you move your hand in the light. Any magnet can be used, but with the Multiform 
Tiger Eye magnet you can easily create patterns that were previously only available by using two magnets 
together. This color will be a must have for salons.
Curing time: 2-3 minutes in UV lamp, 1-2 minutes in LED lamp.

Scan the QR code 
and watch 
the video!

TIGER EYE INTENSE RED

With this Tiger Eye Magnet you can create shapes. The strong magnet 
covers the whole surface of the nail, so you can easily create S,
X shapes with it.

MULTIFORM
TIGER EYE MAGNET

SUPER STRONG
TIGER EYE MAGNET

We recommend it for magnetic techniques with 2 or more magnets.

TWO-HEADED EXTRA STRONG 
TIGER EYE MAGNET

Two-headed Tiger Eye magnet with 
thicker, extra strong magnets.

TIGEREYE MAGNET –
SMALL

DIFFERENT PATTERNS 
WITH TIGER EYE 

MAGNET ON TIG12 TIGER 
EYE BASE

Patters with the Two-headed
extra strong Tiger Eye magnet

Patterns with Super Strong
Tiger Eye magnet
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White Baby Pink

Peach Pink

Go crazy with our spring shades by the Mosaic Crystal Liquid. Use this on vivid 
color or any sparkling material and let the liquid do its job! If you would like to 
reach smaller cracks, apply it in a thin layer but if you want to see more massive, 
more spectacular cracks, use it in a thicker layer. It cures on air.

MOSAIC CRYSTAL LIQUID
DECORATION LIQUID FOR CRACKING EFFECT

SilverRosegold

Scan the QR code and 
watch the video!

Bring some twist to your work with the Chromatic Crystalac, which has a 
colorchanging, hologram-like effect, a new member of the 3 Step CrystaLac. 
Gleaming playfully in the sunlight, the color-changing effect has been the favorite 
for a long time which was not available in 3 STEP gel polish ever before! The usage 
of this product is identical to the other 3 Step CrystaLacs, despite that the result 
will be wonderfully glittering and sparkling in the sunlight. It will cover nicely on 
its own, but you can use different colors, it depends on what kind of effect you 
would like to achieve.
The curing time is 2-3 minutes in UV lamp and 1-2 minutes in LED lamp.
CN Advice: The Rosegold shade is a perfect match to the Cover nr. 2 CrystaLac.

CHROMATIC CRYSTALAC

4ml

4ml

4ml

AQUAINK CRYSTAL DROPS

The new generation among the art liquid product lines. Quick and easy to use. 
The best base color for this material is white but you can use any pastel or „milky 
cover” color (Milky White Compact Base Gel). It dries on air. What is important 
that the surface must be scratch-free and complitely matte.
Recommended brushes: Phantom, Art Design, Aquarell.
Relative liquids: Nail Prep, Cleanser, Acryl Remover, Easy Remover.
Layer order: color, Cool Top Universal Gel, scratch-free buffing, AquaInk Crystal 
Drops, Cool Top Universal Gel (we don’t recommend using Cool Top 4 Dark on it, 
since it can cause color faiding).

BurgundyBlack

Blue White

USAGE:
Use Aceton

for sharper effect,
but for more blurred

effect use
with Nail Prep

NEW!
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The Angora 3 Step CrystaLac is the favorite of the holiday/winter season. This can 
be the modern version of the most popular sweater patterns. In combination with 
the Royal Cream Gels, we can create unique winter designs.
Curing time: In UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED lamp 1-2minutes. (depending on the 
strenght of the lamp)

ANGORA CRYSTALAC
SUPER SOFT SWEATER EFFECT GEL POLISH

You can drop any type of 3 STEP CrystaLac or ONE STEP CrystaLac into this 
non-cleansing, soak off WaterPro CrystaLac. With a thin brush (0 Short or 0 Long) 
or with a nail art needle you can create different waterway designs.

WATERPRO CRYSTALAC
NON-CLEANSING, SOAK OFF, CRYSTALACS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL 
„WATERWAY” TECHNIQUE

4ml

4ml

4ml

AURORA CRYSTAL LIQUID

The Aurora Crystal Liquid is an art liquid that can change the color depending on 
the temperature and it will look like the the northern light: Aurora Borealis. You 
can use it on any CrystaLac or Color Gel surface, but we recommend you to use 
a darker shade to prevail over the whole color scale. Use this way: Matte (use a 
buffer) the non-cleansing base or if you use a material that requires cleansing, 
cover the surface with Cool Top Universal Gel and then matte the surface. Use 
any of the patterns (tendrils, flowers geometric patterns, etc.), then apply Aurora 
Crystal liquid to the nail surface and wait for it to dry on air. It needs 3-4 minutes, 
depending on the thickness of the layer, which can be faster if you are using a fan. 
When it is dried, the product will be translucent. After this, file the edge of the nail 
and finally cover it with Cool Top Universal Gel in 2 layers. Don’t forget to cover 
the edge.
Attention! If you use this product on the whole nail surface, the material won’t 
remain durable. Use it for decorations that don’t reach the edges of the nail plate.

ANGORAAngora 4Angora 3

Angora 2Angora 1

Black White

Clear



3 STEP CrystaLac
Gel Polish

55
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S001Clear 0 S002 S003 S004

S005 S006 S007 S008 S009

S010 S011 S012 S013 S014 S015 S016

These are thick and highly pigmented 3 step CrystaLacs which can 
cover the surface in just one thin layer. Made especially for gel polish 
decoration techniques. The colors can be mixed with each other, so 
you can create the required shades for any nail art and patterns. If 
you would like to weaken the colours or make them less vivid, we 
recommend you the Sens by Crystal Nails Gel Polish CLEAR 0. You 
can use it on the whole surface, but not the usual way as we use gel 
polishes: you have to get a small amount of material on the brush and 
apply with pulling movements on the surface. Use it in a thin layer and 
use a strong LED lamp for curing. Make sure, you cure them a little 
longer than the usual 3 Step CrystaLacs (especially the S007 Black). 
Curing time: 1-2 minutes in LED lamp, 2-3 minutes in UV lamp.

Sens’ new product line has arrived: the ‘3G’ Polish Magnetic Flash 
gel polish, which is a 3-step gel polish with magnetic, reflective 
properties. If Sens FLASH was your favorite so far, you will love these 
materials even more! Its reflective glitter contains tiny holo particles, 
so it’s delightful in itself! If you magnetize, you don’t need a base 
color and even the first layer can be magnetized. They will bring real 
magic to the salons!
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

SENS ‘3G POLISH’ (GEL POLISH)
NAIL ART GEL POLISHES WITH MAXIMUM 
PIGMENTATION

SENS ‘3G POLISH’ MAGNETIC 
FLASH (GEL POLISH)
MAGNETIC REFLECTIVE GEL POLISHES

Magnetic
Flash
Silver

Magnetic
Flash
Rose 

Magnetic
Flash
Sand 

Magnetic
Flash

Chocolate

In strong light

In daylight

4ml

SENS BY CRYSTAL NAILS ’3G POLISH’ (GEL POLISH)
WITH MAXIMUM PIGMENTATION

4ml

4ml

Sparkling sand 
shade

The nail set was made with SENS 
Flash ‘3G Polish’ Sand and the 
2 STEP SmartGummy Rubber 

Base Nr42 Seed Pearl shades. (By 
Edina Sikari).

4ml

Scan the QR code 
and watch the 

video!



SENS FLASH ’3G 
POLISH’ (GEL 
POLISH)
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Amarena Royal
Blue

Flash
Nude

Flash
Grape

Flash
Emerald

Flash
Pink

Flash
Turquoise

In strong light

In daylight

Flash
Coral

In strong light

In daylight

Flash
Gold

Flash
Silver

Flash
Rose

Flash
Cobalt

Flash
Chocolate

Flash
Midnight

Flash
Burgundy

Light reflective and sparkly 3G Polish which 
is “only” a very vivid and sparkly gel polish 
in normal circumstances, but if it gets a 
light from the side or from the back it will 
be very shiny and sparkly. If you use a 
matte top gel, it will have a beautiful granite 
effect.

4ml

The SENS NAILS Celebration collection gives a reason to celebration 
by itself. These elegant, bright and matte gel polishes contain golden 
flakes. The usage is the same as with the decoration colors. For 
the arrangement of sequins, we recommend to use a thinner brush. 
You can use it on its own or also for decoration, it can be perfectly 
combined with the S015 andS016 Sens 3G polish shades.

SENS CELEBRATION ’3G 
POLISH’ (GEL POLISH)

Celebration
Peach

Celebration
Orchid

4ml

4ml

SENS BY CRYSTAL NAILS ’3G POLISH’ (GEL POLISH)
WITH MAXIMUM PIGMENTATION

Milky white 1 Milky white 2 Milky rose 1 Milky rose 2

SENS MILKY ‘3G POLISH’
(GEL POLISH) WHITE AND ROSE
The SENS ’3G’ (Gel Polish) product family is called MILKY after the 
effect since it has yellowingfree milky white and a soft feminine pinky 
shade. The Milky 1 is mild, while the Milky 2 is highly pigmented. 

4ml

4ml

4ml
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3S50
Night Sky

3S51
Winter Charm

3S52
Golden Dawn

3S49
Euphoric Cherry

3S44
Ice Coffee

3S45
Cloudy Blue

3S46
Carbon Grey

3S47
Fiesta Red

Extraordinary durability and fabolously vivid colors in 3 STEPS. This product is providing you the 
persistency of the color gels and the ease of polishes. It spreads gently on the nail surface. The 
curing time is 2-3 minutes in LED lamp, and 1-2 minutes in UV lamp, so your clients don’t have to be 
careful with them as with a nail polish. Thanks to the PolyHybrid technology it is more durable and 
has a better coverage. These colors are highly pigmented. The attached brush is perfectly matches 
the surface of the nail plate, so you can work more precisely and smoothly. This unique jar is not just 
spectacular but practical as well: your customer can easily pick their favorite color just look at them. 
Use the Compact Base Gel, Compact Base Gel Plus, Builder Base Gel, Base Gel, SmartGummy 
Rubber Base Gel or Elasty Hardener. For top we recommend to use the followings: Clear 0/Top 
CrystaLac, Cool Top Gel (Universal, Original, 4Dark) or Mattever Top Gel. It can be soak-off about in 
10 minutes (depending on the thickness of the layer and the removing material). Curing time is 2-3 
minutes in UV lamp, 1-2 minutes in LED lamp. Applied in thin layers, cured 90 seconds per each 
layer in UV/ LED lamp they cover in the marked intensity.

3S57
Punch Glaze

3S53
Scarlet Demon

3S54
Sensual

Bordeaux

3S55
Basic Instict

3S56
Secret 

Rendez-Vous

It reaches its final color after curing. It reaches its final color after curing.

3S18
Shiny Cinnamon

3S21
Brilliant 

Marshmallow

3S23
Brilliant

Neon Coral

3S24
Neon pink

3S7
Chilli Pepper

3S25
Neon lily

3S26
Ferrari red

3S27
Soft White

3S28
Neon lollipop

3S30
Brilliant

Neon Frutti

3S58
Sparkling
Powder

3S31
Mr. Grey

3S32
British Mustard

3S34
Happy Blue

3S35
Rose Quartz

3S39 
Shiny Neon 

Lemon

3S40 
Neon Peach

3S41 
Neon Tangerine

3S42
Aster

3S43
Pink nude

3S8
Blooming Dahlia

3S10
Pink Yarrow

3S11
Lapis Blue

3S12
Black

3S13
Pistachio

3S14
Strawberry
ice cream

3S15
Sangria

3S16
Charming Mauve

3S17
Raspberry
mousse

Cover Nr 1. Cover Nr 2. Clear/Top 0 3S1
Fruit Dove

3S2
Eden

3S3
Harbor Mist

3S4
Spring Saffron

3S5
Tawny Port

3 STEP CRYSTALAC
EXTRAORDINARY DURABILITY AND FABOLOUSLY VIVID COLORS IN 3 STEPS

3 STEP
CRYSTALAC:

4ml
8ml

3 STEP CLEAR/
TOP0 CRYSTALAC: 13ml

Layer
1 1-2 2 2-3 3



USAGE:
For thin nails we 

recommend you to 
strenghten the nail plate 
with Compact Base or 
Elasty Hardener Gel.

Extraordinary durability 
and fabolously vivid 
colors in 3 STEPS.

The most durable 
professional solution - 3 

week durability.
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3S59
Vivid Salmon

3S60
Mint-liqueur

3S61
Turquise Amulet

3S62
Caribbean Blue

3S63
Ink

3S64
Orange blast

3S65
French Fuchsia

3S66
Berry Meringue

3S67
Wild raspberry

gel

3S68
Scarlet Currant

3S70
Chestnut

3S71
Sour blackberry

3S72
Mountain crystal

3S73
Peachy

champagne 
coctail

3S74
Glowing

Crataegus

3S75
Tango Argetino

3S76
Diva-Blue

3S77
Oil Green

3S78
Snowhite

3S79
Classical ecru

3S80
Persian Pearl

3S81
Majestic
flamingo

3S82
Nice hyacinth

3S84
Neon lemonade 

3S85
Neon

flamingoflower

3S87
Neon red

3S88
Ivory

3S89
Peachy fig

3S90
Diplomat blue

3S91
Sweet chili

3S92
Champagne 

madness

3S93
Myanmar Ruby

3S94
Mistical
Emerald

3S95
Exciting Blue

3S96
Banana shake

3S97
Tutti-frutti

3S98
Huckleberry
cotton-candy

3S99
Baby blue

3S100
Golden ecru

3S101
Golden nude

3S102
Golden mauve

3S103
Golden coral

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

3S104
Respberry
cheescake

3S105
Creamy papaya

3S106 
Strawberry
margarita

3S107
Punch syrup

3S108
Ruby coctail 

3S109 
Water hyacinth

3S110 
Creamy almond

3S111 
Cold rose

3S112
Lilac 

3S116
Sparkling gold

3S117
Sparkling cherry

3S118
Sparkling night 

3S113
Lava stone

3S114
Blueberry

3S115
Sparkling silver

3S120 
Strawberry foam

3S121 
Neon grapefruit

It reaches its final color after curing.

3S122 
Sunshine

3 STEP CRYSTALAC
EXTRAORDINARY DURABILITY AND FABOLOUSLY VIVID COLORS IN 3 STEPS

3 STEP
CRYSTALAC:

4ml
8ml

Layer
1 1-2 2 2-3 3



3S129 
Vibrant Orange 

3S124
Fairy Rose

3S125
Fairy Princess

3S126
Fairy Violet

3S127 
Vivid Kiwi

3S128 
Dynamic Yellow

3S130 
Lively Red

3S131
Pink Shock

3S132 
Neon ruby

3S133 
Stonecrop

3S134 
Avocado

3S135 
Cactus

3S136 
Fern

3S137
Youngberry

3S138 
Cinamon plum

3S139
Turkish hazelnut

3S140 
Cranberry

3S141 
Poinsettia

3S142
Rum&Choc

3S143 
Sweet Plum

3S144
Pine

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

3S149
Candy Rose

3S150
Candy Violet

3S151
Candy Mint

3S153
Orange Coctail

3S154
Summer Melody

3S155
Cyclamen

3S156
Princess Pink

3S157
Pale rosette

3S158
Deep Sea

3S161
After midnight

3S162
Rhodonite

3S163
Winery

3S164
Fuchsia Fedora

3S177
Chicory Coffee

The big glittery 3 STEP Crystalacs are 
denser than the usual gel polishes, so 
when the material starts to run out, it can 
be extracted with the gel brush 4 too.

3S145 
Glitter Turquoise

3S146
Glitter Pink

3S147
Glitter Gold

3S148
Glitter Rosegold

3S165
Bubblegum

3S166
Peach nectar

3S167
Popcorn

3S168
Jasmine green

3SC1 3SC2 3SC3

The Confetti collection of the 3 Step CrystaLac product group is reminded of the gatherings of friends or 
family, parties, a good holiday, all the joyous experiences that bring happiness to life. These Milky shades 
contain different sizes of colorful glitters and they can be used individually in two thin or one normal layer. 
(Depends on the strength of the lamp.) There are bigger grains in it, so recommended to use a 0 Short or 
Art Design brush to align the particles. They come with all shades of mica, so they look great combined 
with all the popular spring and summer colors.

CONFETTI CRYSTALAC1.

1. 1. 1.

3SC7
Innuendo

3SC6
Coral Rose

3SC8
Cascade

1. 1. 1.

3S170
Coral Rose

3S171
Innuendo

3S172
Cascade

3S173
Molten Lava

3S174
Rose Violet

3S176
Amazon

3S169
Pery Veri
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only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

only 
in 

4ml

3 STEP CRYSTALAC
EXTRAORDINARY DURABILITY AND FABOLOUSLY VIVID COLORS IN 3 STEPS

3 STEP
CRYSTALAC:
3 STEP
CRYSTALAC:

4ml
8ml

It reaches its final color after curing.Layer
1 1-2 2 2-3 3



3 STEP CRYSTALAC
EXTRAORDINARY DURABILITY AND FABOLOUSLY VIVID COLORS IN 3 STEPS

3S181
Sparkling

Velvet

3S182
Brilliant

Red

3S183
Red Ruby

3S184
Sparkling
Burgundy

3S178
Lava Falls

3S179
Blueberry

3S180
Quiet Shade

Icy White Mega White

3S191
Ecru dance

3S190
Tender Peach

3S185
Peach pink

3S186
Rose Crystal

3S187
Skylight

3S188
Parrot Green

3S189
Cream

3S192
Sparkling

rose

Viva Magenta
#2023 color
of the year

3S202
Blue grapes

3S201
Frosty

lavender

3S194
Hot pink

3S195
Summer Crocus

3S193
Blazing Yellow

3S196
Saphire Blue

3S198
Rose Violet

3S199
Burnt Sienna

3S197
Fiery Red

3S200
Seedpearl

3S203
Mulled Wine

3S204
Hot Fudge

Scan the QR code 
and watch the video!

3STEP
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3S205
Full Platinum

Sparkling 
Graphite

3S206
Full Platinum
Shimmering

Silver

3S207
Full Platinum

Sparkling
Champagne

3S208 
Full Platinum
Dazzling Rose

Gold

3S908
Vanilla - Peach

5.

3S909 
Baby pink -
Nude mauve

5.

3S910
Off white -
Steel grey

5.

3SFD1
Almond Buff

4.

3SFD2
Warm Sand

4.

3SFD3
Butter Rum

4.

3SFD4
Pink Peacock

4.

3SFD5
Rust

4.

3SFD6
Burnt Henna 

4.

3SFD7
Inkwell

4.

Xtreme White

3.2. 2. 2. 2.

GL2
Ferrari Red

GL24
White

GL55
Black

GL61
Nougat

These dazzling colors are sparkling more intensively than 
you can imagine - A musthave products for CrystaLac 
lovers. 3 Step Crystalac formula with cremier texture.

FULL DIAMOND CRYSTALAC4.

CHAMELEON THERMO CRYSTALAC – THERMO 
SENSITIVE SHADES

These highly pigmented shades change their colors 
depending on the heat. A nail set can’t be boring with this 
material, as it changes color like a chameleon.

5.

gel

This is the whitest „extreme white” shade in our range for those who 
like blinding white free edges. It’s highly pigmented, use it only in a 
thin layer.

XTREME WHITE CRYSTALAC    3.

4ml

This collection is a real treasure for all glitter lovers! The most 
glittering effect to date: Full Platinum consists of a dazzling 
mixture of glitters from Full Diamond 3 STEP CrystaLacs 
and flakes of Platinum foil. 

FULL PLATINUM CRYSTALAC2.

Scan the QR code 
and watch the video!

3 STEP
CRYSTALAC:

4ml
8ml

Layer
1 1-2 2 2-3 3
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3 STEP
CRYSTALAC:

3 STEP
CRYSTALAC:

4ml
8ml

3S209
Vintage

Mint

3S210
Early

Spring

3S211
Purple
Acacia

3S212
Peach

blossom

NEW!

Color of the
Year 2024
Peach Fuzz

NEW!NEW! NEW! NEW!

HF3S01
White

HF3S02
Black

HF3S03
Red

HF3S04
Coral

NEW!

HF3S05
Baby Pink

NEW!NEW! NEW! NEW!

HF3S06
Barbie Pink

HF3S07
Pastel Lilac

HF3S08
Pastel Blue

HF3S09
Nude

NEW!

HF3S10
Dark nude

NEW!NEW! NEW! NEW!

3SP1
Pearly white

3SP2
Pearly blue

3SP3
Pearly peach

3SP4
Pearly pink

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!

Vintage
mood

The nail set was made with 
Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Natural 
White, 3 Step CrystaLac Pearly 

3SP2, 3SP3 and Nova rhinstones. 
(By Edina Sikari)

Creamy, well-covering, long-lasting HEMA FREE 3STEP CrystaLacs in the most popular colors. 

BRAND NEW! HEMA FREE 3 STEP CRYSTALAC

4ml

The 3 STEP CrystaLac Pearly collection has arrived. With 
these shades you can easily create a rose pattern with just 
one decorating needle. In the spirit of „all old fashions are 
coming back”, our new pearlescent gel polishes offer a 
sophisticated look when applied on a full surface. They are 
also good for decorations, since they provide an exciting 
and elegant style. A „must have” for brides! Apply the 
pearly 3 STEP and before curing use the button part of the 
decorating needle to create the desired pattern with small 
circular movements on the surface of the material, then cure 
it. Your spectacular but very simple decoration is ready.

BRAND NEW! PEARLY
3 STEP CRYSTALAC

4ml
8ml

3 STEP CRYSTALAC
EXTRAORDINARY DURABILITY AND FABOLOUSLY VIVID COLORS IN 3 STEPS
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The colors of this set remind us of the shades of dreamy 
clouds floating in the sunrise. The pastel tones will take 
you from the grayness of winter to the freedom of spring. 
It contains special tones for restrained and even for bolder 
guests.

NEW! DREAMY CLOUDS 3 STEP 
CRYSTALAC COLLECTION

ELEGANCE 3 STEP CRYSTALAC KIT

NEW! PEARLY 3 STEP CRYSTALAC
COLLECTION

Cool elegance and clean style for the cooler days of winter, 
a collection of colors that offer a sophisticated look for 
those who would like to wear something other than the 
glittery, red Christmas designs.

The set contains all 4 of our 3 STEP CrystaLac with a 
brand-new pearlescent effect, which can be used to 
create the trendiest rose decoration. Let’s play with the 
material, which has so many possibilities!

TROPICAL TWILIGHT 3 STEP CRYSTALAC KIT 
The summer colors of 2023 reflect the vibrant hues of an 
unforgettable tropical vacation. 

3S202
Blue grapes

3S203
Mulled Wine

3S201
Frosty

lavender

3S204
Hot Fudge

3SP2 3SP33SP1 3SP4

3S210 3S2113S209 3S212

3S194
Hot pink

3S195
Summer 
Crocus

3S193
Blazing Yellow

3S196
Saphire Blue

3 STEP CRYSTALAC KITS
EXTRAORDINARY DURABILITY AND FABOLOUSLY VIVID COLORS IN 3 STEPS

4x4ml

4x4ml

4x4ml

4x4ml

Limited!

Limited!

Limited!

Limited!

NEW!

NEW!



Sparkling Gold Candy Crystalacs with golden glitters in
one kit. 4 magnificent CrystaLac shade for the chilly days
to feel a little more comfy and warm.
The kit contains: 3S100, 3S101, 3S102, 3S103

GOLD CANDY 3 STEP CRYSTALAC KIT

3S100
Golden ecru

3S101
Golden nude

3S102
Golden mauve

3S103
Golden coral

FULL DIAMOND 3 STEP CRYSTALAC KIT
Wonderful, intensely sparkling Full Diamond colors - A must 
have kit for CrystaLac lovers.
The kit contains: 3SFD1, 3SFD2, 3SFD3, 3SFD4

3SFD1 3SFD2 3SFD3 3SFD4

64
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S 3 STEP CRYSTALAC KITS

EXTRAORDINARY DURABILITY AND FABOLOUSLY VIVID COLORS IN 3 STEPS

ESSENTIAL 3 STEP CRYSTALAC KIT
The Essential 3 STEP CrystaLac starter kit contains the 
most popular and professional ingredients to create 
extremely durable gel polish work. 3 types of absolute 
guest favorite 3 STEP CrystaLac color, transparent gels 
that provide a perfect base and coverage and essential 
preparation supplies in one set, at a great price!

The kit includes:

3S43 3 STEP CrystaLac 8ml
3S47 3 STEP CrystaLac 8ml
3S66 3 STEP CrystaLac 8ml
Compact Base Gel Clear 8ml
Cool Top Gel Universal 8ml
Acrylic Remover 100ml
Nail Prep 15ml
Skin lifter
IronX buffer 100/180
Remover Foil 20 pcs

FOR
PROFESSIONAL

USE!

4x4ml

4x4ml
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Tiger Eye Silk has the powerful magnetism of Infinity, but as the classic Tiger Eye, it is 
effective even without a base color. All colors contain white light magnetic particles, so 
when magnetized on 3 sides, the surface becomes silky. After the brighter colors of the 
summer, this collection includes more refined tones, which harmonize with each other, 
so they can even be applied on the guest’s nails as a set!
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

TIGER EYE SILK CRYSTALAC – SILK EFFECT TIGER EYE 
CRYSTALAC

4ml

Pink VioletPeach Turquoise Heather

Dust Rose

Moon

Cinnamon Coffee ChestnutSteel Plum

Silky
elegance

The nail set was made with 

Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Greige 

and Tiger Eye Silk Moon. The 

design was made with tendril 

pattern nail stickers. (By Ágnes 

Sebestyén)

CN advice:
use any of our

(double-sided or
multiform) magnets!

Scan the QR code 
and watch the video!
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4ml

4ml

We have been waiting a long time for this effect in Tiger Eye product line! The Infinity tiger eye effect not 
just reflects the light, it even changes its color! It is now available in 9 beautiful, highly pigmented shades. 
Every shade changes if you look at them from a different angle and they react differently to the natural/
warm/cold lights! At least three different colors in just one Tiger Eye CrystaLac shade.
Curing time: in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED lamp 1-2 minutes.

TIGER EYE INFINITY CRYSTALAC

1 2 5 6 7 GOLD3 4 SILVER

In Natural Light

on
3S12
base

on
3S12
base

ON
3S99
base

ON
3S99
base

on
3S42
base

on
3S42
base

on
3S78
base

on
3S78
base

In Bright light

TIGER EYE INFINITY CRYSTALAC HOLO
The latest trend among Tiger Eye Infinity CrystaLacs 
is the Holo shade, which not only shows a glowing-
moving stripe but also sparkles like a rainbow, 
magnetized from the 4 sides. Different dimensions of 
the material can be achieved by using different color
bases thanks to the magnetic holo mica.
Attention! You should use the same side of your 
magnet - for all 4 sides – to achieve the desired effect.

REAL TIGER EYE EFFECT, THANKS FOR THE SUPER STRONG MAGNETS
Unique tiger eye effect on the nails, moving the hands in the light: the reflection of the light will move 
around on the nail. Thanks to its components, we can control the particles inside the gel polish, using the 
special magnets. Use the magnets after the 2nd layer. Hold above the surface of the nail around 3-4 mm 
for 4-5 seconds and then cure it.
Curing time: in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED lamp 1-2 minutes. (depending on the strenght of the lamp)

TIGER EYE CRYSTALAC

4ml

TIG27 TIG31TIG2 TIG24 TIG32

Limited!
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4ml

TIGER EYE INTENSE RED

Tiger Eye’s new, red shade in the Intense category combines the properties of the classic Tiger Eye 
CrystaLac and Infintiy Tiger Eye CrystaLac, as it is characterized by strong magnetism, but the beautiful 
red shade is also effective without a base color. Flexible and dissolvable, a unique tiger eye effect is 
visible on the surface as you move your hand in the light. Any magnet can be used, but with the Multiform 
Tiger Eye magnet you can easily create patterns that were previously only available by using two magnets 
together. This color will be a must have for salons.
Curing time: 2-3 minutes in UV lamp, 1-2 minutes in LED lamp.

Scan the QR code 
and watch 
the video!

TIGER EYE INTENSE RED

With this Tiger Eye Magnet you can create shapes. The strong magnet 
covers the whole surface of the nail, so you can easily create S,
X shapes with it.

MULTIFORM
TIGER EYE MAGNET

SUPER STRONG
TIGER EYE MAGNET

We recommend it for magnetic techniques with 2 or more magnets.

TWO-HEADED EXTRA STRONG 
TIGER EYE MAGNET

Two-headed Tiger Eye magnet with 
thicker, extra strong magnets.

TIGEREYE MAGNET –
SMALL

DIFFERENT PATTERNS 
WITH TIGER EYE 

MAGNET ON TIG12 TIGER 
EYE BASE

Patters with the Two-headed
extra strong Tiger Eye magnet

Patterns with Super Strong
Tiger Eye magnet
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White Baby Pink

Peach Pink

Go crazy with our spring shades by the Mosaic Crystal Liquid. Use this on vivid 
color or any sparkling material and let the liquid do its job! If you would like to 
reach smaller cracks, apply it in a thin layer but if you want to see more massive, 
more spectacular cracks, use it in a thicker layer. It cures on air.

MOSAIC CRYSTAL LIQUID
DECORATION LIQUID FOR CRACKING EFFECT

SilverRosegold

Scan the QR code and 
watch the video!

Bring some twist to your work with the Chromatic Crystalac, which has a 
colorchanging, hologram-like effect, a new member of the 3 Step CrystaLac. 
Gleaming playfully in the sunlight, the color-changing effect has been the favorite 
for a long time which was not available in 3 STEP gel polish ever before! The usage 
of this product is identical to the other 3 Step CrystaLacs, despite that the result 
will be wonderfully glittering and sparkling in the sunlight. It will cover nicely on 
its own, but you can use different colors, it depends on what kind of effect you 
would like to achieve.
The curing time is 2-3 minutes in UV lamp and 1-2 minutes in LED lamp.
CN Advice: The Rosegold shade is a perfect match to the Cover nr. 2 CrystaLac.

CHROMATIC CRYSTALAC

4ml

4ml

4ml

AQUAINK CRYSTAL DROPS

The new generation among the art liquid product lines. Quick and easy to use. 
The best base color for this material is white but you can use any pastel or „milky 
cover” color (Milky White Compact Base Gel). It dries on air. What is important 
that the surface must be scratch-free and complitely matte.
Recommended brushes: Phantom, Art Design, Aquarell.
Relative liquids: Nail Prep, Cleanser, Acryl Remover, Easy Remover.
Layer order: color, Cool Top Universal Gel, scratch-free buffing, AquaInk Crystal 
Drops, Cool Top Universal Gel (we don’t recommend using Cool Top 4 Dark on it, 
since it can cause color faiding).

BurgundyBlack

Blue White

USAGE:
Use Aceton

for sharper effect,
but for more blurred

effect use
with Nail Prep

NEW!
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The Angora 3 Step CrystaLac is the favorite of the holiday/winter season. This can 
be the modern version of the most popular sweater patterns. In combination with 
the Royal Cream Gels, we can create unique winter designs.
Curing time: In UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED lamp 1-2minutes. (depending on the 
strenght of the lamp)

ANGORA CRYSTALAC
SUPER SOFT SWEATER EFFECT GEL POLISH

You can drop any type of 3 STEP CrystaLac or ONE STEP CrystaLac into this 
non-cleansing, soak off WaterPro CrystaLac. With a thin brush (0 Short or 0 Long) 
or with a nail art needle you can create different waterway designs.

WATERPRO CRYSTALAC
NON-CLEANSING, SOAK OFF, CRYSTALACS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL 
„WATERWAY” TECHNIQUE

4ml

4ml

4ml

AURORA CRYSTAL LIQUID

The Aurora Crystal Liquid is an art liquid that can change the color depending on 
the temperature and it will look like the the northern light: Aurora Borealis. You 
can use it on any CrystaLac or Color Gel surface, but we recommend you to use 
a darker shade to prevail over the whole color scale. Use this way: Matte (use a 
buffer) the non-cleansing base or if you use a material that requires cleansing, 
cover the surface with Cool Top Universal Gel and then matte the surface. Use 
any of the patterns (tendrils, flowers geometric patterns, etc.), then apply Aurora 
Crystal liquid to the nail surface and wait for it to dry on air. It needs 3-4 minutes, 
depending on the thickness of the layer, which can be faster if you are using a fan. 
When it is dried, the product will be translucent. After this, file the edge of the nail 
and finally cover it with Cool Top Universal Gel in 2 layers. Don’t forget to cover 
the edge.
Attention! If you use this product on the whole nail surface, the material won’t 
remain durable. Use it for decorations that don’t reach the edges of the nail plate.

ANGORAAngora 4Angora 3

Angora 2Angora 1

Black White

Clear
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One STEP 
CrystaLac
Gel Polish



Non-fixing, flexible, removable, brush-on CrystaLac. Up to 2 coats, no curing 
required. If you want to increase the shine use the Cool Top Gel (Universal, Original, 
or 4Dark). Instead of 2 weeks, with a strengthened base gel you can wear it for 
several weeks (e.g. Compact Base&Builder Gel, Sens Base&Builder Gel, Elasty 
Hardener Base&Builder Gel)
Curing time in UV lamp: 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes (depending on lamp 
intensity)
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ONE STEP CRYSTALAC
FAST GEL POLISHING, BRIGHT COLOURS

4ml
8ml

1S2
Pomegranate

1S5
Rumpunch 

1S17
Ferrari red

1S26
Sangria

1S33
Vibrant coral

1S35
Smokey grey

1S43
Glorious gold

1S44
Glorious
rosegold

1S45
American

peanut butter

1S47
Toscan

sunshine

1S49
Topaz Blue

1S34
Cadillac pink

1S55
Strawberry
Champagne

1S98 
Blinding white

1S17
Ferrari red

1S45
American

peanut butter

Starter kit with NO BUFFER SCRUB– ONE STEP gel polishing is now more delicate 
than ever before! The kit contains every necessary material and tool for ONE STEP 
CrystaLac gel polishing. The kit contains: color ONE STEP CrystaLac 8ml (1 color 
/ kit) enough for approx. 30 complete manicure, No Buffer Scrub 30ml, Cool Top 
Gel Universal, lint free pads, five-finger LED lamp, orange wooden stick, metal 
cuticle pusher.

NO BUFFER ONE STEP CRYSTALAC STARTER KIT

Bright white
The nail set was made with 

OneStep CrystaLac 1S98 and 
3S145 3STEP CrystaLac. (By 

Roxana Sárközy-Eigner)
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Builder and 
colored acrylic 
powders
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MASTER POWDERS
FASTER CURE TIME, CURE SMOOTHLY AND QUICKLY . FOR COMPETITIONS AND EXPERIENCED NAIL TECHNICIANS.

BUBBLE-FREE APPLICATION IS ROVIDED BY THE EQUALLY SIZED GRAINS OF ACRYLIC POWDER

SUPER WHITE
- blinding white

- quick curing acrylic powder

DARK PINK
DARKER, TRANSPARENT PINK
- stronger pink, transparent powder

- excellent for Cover Pink powder for nail bed
enhancement

- for darker skin tones
- blends beautifully with white free-edge,
also for nails without nail bed extensions

CRYSTAL CLEAR
- clear transparent powder

- excellent for use due to its fast setting
for free edges covering, so that the materials shall cure
at the same time and the nail could be sculpted easily
- the purity of the material makes it suitable for colored

free edges covering

17g 28g 100g

MASTER II.
ACRYLIC KIT

THE KIT CONTAINS: 
� Master powders (Cover Pink 3,5g,

Crystal Clear 3,5g, Super White 3,5g)
� Liquid 30ml

� Crystal Nails form sample   

MASTER I.
ACRYLIC KIT

THE KIT CONTAINS: 
� Master powders (Dark Pink 3,5g, 

Crystal Clear 3,5g, Super White 3,5g)
� Liquid 30ml

� Crystal Nails form sample

Scan the QR code and 
check the video

For experienced nail 
techs and competitors:
creamy, a more faster

curing powders. For the
beautiful French nails,

specificly designed for the
customer needs.

Sculpting with Acrylic system



SLOWER POWDERS
WITH SLOWER CURING TIME. IT CAN BE SHAPED AND PINCHED FOR A LONGER TIME.
RECOMMENDED FOR LESS EXPERIENCED NAIL TECHNICIANS. WITH CREAMY CONSISTENCY,
NON-YELLOWING AND THANKS TO THE FINE GRINDING, IT IS BUBBLE-FREE 
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ULTRA WHITE
- blinding white

- perfect for salon work as well as
for competitions

CRYSTAL CLEAR
- transparent powder

- for a slower working pace
- due to the purity of the material

also perfectly suitable
for covering the free edges

SOFT WHITE
NATURAL WHITE SHADE

- a natural shade white powder
- for lovers of natural effects

- can also be used to create a nice lunula.

TRANSPARENT PINK
- pale transparent pink
- for lighter skin tones

- for less experienced nail technicians it’s good 
for creating the height of the nail bed.

SLOWER
ACRYLIC

POWDER KIT
THE KIT CONTAINS: 

� Slower Powders (Transparent Pink 3,5g,
Ultra White 3,5g, Brilliant por 3,5g)

� Liquid 30ml
�Crystal Nails form sample

For slower work pace: 
creamy texture, slower 

curing time, longer forming, 
spreadable powders.

Thanks to the fine grinding,
the powder-liquid scoop 

has a creamy consistency. 
Easy to shape and form, 

bubble-free

For guests who
don’t like the 

dazzling
white nails

Available 
only in

17g and 28g!
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COVER PINK POWDERS
OPTIMAL COLORS, GOOD COVERAGE, WIDE RANGE OF COLORS,

SUITABLE FOR ALL SKIN TYPES,
EASY TO SPREAD, WITH LONGER FORMING TIME

75

COVER PINK
A PINK SHADE FOR

NAIL BED EXTENSION
- A popular general warm shade 

- The most popular shade
- Suitable for most skin tones

COVER PINK NEXT
A DARKER SHADE FOR
NAIL BED EXTENSION
- A darker purplish shade

- cold effect
- very good coverage

- can be combined with a pale free-edge

COVER PINK X
A LIGHT SHADE FOR

NAIL BED EXTENSION
- A light baby pink shade

- cold effect
- very good coverage

- it can be combined with a darker free edge
- for lighter skin tones

COVER PINK CRYSTAL
A SPARKLING SHADE FOR

NAIL BED EXTENSION
- very nice pearlescent shade

- icy crystal cold effect
- with a Cover Pink base, suitable for most 

skin tones

The cover pink material for nail bed extension and 
for hiding the growth of the smile line. A natural 
nail bed shade.  Available in several shades for 
all skin tones. For the perfect spreadability and 
color effect, wipe off the excess liquid on a dry 
paper towel.
For the perfect coverage it should be applied in 
a more thicker layer on the smile line and thinned 
around the cuticle area. It can be used on its 
own, but if you wish, you can cover the Cover 
Pink shades with Transparent Pink powder, so 
you can achieve a more spectacular effect. 

Available 
only in

17g and 28g!

Available 
only in

17g and 28g!

Available 
only in

17g and 28g!

POPULAR 

The winning
material of the

World 
Champion

Classic French 
Nails

The nails set was made with Soft 
White and Cover Pink acrylic 

powders. (By Barbara Magyarosi)
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BABYBOOMER ACRYLIC KIT / ACCESSORIES
BABYBOOMER ACRYLIC KIT - FOR BABYBOOMER TECHNIQUE

The restrained style Baby Boomer technique is very popular. The technique is based on blending the white free edge with the color of the nail bed. This 
is also growth-free thechnique, yet the overall look is much more natural than the classic French. It is easy to make Baby Boomer nails with this kit, all 
you need is your favourite acrylic brush which is not included in this box. (It looks great with any decoration, whether it’s a sugar effect, a velvet powder, 
a mermaid powder or even a gel painting.)
The kit contains:
- Soft White Slower Powder 17g
- Xtreme Crystal Clear Slower Powder 17g
- Cover Pink Master Powder 17g

UV LIQUID

Odourless, bluish liquid.
Characterized by long spreading time
(can be shaped for as long as 
required), as it only sets under UV
light. The sticky layer on the surface 
(can be easily removed with an old,
used file) makes it slower to work
with than the smelly version.

40ml 

LIQUID HOLDER

Double-walled, heat balancing liquid 
holder to keep your acrylic powder’s 
curing time from speeding up in 
summer and slowing down in winter. 
Provides the optimum temperature 
for the right curing speed. The brush 
can be fully dipped into the liquid 
without touching the bottom of the jar. 
This allows more fluid to be applied 
to the brush without damaging the 
brush tip. The cork stopper prevents 
evaporation of the liquid.

CRYSTAL LIQUID

A high quality, non-yellowing liquid, which provides good curing
time. A strong, air-cure, odorous blue liquid in which the acryl grains 
bind extremely firmly without yellowing. Its special composition 
gives the material flexibility for both decoration and building.

40ml
100ml
500ml

Strong Liquid, with 
maximal adhesion!

The material of the
World Champion
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ACRYLIC COLOR POWDERS
FINE GRINDING, STRONG PIGMENTATION, OPTIMAL CURING TIME

ALL THE COLOR POWDERS ON 
THIS PAGE ARE AVAILABLE IN 7G 
AND 3,5G PACKAGING.

7g
3,5g

07
Rose Tan

10
Princess Blue

71
Bubblegum

78
Beetroot
Purple

16
Lime

Punch

37
Living
Coral

17
Fiesta

18
Honeysuckle

82
Sweet
Lilac

84
Mandarin 

red

11
Black

86
Playful
poppy

98
Green apple

166
Crystal white

1.

213
Coconut
Cream

2.

131
White Snow

Crystal 

1.

548
Little brilliant
iredescent
diamond

2.

537
Brill 

champagne

2.

03
Flame
Scarlet

G65
Valiant
Poppy

4.

FD6
Vibrant
corall

5.

FD7
Sweet Lilac
Diamond

5.

FD11
Basil Diamond

5.

FD14
Black Full
Diamond

5.

G30
Balerina

4.

G31
Blossom
Brilliant

4.

G28
Primrose
Yellow

4.

597
Black Diamond

3.

558
Blossom
Brilliant

2.

Powders with high covering power in a wide 
range of variety. They are finely milled and 
require more Liquid than building powders. 
Powders that contain color pigments, glitters 
should always be wiped on dry paper towel to 
get the right color effect and texture. This step 
makes it easy to work with your favourite color 
powder. When you use the color powders, build 
a thin, transparent base or apply them directly to 
the stencil. Cover them with Clear powder!

DECOR ACRYLIC POWDERS

Available in 3,5g too!

METAL POWDERS -
SNOW CRYSTAL COLLECTION

1.

Snow crystal collection - fine shimmer with a velvety effect.

Special sparkling effects, exceptional Crystal colors and 
lights. Extraordinary coverage.

BRILLIANT POWDERS2.

GIGA PIGMENT FINE POWDER

Fine grained, well pigmented color powders.

4.

DIAMOND POWDERS
Sparkling diamonds for the holidays.

3.

FULL DIAMOND POWDERS

Like sparkling diamonds, these acrylic powders create a 
more powerful sparkling effect than ever before.

5.

7g

Extraordinary
colour vibrancy
and coverage

Play with the 
colors

The nail set was made with 
Xtreme Cover Pink, Clear and 

color powders (By Dóri Kesztyűs)
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facebook.com/
crystalnails.hungary

instagram.com/
crystalnailshu

tiktok.com/
@crystalnailsofficial 
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PREPARATORY AND
ADDITIONAL LIQUIDS

facebook.com/
crystalnails.hungary

instagram.com/
crystalnailshu

tiktok.com/
@crystalnailsofficial 
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PREPARATORY AND ADDITIONAL LIQUIDS

1000ml 1000ml250ml 250ml

CRYSTALSEPT TOOL AND SURFACE SANITIZER 
SPRAY AND REFILL

CRYSTALSEPT HAND AND SKIN SANITIZER SPRAY 
AND REFILL

A disinfectant for smaller, alcohol resistant surfaces. It can be 
used to disinfect the table, stainless steel tools, files, and other 
alcohol-resistant and waterproof accessories. Antimicrobial 
spectrum: bactericide (MRSA), tuberculocide, fungicide, virucide 
(HBV, HIV inactivating). Available in a practical spray dispenser or 
in economical 1 liter refill version.
is beszerezhető.

Attention!
H226 Flammable liquid and
vapour. Pay attention to safety
when using biocides! Always read
the label and user manual
before use!

Attention!
H226 Flammable liquid and
vapour. Pay attention to safety
when using biocides! Always read
the label and user manual
before use!

Apply directly on hands or other areas of the skin to be disinfected.
Antimicrobial spectrum: bactericide (MRSA), tuberculocide, fungicide, 
virucide (HBV, HIV inactivating). Available in a practical spray dispenser 
or in economical 1 liter refill version.
 

CRYSTALWIPE SPECIAL FIBERLESS WIPES 
(WITH GUAVA SENT)

CRYSTALWIPE NAIL AND HAND CLEANER WET 
WIPE (WITH CRANBERRY SCENT)

It allows you to easily remove all sticky and dusty dirt from the 
surfaces. It is especially effective for cleaning the surfaces of 
jars and bottles, also for removing other surface contaminants. 
Thanks to its unique formula, it leaves no marks and does not 
corrode treated surfaces. In addition, with its large size and 
special non-fibrous, thick
material, the cloth holds moisture well and traps dirt. 
This allows you to clean multiple surfaces at once with 
a cloth with the scent of exotic guava.

OPTIMAL PH VALUE
It allows you to easily remove all the staining that has accumulated in the nail 
folds and on the skin surface. It is especially effective for removing dust and 
skin residue after preparation from the nail folds and the surface of the nail
plate. Also, removing excess cuticle oil is not a problem before photoshooting. 
With its unique formula, it cleans, degreases and nourishes the surface of the 
skin and nail in one step, and does
not affect the adhesion of the materials. Thanks to its lactic acid content, it 
has an optimal pH value, so it does not dry out and leaves no traces on the 
skin surface. The special fluffy material of the cloth traps surface dirt and 
provides easy access to even the most difficult to reach areas.
Using a cloth, you can clean up to all 10 nails and fingers with its magical 
scent of blueberries.

Size: 20x17cm
30pcs/pack

Size: 14x11 cm
80pcs/pack

Special lint-free 
wipe with IPA 

formula

Optimal PH value 
with special IPA 

formula
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CRYSTALSEPT SANITIZING SOAP 
A bactericidal, antifungal and antiviral soap for salon and home 
use. Apply on wet hands as it is written in the instructions.

Sanitizing soap: Antimicrobial spectrum-effect: bactericide, 
yeasticide. Available with practical dispenser pump in Natural or 
fresh Lemon scents. 

CRYSTALSEPT HAND 
SANITIZER GEL
A bactericidal, antifungal and antiviral gel 
for salon and home use. Apply on dry 
hands as it is written in the instructions.
Antiseptic gel: Antimicrobial
spectrum: bactericide (MRSA), fungicide, 
tuberculocide. Available with
practical dispenser pump with Aloe Vera 
scent.

PREPARATORY AND ADDITIONAL LIQUIDS

SPRAY PREP ANTISEPTIC SPRAY WITH 
ALCOHOL
A large amount of nail preparatory liquid in a practical spray 
form. Due to its degreasing effect it helps the adhesion of the 
nail form on the skin. Use it instead of Nail Prep with brush 
as dehydrating cleaning liquid sprayed on the nails.
- degreasing and dehydrating effect
- It can be sprayed on both our and the guest’s hands.

    100ml
    Spray Prep Refill 500ml

Dehydrating, PH - balancing prepa-
ratory liquid. Before using the Primer 
you have to wait until it
completely dries. Its composition is 
the same as Spray Prep’s. Use it be-
fore nail extension with tip.

    13ml 

NAIL PREP

Only in case
of problematic nails

1. 2. 3.

PRIMER (WITH ACID)
Adhesion promoter liquid which distracts the 
moisture from the layers of the nail. Apply 
when the Nail Prep or Spray Prep completely 
dried. It should be applied in a thin layer on 
the surface, but first Remove the excess 
from the brush on the bottle’s neck or wipe 
the brush on a dry paper towel.
Due to its acid content it must not touch the 
skin. It must fully dry, since it completes its 
effect over this time! If it gets on the surface
in a thick layer the nail plate would only dry 
seemingly.
Use only on problematic nails.

    13ml

500ml
500ml

citrom

natúr aloe vera

Liquid soap

Hand sanitizing gel

USAGE STEPS OF PREPARATION LIQUIDS:

H315 Skin irritant.
H318 Causes serious eye damage
H410 Very toxic to aquatic life
Pay attention to safety when using biocides!
Always read the label and user manual before use!

Attention!
H226 Flammable liquid and vapour.
Pay attention to safety when using biocides!
Always read the label and user manual before use!

2.
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A bactericidal, antifungal and antiviral soap for 
salon and home use. Apply on wet hands as it is 
written in the instructions.

Sanitizing soap: Antimicrobial spectrum-effect: 
bactericide, yeasticide. Available with practical 
dispenser pump in Natural or fresh Lemon scents. 

    13ml 

13ml 

CRYSTALSEPT SANITIZING SOAP 

PREPARATORY AND ADDITIONAL LIQUIDS

CLEANSER -
A GEL FIXING LIQUID
This cleansing product removes the 
sticky layer of builder gels and gel 
polishes. For clean and shiny nails.
Available in different sizes!

    40ml
    100ml
    Refill: 500ml

Mild and superfast preparatory liquid for 
CrystaLac. Newly developed preparatory material 
that makes the classic CrystaLac and the ONE 
STEP CrystaLac processes ever so mild. The No 
Buffer Scrub replaces the Nail Prep/Spary Prep 
and the Primer as well as the buffering before 
ONE STEP CrystaLac. It has a strong dehydrating 
and degreasing effect so the nail does not need 
any more preparation. Soak a fiber-free paper 
towel in No Buffer Scrub and rub the nail with it 
thoroughly. To have a better 
result after some fingers 
change the paper towel and 
get a new one.

    40ml  
    100ml 

NO BUFFER SCRUB - MILD AND 
SUPERFAST PREPARATORY

Usage:
Use on natural nail
plate to skip the

buffering!

NEW!

3.

3.

This scented cleansing product removes the 
sticky layer of builder gels and gel polishes. 
Leaves a nice scent (strawberry, cinnamon plum 
and tutti-frutti) on the skin and shiny nails. 

    40ml
    100ml
    Strawberry scent refill: 500ml

SCENTED CLEANSER - A GEL 
FIXING LIQUID

cinamm
on p

lum

tutti-frutti

straw
b

erry

HEMA FREE ACID FREE PRIMER
Acid-free primer without HEMA ingredients.
A completely acid-free, adhesion-promoting 
liquid that does not dry completely, leaving a 
sticky layer. Therefore, it must be applied thinly, 
because this sticky part will act as a double-sided 
adhesive between the nail plate and the material 
that is placed on it. If you apply more of the acid-
free primer, this sticky part will be a little thicker, 
so the material on it will not stick to the nail plate, 
and separation may occur. The excess from the 
brush should be removed on the neck of the bottle 
or using a dry paper towel, so that we can avoid 
applying too much product on the nail.
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PREPARATORY AND ADDITIONAL LIQUIDS
SCENTED CRYSTAL NAILS TIP-, ACRYLIC 
AND CRYSTALAC REMOVER
Extra strong remover liquid for tip-, acrylic and CrystaLac with aloe vera, 
gliceryne and panthenol. The aloe vera is nourishing and moisturizing the skin 
and the panthenol makes it so soft. In camomile and green tea scents.        

    100ml
    1l 

Tip, acrylic and CrystaLac remover liquid with lanolin that protects the skin 
from drying and becoming white.

    100ml 

ACRYL REMOVER

With the help of the kit CrystaLac, tip, acrylic and nail polish can be removed 
easily. The removing process is more effective and material saving.

The kit contains:
• 20 pcs remover foils
• 2 pcs wooden sticks (to push back the cuticle and remove the dead skin 
from the nail plate)
• Acryl Remover 30ml
• Soft touch buffer

UNIVERSAL REMOVER KIT

camom
ile

green tea

Használd
leoldófóliával!

Use with
remover foil!

XTREME FUSION ACRYLGEL THINNER
Not Cleanser and not Liquid, this is a 
brand new material for AcrylGel! This new 
additional liquid was developed for Xtreme 
Fusion AcrylGel. It does not dry the fur of the 
brush and it does not have an unpleasant 
smell like the liquid has. It makes the colors 
more vivid.

    40ml 

Check the
Xtreme Fuison
AcrylGel range
on page 10.
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facebook.com/
crystalnails.hungary

instagram.com/
crystalnailshu

tiktok.com/
@crystalnailsofficial 

NAIL POLISHES &
NAIL CARE



8484

The new Crystal Nails Gel Effect nail polishes have a fuller volumizing formula, 
strong pigmentation, and a creamy texture. They dry medium quickly and 
result in long-lasting wear. They are available in a beautiful, exclusive, new-
look bottle with a matte silver cap and shiny silver inscription. Nail polishing 
with these materials becomes an enjoyable experience and a real pampering. 
Use our 2in1 base&coat product to base and cover them, so you can enjoy 
the sight of them on your nails even longer!

GEL EFFECT (GEL POLISH EFFECT) NAIL 
POLISHES

GE01

GE45

GE07 GE08GE02

GE46

GE03

GE47

GE04

GE48

GE05 GE06

GE37 GE41GE38 GE42GE39 GE43GE40 GE44

GE25 GE26 GE27 GE30 GE31GE29GE28 GE32 GE33 GE34 GE36GE35

GE23 GE24

GE11 GE12

GE13 GE14 GE15 GE18GE16 GE17 GE19 GE20 GE21 GE22

GE09 GE10

GEL EFFECT

    10 ml – 820,-
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NAIL POLISHES 
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For hands and feet! 
Not only in 
summer!

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!
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As a result of the development leading to top quality, Crystal Nails nail polish can be applied easily without streaks 
or stains due to its optimal viscosity (internal friction). It is available with fine brush and ergonomic cap. Thanks to its 
longlasting formula, the nail polish has maximum wear resistance, so the unique, sparkling colors will keep your guests 
satisfied for up to 5 days. Decorative, iridescent diamond dust, French, hologram, liquid crystal and chrome colors are 
packaged in eye-catching bottles.

LONGLASTING NAIL POLISHES

F1 F2 F3 F4

LONG LASTING

NAIL POLISHES 

2.1.

1. 1. 1.1.

SAND EFFEKT  FRENCH 3. SKIN EFFEKT NEON PASTEL SHADES

02
Blood Orange

NEON 02

03
Coral

NEON 03

01
lemon

NEON 01

04
Raspberry

05
Emerald

2.

4.

2. 2. 2. 2.

1
Skin

tejeskávé

3.

4.

2
Skin

babakék

3.

4.

3
Skin

bordó

3.

4.

16 20 29 30 31 4524 49 6354 73 7467 68

75 76 77 81 114 205 207 209 503 507

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!
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NAIL POLISHES & NAIL CARE

COAT THINNER

Nail polish remover with aloe vera,
glycerol and panthenol – in 1000ml and 100ml packaging. 
With its help, you can remove the nail polish easily, perfectly 
and fast, while it is gentle to the nails and hands. The aloe 
vera nourishes, the glycerol and panthenol make the skin 
soft. In rose and orange scents.

    100ML 
    1L

SCENTED CRYSTAL NAILS NAIL POLISH 
REMOVER

CRYSTAL NAIL POLISH 
CORRECTION PEN 
WITH SPARE TIPS
Crystal Nails quality, chan-
geable thick tips.
 
Spare tips for Nail Polish 
COrrection Pen

NAIL POLISH 
CORRECTION PEN
with 3 spare tips

- 

rose orange

P. SHINE JAPANESE MANICURE KIT
It restores the natural beauty and shine of the nails and promotes healthy nail 
growth. As a result, our natural nails provide a brilliant sense of comfort to our 
everyday life. The treatment strengthens the nail, brightens the color of the 
nail (more and more with each treatment) and its shine is extremely durable (it 
does not wear off, because the material is integrated into the nail plate). The
extraordinary effect can also be achieved in a pedicure with it.

P. SHINE JAPANESE MANICURE KIT - PROFESSIONAL

The kit contains:

P.Shine Japanese manicure paste
P.Shine Japenese manicure powder
3 pcs of files
2 pcs of deerskin fine buffer
polishing cloth
dosing spoon
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Reduces the drying time of the nail polish. 
Contains noursing oil.
Apply only one drop per nail.

    15ML 

DROPPER DRY

Creates a quick drying, hard layer on 
the top of the nail polish, prevents from 
chipping and abrasion. Makes the colors 
more vivid and shiny.

    8ML 
    13ML 

DEFENDER - QUICK-DRY 
PROTECTIVE SHIELDRub one drop into each nail 

and the surround area.

    8ML 

SANI MANI PREP

HIGH SHINE
Quick drying top coat with 
extremely high shine.
    
    8ML 
    13ML 

XTREME HARD - NAIL 
STRENGHTENING POLISH
New generation nail strengthening 
nail polish for natural nails. It gets 
into the keratin of the nail, making 
the nail even stronger and more re-
sistant.

    8ML 
    13ML 

HARDENER 
Nail strengthener base coat developed 
for weak nails, with calcium, vitamin E 
and B.
 
    13ML 
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Our latest Xtreme Ridge Filler ridge-
filling base comes in a beautiful milky 
shade. It eliminates nail defects and 
efficiently fills the unevenness of the 
nail, resulting a completely smooth 
surface. It dries quickly.
    
   10 ml 

XTREME RIDGE FILLER

Due to its components, it makes a hard 
and shiny top layer that cures in 60 
seconds in a UV lamp not completely 
dry). 

    13ml 

UV TOP COAT

After 2 minutes, the solved skin can be 
removed with a cuticle pusher. It should 
not stay on the skin more than 5 minutes.

    8ml 
    15ml 

CUTICLE REMOVER

NAIL CARE PRODUCTS
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2 IN 1 BASE AND TOP COAT
Prevents from yellowing, improves the adhesion 
of color polishes, gives you shine and protection.
    
    8ML 
    13ML 

XTREME CUTICLE REMOVER
The newest Xtreme Cuticle Remover removes 
skin stuck around the cuticle even more 
effectively. After approx. 1 minute of exposure 
time, excess skin can be removed without 
scissors (for certain skin types) with a skin 
scraper. It contains alkali, so do not leave it 
on the skin for more than 5 minutes, it must be 
washed off.
    
    10ml 

For professional use 
only. Contains alkali. 
Avoid contact with 
eyes. Can cause 

blindness. Keep away 
from children.

XTREME MATTE TOP COAT
A very fast, air-drying, perfectly matt 
topcoat, which will be an excellent 
partner for long-lasting nail polish if 
we want to achieve a matte effect. 
    
    10 ml 
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Apply it over your nail polish, so it remains shiny even for 7 days. With the 
Weekly Top Coat You can expand the lifetime of your favourite nail polish! 
Dries very quickly, without a UV lamp. Remove it with nail polish remover.

    4ml 
    8ml 

WEEKLY TOP COAT – 7 DAY SHINE
It effectively fills the ridges with its micro-crystal 
particles, forming a completely smooth surface. 
Eliminates nail defects and discoloration. Thanks 
to its content of seaweed extract, it helps the 
growth and regeneration of natural nails.

    8ml 
    15ml

RIDGE FILLER

NAIL CARE PRODUCTS
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Nourishing oil for the skin around the nails.
CUTICLE OILSENS CUTICLE SERUM - CUTICLE OIL 

Finish your work like a ritual with 24K golden flakes!
This skin-caring serum contains 24
carats golden flakes, royal jelly, 
and silk amino acids in order to 
reach the maximum level of care. 
The ingredients have naturally 
intensive and deep hydration virtue 
which can help the skin remain tight 
and smooth. It has a slightly fruity 
scent.One of its advantages is that 
it is not oil-based so it helps the 
skincaringwithout leaving a bright 
oily stain. After the use of the serum, 
the nailbed will be soft and ready 
for photo shooting. You don’t have 
to start a long procedure trying to 
get rid of the remaining oil patches 
which would ruin the aesthetic of the 
picture. This product is so elegant, it 
will be the jewelry of your salon.

    8ml
    30 ml 

    
8ml / 13ml / 4ml 

POPULAR!
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XTREME 100/180 (RED)

XTREME FILES
They are made with new grain adhesion technology, making them more 
lasting than ever before. They are made from flexible grains and are 
much stronger than their conventional counterparts, making them ext-
remely durable.

CLASSIC (ZEBRA) FILES
Our classic (zebra) files are made with the finest Japanese paper. There-
fore, the matching number represents a finer type of file than the Xtreme.

PROFESSIONAL 100/180 (RED)

XTREME 100/100 (PURPLE)
For surface filing, removing coloured gels and acryl powders.

PROFESSIONAL 180/180 (GREEN)
For finer filing and refining.

XTREME 180/180 (GREEN)
For matting and finer filing

XTREME 150/150 (BLUE)
For shaping and tip filing.

PROFESSIONAL 150/150 (BLUE)
For matting, shaping, tip filing.

PROFESSIONAL 100/100 (PURPLE)
For edge filing, removing coloured gels and acryl powders.

F
IL

E
SFILES

For stronger or larger material removal. For stronger or larger material removal

Flexible grains:
no scratch-slip on the
surface, but grips the
surface material and

grabs it better.

Japanese paper files!
Use it like this:

Compared to the same 
number of Xtreme files, 

they are a bit finer.

POPULAR
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DISINFECTABLE AND REGULAR FILES
IRONX FILES 100/100, 150/150, 180/180, 150/180
The IronX family of files has a half moon shape and a special surface. The sur-
face is waterproof - 100 disinfectant and the dust trapped between the grains 
can be easily removed with a nailbrush. Their resistance makes them stronger 
and 4-5 times more durable, than files with the same numbering.

CURVED-STRAIGHT BLACK
100/180. Durable grit.

STRAIGHT WHITE
80/100 – For rough filing.

DROP
180/180. For matting

DROP SHAPED FILE
For smile line, 100/150

WOODEN FILE
120/180. For hardly accessible locations such as sidewall points.
For manicures and acrylic nails.

ULTRA PROFESSIONAL
100/180

STRAIGHT BLACK
100/180. Durable grit
 

PINK
150/280. For natural nails
 

FILES
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Files for
extreme

thoroughness
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XTREME STAINLESS STEEL FILES
Long lasting files with super strong 80/120 grit, not only for natural nails. Thanks to their stainless steel material, they have an extraordinary working 
life and durability. With their rounded tip and two different grain sizes, they are equally suitable for manicure, pedicure and nail treatments. Try them for 
filing the side walls of built up nails or even shaping the smile line, ttheir disinfectant compatibility is not negligible.

The kit contains:
- 4 pcs of Classic (Zebra)
150/150 blue
- 4 pcs of Xtreme
100/100 purple
- 4 pcs of Xtreme
150/150 blue
- 4 pcs of Xtreme
180/180 green

4X4 FILE KIT
If sometimes you can’t find it on your desk - the materials and tools 
you’re using- the file you need to make the perfect current workflow, 
we have good news! The 4x4 file kit was made for you, which can be 
converted into a file holder in a few simple moves. You can store a 
month’s supply of files in a handy holder: just tear off the top along 
the perforation, and snap the two tabs opposite each other towards 
the inside of the box - these will hold the separate the file types - and 
you’re done! In addition, the 16 files - 4 types, 4-4 of each - in a set
at a fantastic price.

XTREME STAINLESS STEEL FILE,
LONG - 16 CM
Thanks to its length and strong grain structure, it is an excellent choice 
for manicure and artificial work. 80/120

XTREME STAINLESS STEEL FILE
SHORT - 14 CM
Rövidebb reszelőfelületével és lekerekített hegyével kitűnő választás 
pedikűr és manikűr munkálatokhoz egyaránt. 80/120

IRONX BUFFER
100/180. The new member of the IronX family, which is 4-5x 
longer life compared to traditional buffers. Water resistant surfa-
ce - also 100% disinfectant.

FINING BUFFER, PINK
180/200 Stronger and more durable

FINING BUFFER, WHITE
220/280 Stronger, more durable
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A monthly
dose, with

extra discount!
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BLACK-ORANGE BRICK BUFFER
100/180/180

BLACK-PURPLE BRICK BUFFER
60/100/100

WHITE BRICK BUFFER
180/180

FINE MATTING BUFFER
200/200 strength, soft, flat, rectangular buffer. It has a large 
surface area in contact with the nail, so it can be used to 
mattify the nail surface in just a few strokes. For CrystaLac, 
it is used to prepare the nails before using Spray Prep

MAGIC SHINE FINE-BUFFER - 2WAY 
600/3000

MAGIC SHINE BLOCK FINE-BUFFER
600/3000 Thinner, so it’s even more comfortable 
towork with! It contacts the nail over a large 
surface area at a time. Use it on its own for

beautiful, shiny nails!
When polishing acryl

nails, for example with
it you can achieve the
most beautiful result.

Silk Blue
The nail set was made with 

Royal Top Gel RT13 and 3S206 
Full Platinum CrystaLac. (By 

Barbara Újvári)

Gentle!

Don’t file!
Don’t fluff!

Matte gently!

USAGE:
For preparing the nails for

CrystaLacs
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SENS NATURAL 3D PRODUCT-LINE

3D XS/S SIZES:
These are best for creating small patterns. It provide us the opportunity to be more creative and artistic. You can use for gel polish decorations 
(e.g. flowers, leaves).

SENS SYNTHETIC ROUND BRUSH
Synthetic hair gel brush for construction. The softer type, longer hair design allows for a more even spreading of the material over the nail surface. Its 
rounded edge makes it easier to work the gel towards the back skin, and the edge of the smile line. It is also an excellent aid for coating the nail surface and 
for thin application of gel polishes.

3D L SIZE:
Recommended size for larger designs and shapes, for smoothing the surface. It is flexible to help evenly spread the material. Also suitable 
for filling acrylic nails.

BRUSHES

3D M SIZE:
For smaller amounts of material. The smaller brush size makes it easier to work more detailed. Less flexible, more force can be applied.
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L: larger brush size for larger patterns.

M: a smaller brush for smaller patterns.

SENS SYNTHETIC BLEND BRUSHES
FAMILY OF SYNTHETIC BRISTLE BRUSHES DEVELOPED FOR ONE STROKE TECHNIQUE, SHADING
Flat, bevelled brushes, available in different sizes to make your work easier. Suitable for both gel and acrylic paint. The brush size should be chosen 
according to the size of the motif.

S: for creation of small patterns, shading

NATURAL LINER
Natural hair brush for aquarell or acrylic painting, with a delicate shape that allows you to draw even the thinnest lines.

NATURAL SHADOW
Solid, wide bodied, cylindrical brush with natural hair. Ideal for shading, large motifs, acrylic or watercolour painting.
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SYNTHETIC LINER BRUSHES:
A family of synthetic brushes specially developed for lines, with hair-thin bristles.

M SIZE:
(6 mm) It is generally used for contouring, even for the application of decorative beads.

S SIZE:
(3 mm) For extremely fine, thin, short lines, small additions

L SIZE:
(9 mm) Best for longer/wider/straight lines.

SYNTHETIC ART:
Excellent for gel painting, creating different petals, shading. Tiny brush in the shape of a cat’s tongue. Its fine, soft, flexible synthetic hairs allow for the 
spotless application of denser paint gels (e.g. Art gel, Art Gel PRO).

BRUSHES
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K-COLOR BRUSH
The perfect brush for color lovers! Soft, synthetic hair brush, similar to the popular Gelly brush. Specially developed to apply different colored gels and to 
make any color shades. The flat base of the brush provides stability for the brush hairs (head) during use. Its thinness makes it easier to use and ensures a 
smooth and even application. The precise, cat-tongue tipped brush allows for the most precise application around the cuticles, and its incredible thinness 
helps you achieve the perfect colour for an absolutely monochrome effect.

GELLY GEL BRUSH
Synthetic gelly jewellery brush. Its softer, longer, nicely flattened hairs with a precise rounded edge allow for a smoother application of the special 
textured Gelly Cover Pink Builder Gel. Very good for smile line edge design. It is easier to work the material towards the back skin fold thanks to its 
rounded edge. Also excellent for Royal Gel, color gel and for covering the entire nail surface.

NERO MERLO II.
Soft, natural hair brush of outstanding quality. Slightly wider and longer hairs than the 6 Gel brushes. The precision cut edges make it very accurate. 
Thanks to its special head shape, it is an indispensable accessory for perfect, professional salon-level work. Recommended for medium density and 
softer materials such as Titanium Gel, Builder Clear I-II, Cover gels or pink builder gels.

NERO MERLO III.
Natural hair, harder type, superior quality brush. Short, wide head. Hair shape and length identical to the Firm Gel brush. Precisely cut edges make it very 
precise to work with. Recommended for thicker builder gels such as Xtreme Clear and Xtreme Pink.
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6 GEL BRUSH
Synthetic hair gel brush. Recommended for medium density and softer materials such as Titanium Gel, Builder Clear I-II, Cover gels, pink builder gels 

or white gels.

4 GEL BRUSH 
Small gel brush with synthetic hair. Mainly used for color materials, but also suitable for applying white builder gel.

XTREME FUSION ACRYLGEL BRUSH WITH SPATULA
Our brand new Xtreme Fusion double-ended brush, specially developed for the Fusion AcrylGel product line, has finally arrived.It is a stronger, more 
durable, high-quality natural hair A6-sized brush with a spatula on the other side, so the acrylgel can be applied and processed faster with the help of 
just one tool. The rosegold detailed spatula and the pearl white case give this tool an eye-catching look. Just looking at this brush is an experience, 
and working with it is perfection itself.

BRUSHES
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XTREME GEL BRUSH
Synthetic hair gel brush with 1mm longer hair than the 6 Gel brush. Recommended for medium density and softer materials such as Titanium Gel, Builder 
Clear I-II, Cover gels, pink builder gels or white gels.
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XTREME (HARDER) ACRYLIC BRUSH
Natural hair, size 8, flattened, professional acrylic builder brush for experienced users. Made from a harder type of high quality hair for high extraction and 
pushing power.

A6 ACRYLIC BRUSH
Acrylic builder brush with natural hair, size 6. Recommended for color materials due to its small size. Made of softer type of hair.

LOOP DECORATING JEWEL BRUSH
Synthetic brush with fine soft hairs. For gradient painting (one stroke, shading). Especially for motifs with a rounded curve (bows, butterflies, flowers, leaves). 
Doesn’t streak the material, has just enough pressure. It is perfect for shadowing, gel painting. It’s great for curved patterns, perfect for thick and soft 
materials.

PHANTOM DECORATING JEWEL BRUSH
Decorating brush with natural hair. Suitable not only for gel painting but also for acrylic or aquarell painting. Its size and softness make it perfect
for gradient in gel painting. It has a slightly „fuller” shape than the Art Design brush.

ART DESIGN BRUSH
Natural hair brush with a thin, precise tip. With 5mm long hairs, it is the shortest. (This hair length provides easier control.)Specially designed for thin and 
precise contouring. Recommended for water-based paints, but also excellent for gel paints.
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BARBARA II. BRUSH
Brush with natural hair, ending in a precise tip. Graceful, short 7.5mm hair length for good control. Small, precise, excellent for artistic work. Can also 

be used for patterning, contouring, shading. Recommended for water-based paints.

OMBREPRO BRUSH
A synthetic, thinned hair, decorative gel jewel brush, perfect for creating gradients. The brush is wide enough to cover an average nail surface the full 
width of a medium nail to create an even gradient with Royal Gel or gel-lacs. The two colours are applied in a scoop-tap motion can be easily blended 
together.

NERO MERLO 0 ECSET
Soft, natural hair brush of outstanding quality with rounded end. Its special shape and design allow very precise work. Recommended for color materials and for 
more detailed work on smaller surfaces. Its small size makes it ideal even for free-edge shaping, surface colour gel gradients.

NERO MERLO I. BRUSH
Soft, natural hair. High quality brush with rounded, cat-tongue pointed end. Excellent for fine yet fast, colourful gel top coats. Its larger size allows you 
to cover the entire nail surface with coloured gel in just a few strokes. Its special natural hair and its precise side-edge cut allow for the most precise
application at the back of the cuticle and smile line.

BRUSHES
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BARBARA I. BRUSH
Decorative gel brush with synthetic hair ending in a precise tip. Small size for precise, artistic work. 6,5mm hair length for good control, when creating a 
gel pattern. Can also be used for contouring.
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0 MINI BRUSH
Synthetic brush, its short length makes it more stable to work with, very thin contour lines can be painted. Easy to position, good for curved and thin 
lines. Hair length: 3 mm

0 SHORT BRUSH
Synthetic hair, very thin, flexible gel decorating brush. Hair length 6mm. Can also be used for gel patterning, contouring, smile line painting. For those 
with less experience, a separate 0 Short brush can be used for painting contours with watercolour cream paint.

0 LONG BRUSH
Synthetic hair, very thin, flexible gel decorating brush. The hair length is 9mm. Can be used for gel patterning, washing line painting.

Professional 
brushes for for 
precise work!
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GEL 4 BRUSH
Synthetic har, small size, straight edge, flat gel brush.

GEL 6 BRUSH 
Medium size flat gel brush with synthetic hair, straight edge.

3D ZSELÉS 
Synthetic hair, rounded edge, flat gel brush. Especially for 3D gels.

ACRYLIC 6 BRUSH
Natural hair, softer, smaller sized acrylic builder brush

ACRYLIC 8 BRUSH
Natural hair, softer, medium sized acrylic builder brush.

SHORT HAIRED DECORATING BRUSH
Natural hair, thin decoration brush with point-ended tip.
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BRUSH CLEANSER GEL 
A soft gel specially developed for
cleaning gel brushes! Thanks to 
its watery consistency, pigments, 
mica and other impurities are easily 
removed from the brush fibres without 
drying out the hair. Its practical pipette 
packaging allows easy dispensing, 
quick and simple use.

CRYSTAL NAILS ORANGE BRUSH CLEANER
An effective cleaner for decoration brushes.
High performance cleaning fluid. The liquid is so powerful that it 
even dissolves paint that has dried into the brush. See how much 
longer your favorites will last with Crystal Nails Orange Brush
Cleaner!

ADDITIONAL 
SPONGE HEADS 
FOR OMBRE STICK

    4pcs

OMBRE BRUSH WITH SPONGE HEAD - 
OMBRE STICK
Brush with replaceable sponge heads at both ends. Comes with four 
heads, which can also be purchased separately. With any base, Art Gel 
and RoyalCream Gel it’s quick and easy to create color gradients with. 
For Baby Boomer gel polish - with Cover Pink Base Gel and white Art 
Gel - it’s perfect as the Art Gel blends beautifully.

How to use:
After using Chro°Me 

CrystaLac or transfer foil 
adhesive for decoration, 

wash your brushes with the 
orange brush washing liquid 
so that the bristles do not 

stick together

With orange 
fragrance

 

Made in
Germany!

COVERPRO BRUSH
The CoverPRO brush with a rounded head and soft, natural bristles was 
specially developed for CoverPRO technique.

Ombre with 
Chrome powders

The nail set was made with 
3STEP CrystaLac 3S194 and SENS 
ChroMirror Deluxe White chrome 

powder (By Dóra Doviscsák)
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BIG BRUSH BRUSH KIT 
12pcs of synthetic hair decorating brush. The 
kit contains: sidelong, flat brush (mini,small 
and big brushes) straigh flat brushes (me-
dium and big) nail art brushes (mini, short 
and medium) cat-tongue brush (medium) fan 
brush, long hair brush and an „extra” poin-
ting brush.

BRUSH HOLDER, DOUBLE-SIDED
Hard cover, portable, fold-out brush holder. The special 
feature is that you can pack your brushes in both sides - 
you can even organise gel and acrylic brushes separately, 
or builder and decorating brushes. Embroidered
with silver Crystal Nails logo

BRUSH CASE

BRUSH HOLDER - 
WITH HARD COVER
Beautiful and useful portable, fold-out 
brush holder with hard cover.

TABLE BRUSH HOLDER
Practical brush holder for builder and decoration brushes, so you 
always have the right brushes for the job and don’t let them roll away. 
With five brush holders.

   SILVER 
   PINK

Your brushes are 
always at hand for the 

given job!

Synthetic brush for almost all 
possible line thicknesses and 

patterns in ONE KIT.

Crystal brushes with high-quality 
hair, for less experienced nail 

techs.

Mostly for gel 
decorations
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For practicing, showing 
samples for guests or for 
your portfolio. Curved Sti-
letto in size 1-2, in matte 
white and transparent col-
ors. There are 50 pieces in 
one box.

    Matt white
    Clear

DISPLAY -
STILETTO TIP

DISPLAY TIPS BIG -
COVER PINK OVAL
Ideal shape and size tips for practicing 
decoration painting. Thanks for the 
cover pink color, There are 50 pieces 
same sized tips in one box doesn’t 
requires any base color.

    50pcs

100pcs, 1-10
Refill (50pcs)

NATURAL / STRAIGHT
(CLASSIC)

    

100pcs

CLEAR

Ideal shape and size tips 
for practicing decoration 
painting. Thanks for the 
cover pink color, There are 
50 pieces same sized tips in 
one box doesn’t requires any 
base color.

    50pcs 

DISPLAY TIPS BIG -
COVER PINK OVAL

Extremely strong brush glue.
Thanks to the brush, it can be 
used precisely with the right 
amount of adhesive.

    10g 

BRUSH ON GEL TIP 
GLUE TIP GLUE

NAIL GLUE 
BRUSH ON GEL
TIP GLUE
Beaky tip glue, super 
strong

    3g 

BRUSH TIP GLUE PRO
An even more professional version of our 
popular Brush Tip Glue!
• brush finish
• it has a softer texture, so the technique is 
slightly different,
as the original version (see CN advice)
• does not dry out even after many uses
• perfect for applying rhinestones
• fast drying time of about 3 seconds
• extremely strong adhesion, even after 4-5 
weeks

   7,5g 

Super strong, extra fast glue with 
brush. Its special brush allows 
you to work very precisely.

    7,5g 

BRUSH TIP GLUE

CN advice:
Thoroughly wipe off the 

excess from the brush. Always 
apply a very small amount of 
glue to the nail and stick only 
2-3 stones at a time, before 

the glue hardens.
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XTREME TIP BOX (LONG SQUARE CLEAR)
Half-tip for straight-walled square nails. Thin, flexible, 
easy to fit thanks to its design without contact strip. 
Easy to bend. 240 tips per box in 12 sizes.

Usage:
Base Gel is recommended.

It should not be pushed
completely up to the rampart.
After curing file the resulted

edges with a buffer, then you
can just prepare the design 

ofyour choice!

With thinned shape in 
the direction of the 

back skin fold

XTREME TIP BOX (MARILYN CLEAR)
Returning product! Exclusive half tip selection. No contact curve for easier 
application. Xtreme high quality, bendable, flexible tips. Can also be fixed 
with Base Gel, Glue Gel. Great for salon work and competition. 100 tips per 
box in 10 sizes.

GEL TIP BOXES
MEDIUM MODERN ALMOND, LONG BALERINA AND LONG ALMOND
The gel tip is a revolutionary innovation that ensures quick and easy work in salons. A flexible, pre-shaped gel-based tip that is glued to the 
prepared nail with the extra thick Gel Tip Glue. Plus, it does not require any building material, and flatter c-shaped nails can be made with it. 
Despite its thinness, it is extremely durable and can be filled in the usual way with any material. 
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Universal Half Tips 120pcs

Usage:
The use of Base Gel is 

recommended. It should 
not be pushed completely 
up to the nail fold and after 

curing, file the resulting edge, 
file the nail and the design 
of your choice is done! The 

soak-off time is approx. 30-40 
minutes, similar to acrylics.

GEL TIP BOXES MEDIUM ALMOND, 
MEDIUM CUBE, SHORT OVAL
The gel tip is a revolutionary innovation that 
ensures quick and easy work in salons. A flexible, 
pre-shaped gel-based tip that is glued to the 
prepared nail with the extra thick Gel Tip Glue. 
Plus, it does not require any building material, 
and flatter c-shaped nails can be made with it. 
Despite its thinness, it is extremely durable and 
can be filled in the usual way with any material. 
The contents of the box are size 12x10 sizes 120 
pcs.

XTREME FUSION ACRYLIC 
GEL TIPS
The box contains a total of 120 tips 
in 12 different sizes.
The Reverse Clear Universal Half 
Tip is a hybrid tip that you can 
use to extend the free edge with 
the already known reverse tip 
technique. It can be used to create 
any popular salon shape, such as 
square, narrow square, almond, or 
oval. You can use a tip more than 
once! The tips have an ideal, more 
natural-looking curve.

Long almond
A képen látható köröm az The 
nail set was made with Xtreme 

Fusion AcrylGel Greige, Tiger Eye 
Silk Coffee, decorated with SENS 

Deluxe ChroMirror Rosegold 
powder and Fairy Glitter 1. (By 

Virág Halász)
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FUSION CLIP FOR REVERSE 
TIP – CLEAR
A clip developed for holding the Reverse 
tip. It makes the nail preparation easier, 
since the tip does not move from the 
surface of the nail. Thanks to its clear 
material, the material cures perfectly.

MODERN TIPS

XTREME REVERSE TIP BOXES
For the winter season, three new shapes will debut within the Xtreme Reverse Tip category.
More flexible than average, thinner, clear tips. A box contains 120 tips in 12 different sizes. You can 
use a tip multiple times! The latest development of the gel tips is the thinned shape in the direction 
of the back skin fold, which is thinner and more flexible, enabling a more precise fit and the usage of 
the ideal amount of material. With its help, we can easily create trendy slim shapes as it has a lower 
height point. The reverse tip is a revolutionary innovation that ensures
quick and easy work in salons. 

CN advice:
Use the latest No Limit lamp for 

flash curing.
The use of Base Gel is 

recommended. It should not 
be pushed completely up to 
the nail fold. After curing, file 

the resulting edge, file the nail 
and the design is done!

The soak-off time is approx. 
30-40 minutes, similar to 

acrylics.

NEW
SHAPES!

NEW MATERIAL TYPE: GEL TIP GLUE
The flexible, new generation adhesive gel for (gel) tips. Strong adhesive effect 
that makes tip positioning and fixing easy. It doesn’t move, doesn’t slip. Can 
be fixed without bubbles. When applying we recommend base gel first. Curing 
time 2-3 min in UV, 1-2 min in LED.

    5ml
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Easy to shape nail form developed for perfect application 
with excellent arch support and hard material. Thanks to its 
special layering, it keeps its shape perfectly, does not break 
or open;
sticks strongly. The material is thicker, but it can be cut well. 
Due to its almond-shaped indentation, it is easier to adjust 
to the curve of the natural nail. At the heel points, it is not 
absolutely necessary to cut with the scissors, it is enough 
just to push the
form under the nail, due to the retention of the form, it will 
still stay in its place and strong enough to press down the 
nailfold nicely (this is especially good for deep heel points).

CRYSTAL NAILS NAIL FORM
Unique quality, strong adhesion, optimal 
curve and visible scale. Ideal for salon work 
and for sculpting salon nails with natural 
length.
Size: 38x56 mm

    50db pcs
    500db pcs

XTREME BUTTERLFY FORM
Unique quality, strong adhesion, optimal curve and clear, visible scale. The most popular Crystal form. 
Ideal for salon work and for sculpting salon nails with natural length, also for longer, extreme shapes.
Size: 60x60 mm.

    30db pcs
    300db pcs

 
  200 pcs    30 pcs

    200 pcs 

WONDERFORM
Holds any angles perfectly, provide
strong adhesion. Size: 73x66mm

WONDERFORM LONGPRO
For extreme long nails and competit-
ions. Size: 79x73mm

CRYSTAL FORMS

Scan the QR code 
and watch the video!

tiktok.com/
@crystalnailsofficial 

Easier to adjust to the 
arc of the natural nail 
thanks to its almond 
shaped indentation!

Usage: 
You can easily 

shaping these forms
even in rubber gloves!

Made in USA!
– extraordinary

The nail set was 
made with the Xtreme 

butterfly form
(by Virág Halász)

Ideal for 
learning!

POPULAR

BUTTERFLY FORM
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SENS PRECISION CUTICLE 
SCISSOR, NEW!
Our “Precision” scissors, created with the 
greatest attention to detail, enable more 
precise cutting than ever before. Thanks to 
its design and the edges ending in a sharp 
point, even the
smallest pieces of skin can be safely 
removed with it. Made of high-quality 
Japanese stainless steel, hand-sharpened, 
guaranteeing long service life and even 
cutting. The ergonomic, oval handle design 
provides comfort and easy control for fine 
cutting movements.

XTREME ERGOSHARP II.
A new member of the ErgoSharp scissor 
family, the shorter ErgoSharp 2. scissors are 
designed to appeal to customers who prefer 
our smaller, shorter scissors for the same 
precise and accurate cutting they are used 
to. Extremely durable, corrosion-resistant 
stainless steel scissors that make precision 
in salon work extremely easy thanks to 
their hand-sharpened, sharp blades and 
comfortable grip. Its narrow blades provide 
easy access to the cuticle without damaging 
the nail due to the abrasive nature of the back 
surfaces.
Cutting edge length:18mm

PROFESSIONAL 
CUTICLE 

PROFESSIONAL METAL TOOLS, EXCLUSIVE
QUALITY 

NAIL SCISSORS - JAPANESE 
STEEL 

UNIVERSAL NAIL SCISSORS -
JAPANESE STEEL

JAPANESE STEEL 
SCISSORS

Also for 
cutting forms!

MANICURE SET-BASIC:
With Crystal Nails Basic Manicure Set, your 
manicure will always be perfect.
Its elegant and practical black case contains the 
following devices:

• nail clippers
• cuticle scissors
• cuticle lifter/scraper
• file

NEW!

With its help, a 
complete manicure

can be done in seconds, 
either at home or during 

our travels.
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PROFESSIONAL CUTICLE PUSHER AND 
SCRAPER

FLEXI MIXING SPATULA - STAINLESS

CUTICLE PUSHER-SCRAPER FOR MANICURE

CUTICLE PUSHER-SCRAPER FOR MANICURE

C-CURVE HOLDING CLIP
If you would like to achieve a nice arch, you 
have to bend the nails. This product will 
help create a nice, c-curved shape.

C-CURVE TWEEZERS

PRÉMIUM C-ÍV
HAJLÍTÓ KÉSZLET
This tool holds the perfect bent shape and provides symmetry.
Also works with aluminium forms.With the file on the top of 
the stick you can form the nails 
to achieve the best result. The kit 
contains: 5pcs of different sizes of 
C-curving sticks with file on the top

This products can help you holding 
the c-curve during the curing time.
Thanks to its transparency, it lets
through the UV light.

C-CURVE 
HOLDER - CLEAR

PROFESSIONAL NAIL SCISSORSNAIL SCISSORS STAINLESS 
STEEL

GOLDEN CUTICLE SCISSORS -
JAPANESE STEEL 
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PROFESSIONAL METAL TOOLS FOR PEDICURE AND MANICURE

CRYSTAL DECORATING NEEDLE

for small dots and marble patterns, for larger dots

RHINESTONE PICKING TWEEZERS

FLEX CUTICLE AND FORM SCISSORS
Interesting mechanism: the springy handles open the scissors for us
thus they are easy to control when cutting cuticle or forms.

NAIL CLIPPERS
Nail clipper for natural nails 
or shortening artificial nails. 
Especially useful for extreme 
shapes and nails that does 
not fit in the tipcutter. With 
a practical case that collects
the nail bits.

16.
CUTICLE AND FINGERNAIL CLIPPER

The nail set was made with 
RT12 and Royal Top gel, Sens 
Milky white Builder Gel and 

Glam glitter. (by Virág Halász)

The correct way to disinfect metal tools:

1.Clean the metal tool from any organic contaminants (dust, 
skin debris...etc.). Cleaning can be done manually under a 
warm running water using a nail brush or with the Crystal Nails 
XtremePRO Ultrasonic Cleaner.
2.Wipe the tool dry.
3.Spray the tool with a tool disinfectant for this purpose. The 
disinfectant is applied to the tool, on all used surface. Wait the 
time needed for the disinfectant to take effect.
4.Rinse the disinfectant thoroughly from the metal tool with 
running water.
5.Wipe the tool dry and put it in its storage place. Never allow 
the disinfectant or water to spill on the device as this may 
damage the quality of the device.
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PROFESSIONAL METAL TOOLS FOR PEDICURE AND MANICURE
TIP CUTTER
Light tip-cutter with a curved head and edge. 
With its curved edge it will not flatten the tip.

BARREL SPRING
FINGERNAIL CLIPPER
Big

CUTICLE PUSHER

DIMEDA PEDICURE BLADES
Sterile, steel blade.
Sizes: up to 20-23.

    size 20-22
    size 23 

DOUBLE-ENDED PEDICURE FILE
For cleaning healthy nails and overgrown nails and the cuticle around the nail. High quality, 
stainless steel. Fine details, rounded edges. Gentle, precise work. Easy to use, disinfectable.

EXCAVATOR FOR PEDICURE
For nailfild cleaning, treatment of ingrown nails and tamponage. High quality, stainless steel. 
Fine finish, rounded edges. Perfect edges for precise work. Gentle precision work. Easy to 
use, disinfectable.

   

Professional metal 
tools, exclusive 

quality FOR 
PROFESSIONALS!

Easy preparation!
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CLEANSER PAD - LINT-FREE PADS SOAK IN CLEANSER
Lint-free pads soaked in Cleanser. Facilitates faster salon work. Perfect for ont-
he-road nail techs, provides a 2-in-1 alternative for cleanser and lint-free towels. A 
single Cleanser Pad – depending on nail length – is enough for cleansing 5-10 nails.
1 box (100pcs)

SOFTENED WIPES
An improved version of the highly successful multi-layer 
paper towel. More precise pressing for more precise work, a 
smoother surface for less space. In rolls of 500. Very affordable 
price.

SOFT NAIL WIPES 100 PCS
Folded into 5x5cm sheets of soft, fine fibre fabric.

LINT-FREE NAIL WIPES
The production technique is 
completely fiber-free, single-layer 
wipes. One piece is recommended 
for 3-4 fingers.
360 pcs/box

NAIL WRAP REMOVER FOIL
The cotton pad is inside an aluminum cover which is bigger than the nail (2x3cm) 
and needs to soak with Acryl Remover. Already shaped specifically to soak-off
acrylic, CrystaLac, or Easy off.
100pcs/box

THREAD GLOVES
The elastic fingertips ensures a better 
grip. The textile part ensures the perfect 
ventilation so they are more comfortable 
han the rubber gloves. Size:6, 8, 10

Use the box 
as a dispenser
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Mermaid 
glitter

The nail in the picture was made 
with the NEW 3S195 Summer 
Crocus/Summer Saffron and 
Mermaid Glitter Orchid ( by 

Sikari Edina).

MERMAID GLITTER - 
What is the must-have summer accessory in your collection?
Ofcourse the new Mermaid Glitters, which your guests will 
immediately fall in love with because of their amazing sparkle. 
Get it in sparkling Coral, vibrant Orchid, purple lavender and 
greenish blue emerald. These special glitters are iridescent 
mixes containing mixed hexagons, sequins and flakes. With 
built-in technique, you can achieve a fairy-tale mermaid effect 
on the nail surface. Let’s create the most beautiful nails of the 
summer with them!
           

Coral Orchid Lavender

The Deluxe Flake flakes from SENS by Crystal Nails stand 
out as post-modern works of art in the nail art range. The 
decorative product, which includes large flakes for a shinier 
finish than ever before, is available in 3 breathtaking colours, 
which give a different extra effect on different coloured bases. 
In its luxurious-looking, individual jar, the colour-playing 
flakes dazzle with a dazzling shimmer. Cover it with Building 
Gel, Compact Base Gel, Elasty Hardener Gel or Gem Glue 
Gel. Apply to a not fully set non-fixing gloss gel surface for 
a mirror effect. It can also be pressed into a tacky surface 
to create a duller, slightly opalescent effect. After application 
to the surface, the edges of the nail should be filed and the 
surface sealed with Acid-Free Primer, followed by 1-2 coats 
of a thorough edge sealing polish.

    

SENS FLAKE DELUXE

Flake
Deluxe 2

Flake
Deluxe 1

Flake
Deluxe 3
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SHELL BOX – 
MONOCHROME
Shell box - monochrome: 6 Compartments in total, 2 sizes of beautiful 
monochrome shells. Designed for you, if you like to work with the bigger 
pieces sometimes and the smaller ones other times. You’ll find both 
sizes in this set!

           

GLAM GLITTERS
Are you into glitter too? Then you’ve got to get this wonder. A mixture 
of glitters, glitter powder and moulded sequins. Guaranteed to add a 
sparkling shimmer to your nails. CN advise: Press into a sticky layer, or 
mix into Compact Base Gel Clear or Elasty Hardener Gel and
apply to the surface of the nail. Because you can never have enough 
sparkle!

         

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 1412 15

VINTAGE
FLOWER BOX
A new Nail Art product in the category of built-in decorations. Dried 
wildflower mix: 12 different flower heads of different colours in 12 
compartments. After using the
flowers, the container is a handy nail art organizer.

        

Dried flower 
decoration

The nail in the picture was made 
with XtremeFusion Cover Pink, 

Renewed White acryl gels, SENS 
Flake Deluxe 1 and Vintage 

Flower Box (by Halász Virág).

120
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SENS CHROMIRROR DELUXE
MIRROR EFFECT
Hailey Bieber’s Glazed Donut nails have become a global hit. With the sens 
ChroMirror Deluxe chrome powder, you can achieve a mirror-like effect never 
seen before on any base colour. The homogeneous grains in the luxurious-
looking decorative jar are easy to work with, and the application is the same 
as our ChroMirror chrome powders.
    

Cover with a double 
layer of top coat to 
increase durability.

CN advice: To 
increase durability, 
use an acid-free 

primer before covering 
with CoolTop Gel or 

SensTop Gel

Golden French 
nails

The nail set was made with 
Rocky Cover Light, Xtreme 

Superior Builder Gel Cover Pink 
and Builder White II.Renewed 
with SENS ChroMirror Deluxe 

Rosegold chrome powder
(by Dóra Doviscsák).

Chromirror
Deluxe White

Sens 3G Polish
on Milky White 2

base

Chromirror
Deluxe White

Sens 3G Polish
on Milky Rose 2

base

ChroMirror
Deluxe Gold

on S002 base

ChroMirror
Deluxe Luna 

on Milky 
White 2 base

ChroMirror
Deluxe Gold

on S003 base

ChroMirror
Deluxe Luna

on Milky 
Rose 2 base

ChroMirror
Deluxe Gold

on S007 base

ChroMirror
Deluxe Luna

on S007 
base

ChroMirror
Deluxe

on Rosegold
S003 base

ChroMirror
Deluxe Sole

on Milky Rose 
2 base

ChroMirror
Deluxe

on Rosegold
S007 base

ChroMirror
Deluxe Sole

on S007 
base

ChroMirror
Deluxe

on Rosegold
S002 base

ChroMirror
Deluxe Sole

on Milky 
White 2 base

NEW!

NEW!
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Aurora Pink Pink

R1 R7 R30R6 R7 R24

R30

Super Holo Rose Gold

R6 R6R7 R7R30

Gold Silver Fine Silver Galaxy Holo

R6R6 R6 R6 R7R7 R7 R7 R30R30 R30 R30

Aurora 

R6 R7 R78

Fine Aurora Fine Aurora AquaWhite Pearl Fine Aurora Sun

R6 R6R6 R6

Ultraholo

R6 R7

UltrapinkVioletHot Pink

R7 R7R7 R7R30

CHROMIRROR CHROME PIGMENT 
POWDERS
Breathtaking chrome pigment powders for a decorating. Using ChroMirror Chrome 
Pigment Powder is simple: massage the powder onto a non-fixing surface - Royal 
Gel, ONE STEP CrystaLac, 3 STEP CrystaLac and Cool Top Gel - approximately 
80% cured, rub in thoroughly, file the nail edge, coat with Acid Free Primer, then seal 
the edges and cover with 2 layers of flexible polish.

     

For perfect coverage, 
use Acid-Free Primer 

on the surface of 
ChroMirror chrome 
pigment powders.

Cover with Cool Top 
Gel in two layers!

Wild
raspberry nails

The nail set was made with 
3STEP CrystaLac 3S195, 

decorated with ChroMirror Hot 
Pink chrome powder and flowers 

made with Art Gel (by Ágnes 
Sebestyén).
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FROSTY GLITTER – 
ICE GLITTER FINE-GRAINED, MEDIUM
Frosty glitter is available in two sizes: fine and medium. The transparent glitter picks up the 
shade of the colour underneath while giving it a brilliant shimmer. It gives a different look 
when splashed on a full coverage or milky material. The Sugar effect technique is the most 
eye-catching when used.
    

Platinum
glitter

The nail set was made with 
Xtreme Fusion acrylic gel Cover 
Pink, Royal Gel R121 and 3 STEP 
CrystaLac 3S12, decorated with 

silver Platinum foil (by Dóra 
Kesztyűs).

DECORATIONS FOR STICKY SURFACES
CRYSTAL FLAKE
Decorative flake with intense light. Press into a non-fixing surface, then rub in the flakes, 
coat with Acid Free Primer and seal with two coats of topcoat such as Cool Top Gel. It can 
be used blended in, either scattered or over the entire surface. For acrilyc nails dip a tiny 
Clear ball into the flake jar and pat over the surface of the nail. When you use gels press 
the flakes into the soft material and then set. Three super versions.
     

1 2 3

R6 R6 R6R7 R7 R7

PLATINUM FOIL
It has smaller pieces than Crystal Flake. Using 
different methods, you can achieve different 
results with this product. If you apply it on a 
non-cleansed, sticky surface, you can achieve a 
foil-effect, but if you apply it on a non-cleansing, 
smooth surface, you can get a chrome-effect. 
We have 4 fabulous colors!

     

Platinum 
Foil 4

Party Pink

Platinum 
Foil 2
Silver

Platinum 
Foil 1
Gold

Platinum 
Foil 3

Passion 
Red
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PLATINUM FOIL*
It has smaller pieces than Crystal Flake. Using 
different methods, you can achieve different 
results with this product. If you apply it on a 
non-cleansed, sticky surface, you can achieve a 
foil-effect, but if you apply it on a non-cleansing, 
smooth surface, you can get a chrome effect. We 
have 4 fabulous colors!

       

     

NEON PIGMENT 
POWDERS
These powders are the perfect choice for 
ColorVortex (smokey-effect), ombre and marble 
techniques. They have such a depth of color that 
you can really get lost in. Vibrant, powerful colors.
         
     

Neon Royal blue

Neon Yellow Neon Purple

Neon Magenta Neon White

Neon
Orange

Scan the 
QR code 
and watch 
the video!

Mermaid effect 
generating glitter 

powder

Neon waves
The nail set was made with 

Compact Base&Builder Gel and 
neon pigment powders

(by Dóra Doviscsák).

POPULAR

Sellő 1 Sellő 2

GL24 GL24GL55 GL55GL118 GL118

* while stocks last.
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TRANSFERFOIL BOX-
ART OF NATURE
Nowadays, transfer foil sets are an unmissable accessory for unique 
nail decorations. We have created for you one of the most wanted 
collections, the Art of Nature. This set includes several patterns found 
in nature and the animal world. For a more understated decoration, we 
recommend the marbled foils inspired by rock patterns. For a more 
exotic decoration, use one of the trendiest animal patterns or choose 
from a range of foils with the beautiful shine of a seashell. Pro Foil Gel 
makes it easy to apply to any surface.

    

TRANSFERFOIL SET – HOLO-PEARL
Transferfoil with pearl effect collection what you can apply on almost 
every surface with the Pro Foil Gel. It contains marvel, flitter, star 
shaped foils and these could be used for the holiday season perfectly.
   

TRANSFERFOIL SET –  MARBLE
The much beloved transferfoil set has been expanded with another stunning 
selection. One of our guests’ favourite decorations is the marble pattern, 
which you can now easily create popular designs in moments. Pro Foil Gel 
makes it easy to apply to any surface.

     

TRANSFERFOIL KIT – 
RAINBOW
Cheer up your mood with our new Rainbow Transferfoil Kit! 10 different 
shades of foils. It will be the most popular nail art product with its silver, 
rosegold, gold, pink, etc. colors. Use the Pro Foil Gel to apply on any 
surface.
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TRANSFERFOIL SET – 
HOLO-OMBRE 
Are you a fan of transfer foils? Then we’ve got good news for you: our holo 
effect color transfer foil set is waiting for you! Pro Foil Gel makes it easy to 
apply to any surface. It contains different colored transfer foils in cheerful 
shades. Look radiant with Holo-Ombre Transfer Foils!

   

PRO FOIL GEL CLEAR – 
TRANSFERFOIL GEL
Transparent transfer foil gel, which can be used to create a more convex pattern due to its density. Because its adhesion is excellent for shorter and longer 
curing times, there is no need to count seconds strictly. When making a pattern, the problem of one part of the line being convex and the other flat does not 
occur, so the film does not bond evenly and does not stick evenly. Use it for Xtreme foils or sets as a pattern, or even to cover the entire surface. Since it is 
transparent, you won’t see the edge of the foil gel sticking out anywhere, even in hard-toreach places. If you’re working with 
non-cleansing colors, use Pro Foil Gel to create foil decorations.

        4ml 

XTREME TRANSFER FOIL GEL –
IMPROVED FORMULA
A dense, highly controlable and mouldable foil gel that can be used in both 
UV and LED  lamp, depending on their strength, 10-30 sec. 
Easy to use: with a thin brush (e.g. 0 Short or 0 Long), apply the desired 
pattern of gel and after 10-30 seconds of curing, press the bottom of the 
foil on the surface with a strong movement. Pull it off with a firm movement 
and your beautiful decoration is done.

       3ml 

The curing time depends on 
your UV/LED lamp and how 
thick you used the foil gel. 
Test the lamp before use!

Baby blue set
The nail set was made with 

2STEP SmartGummy Rubber 
Base Gel Nr.10 and Nr.14, 
decorated with Rainbow 

transerfoil set and shell box (by 
Edina Sikari).
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NAIL STICKERS

WATER STICKERS
Cut out the pattern, wet it, and after a few seconds the sticker will come off the substrate. Place the sticker on the printing head, then smooth it over the 
surface of the nail and you’re done! 

NAIL STICKERS
The motifs of our nail stickers include colorful flowers, bright leaves, lovely inscriptions and many exciting motifs. You can easily 
spice up your nails with patterns of different shapes and colors. These stickers are self-adhesive, so they are not only easy to 
use, but also stay on for a long time.

sunset leaves

               

 (CN-08)

3D
pastel field

   

3D 
(CN-09) 

  

(CN-03)

 

Hyped up

   

3D
(CN-05)

   
  

3D
Warm hugs

   

GEL EFFECT NAIL STICKERS
Crystal Nails’ latest Gel Effect nail polish stickers create spectacular and 
trendy nails extremely quickly and effortlessly. 1 pack of 20 nail polish 
stickers to easily find the right size for your guest’s nails, plus a mini file, use 
a mini file for adjustment.

    

Usage:
To increase durability, 
cover with one of the 
following top coats:
High Shine, Weekly 

TopCoat, UV top coat, 
2in1 Base&Coat.

LIMITED

LIMITED

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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                  CRYSTALS GEMS (10 PCS)
The shaped rhinestones of the NOVA Crystal product line are available in the most popular shapes and colors. We recommend tip glue or Gem Glue Gel 
for attaching the flat-bottomed stones, and cure in a UV lamp for 2-3 minutes, in an LED for 1-2 minutes! To keep it from sticking out, it’s a good idea to 
file the nail surface a little flatter (but not by removing the C-curve) to fit the rhinestones better

top
 view

top
 view

top
 view

top
 view

top
 view

top
 view

Square Aurora
Size: 4x6mm

Drop Crystal
Size: 5x3mm

Rhomb Crystal SB
Size: 3x5mm

Drop Crystal AB
Size: 5x3mm

Drop Crystal AB
Size: 2x6mm

Rhomb Aurora
Size: 3x5mm

Drop Aurora
Size: 5x3mm

Drop Aurora
Size: 2x6mm

top
 view

Drop Crystal
Size: 2x6mm

top
 view

Wheat Aurora
Size: 3,4x8mm

top
 view

Diamond Aurora
Size: 5mm

top
 view

Wheat shape Crystal AB
Size: 3,4x8mm

top
 view

top
 view

top
 view

Rhomb Crystal
Size: 3x5mm

MAGIC STRIPES STICKER
GOLD, SILVER, ROSEGOLD, BLACK, WHITE
Let your imagination run wild and create easily metallic effect nails with Magic Stripes decorative 
strips. Easily bendable self-adhesive stickers that you can shape as you like to create the 
desired pattern. On 12x8.5 cm sheets.

Black White Rosegold Silver Gold

STICKERUP TWEEZER
With the StickerUp Tweezer is no longer a problem to precisely picking up stickers and placing 
them on the nail. Thanks to the silicone head at the end, the pattern can be applied faster, and 
it won’t be airy either.
     

The magic of 
stones

The nail set was made with 
3STEP CrystaLac Cover Nr2. 
shade, decorated with Pixie 
Edge White Ballet and Opal 

White rhinestones (by Roxana 
Sárközy-Eigner).
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top view

top view

top view

top view
top view

There is one size per jar.

Red

top view

Coral AB

top view

Fuchsia

Scarabeus AB

top view

Sapphire

top view

Silver

top view

White

top view

Light Rose AB 

top view

Champagne

Velvet AB

Aquamarine

Sapphire

top view

Chameleon AB

Blizzard AB

White AB

top view

Light Rose

top view

Black

top view

top view

Aquamarine AB Light Peach

top view

Emerald

top view

2.30 - 2.50 mm

SS8
1.70 - 1.90 mm

SS5
1.35 - 1.50 mm

SS3

CRYSTAL NAILS               CRYSTALS
THE CRYSTAL NAILS OWN BRAND RHINESTONE RANGE.
Nova Crystal colorful glueable glass rhinestones for decorative ornaments, 
in popular colors. You will find 100 rhinestones in the elegant black jar. For the 
application of flatbottomed stones, we recommend tip glue or Gem Glue Gel, cured 
in a UV lamp for 2-3 minutes, in an LED for 1-2 minutes!  To keep it from sticking 
out, it’s a good idea to file the nail surface a little flatter (but not by removing the 
C-curve) to fit the rhinestones better.
Available in 12 colors, 3 sizes per color (SS3, SS5, SS8).

   

CRYSTALS
white and white AB also in ss12 

and ss16 sizes!

3 mm

SS12

For a more durable 
finish, apply top 
gel around the 

continuous patterns 
(where many 

rhinestones meet) 
with a 0 Short brush

Colorful ombre 
with rhinestone 

decoration
The nail set was made with 

SENS Builder Gel Milky White, 
shade 3STEP CrystaLac 3S165, 

decorated with Mermaid Powder 
3, Ombre Spray 6 and Crystal Nova 
rhinestones (by Dóra Doviscsák).

4 mm

SS16

129
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OPAL RHINESTONE
IN MIXED SIZE
WHITE, PINK, BLUE
A collection of milky opal rhinestones that will be your favourite 
salon decoration. Make cool, ice queen-style nails so that your 
guest can show off trendy nails at the end of the year. In an 
elegant black decorative jar of one color in different sizes: 40 
pcs SS5, 30 pcs SS8, 20 pcs SS12, 10 pcs SS16.

      

White Pink Blue

GEM GLUE GEL –
soluble adhesive gel for gluing stones
Perfect texture, easy to handle, soluble adhesive gel, mainly for rhinestones and micro 
beads. The stones do not slip on it, and after positioning, they must be cured in a UV/LED 
lamp. 
Curing time in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

        3ml  

Stones do not 
slide on it, easy to 

position
on the surface

Mint chrome 
powder set

The nail set was made with 
3STEP CrystaLac 3S187, 

ChroMirror White Pearl chrome 
powder and Opal White 

rhinestones (by Edina Sikari).
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SWAROVSKI PIXIE
SHADES - 
SWAROVSKI
SPRAY CRYSTALS
The Crystal Pixie family is expanded with new shades. With the very tiny, delicate 
Swarovski crystals, you can create spectacular and shiny surfaces. You can even 
use it on the entire nail surface! Apply them with Gem Glue Gel. In a large spreading 
bottle.

   

Petite Rose
Shimmer

Petite Blue
Lagoon Shimmer

Petite Aurora
Shimmer

Edge White
Ballet

Petite Fruity
Orange

Bubble
City Chic

Bubble
Midnight Dream

Edge Tropic
Seafoam

Edge Punk
Candy

Petite
Sunshine Kiss

Petite
Love’s Passion

Edge
Sahara Blue

Petite
Ocean Dreams

Petite Champagne 
Shimmer

Petite
Jungle Green

Edge
Golden Dreams

Petite
Exotic East

Edge Electric
Touch

Bubble
Feeling Wild

Bubble
Street Star

Bubble
Urban Kiss

131

The magic of 
stones

The nail set was made with 
3STEP CrystaLac Cover Nr2. 
shade, decorated with Pixie 
Edge White Ballet and Opal 

White rhinestones (by Roxana 
Sárközy-Eigner).
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UNIQUE CRYSTAL
NAILS NAIL PLATES
With unique and special plates that
cover the entire nail, you can easily
create fabulous decorations in a matter of 
moments.
Size: 6x12cm.
            

Mandala BotanicRenaissanceLace

Tropical AbstractFallen Leaves

Textures ParadiseFloral Polygons

Tropical

STAMPING LACQUER
Nail polishes especially developed for stamping. They dry 
quickly and cover perfectly. The consistency is
more thick, more pigmented. The stamping polishes 
has been developed for the application of the nail stamp 
patterns: by using them, even the smallest pattern can 
be applied, as it flows into the gaps of the plate.
     
         4ml 

White Black

Chrome Rosegold Chrome Gold Chrome Silver Chrome Pink

Scan the QR 
code and 
watch the 

video!

 

Use these polishes 
with the unique 

Crystal Nails 
Stamping Plates!

Use Skin Guard 
on the skin around 

the nail!
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CARD FOR 
STAMPING
TECHNIQUE

          

BIG STAMP, 
CLEAR -
SPARE STAMPING 
HEAD
3.5 cm diameter transparent 
silicone stamping head, without 
holder and cap, for
replacement.

   

CLEAR
STAMP

   

BIG STAMP, CLEAR
The diameter of this silicone product 
is 3,5cm. Thanks to the clear material, 
it’s easier to apply the pattern to the 
nail. Recommended for longer nails 
and larger patterns.

         

STAMPING PLATE CLEANER
Stamping plate cleaning fluid to easily clean your 
stamping plates and wash the stamping plate 
lacquer from the plate engravings. The liquid cleans 
the plate to a shine. After use, you can pick up the 
pattern with the print head in the same way. It comes 
in a handy spray bottle. With lemon fragrance.

      100ml

SKIN GUARD LIQUID
SKIN PROTECTOR
A liquid, peelable skin protector that prevents ma-
terial from getting on fingers and cuticles when 
printing or using the ChroMirror chrome pigment 
powders. Easy to use: apply around the nail pla-
te and allow to dry - drying time depends on the 
thickness of the layer and the temperature, but ap-
proximately 1 minute. The color of the material will 
change to indicate that it is completely dry.

       8ml 

CN STAMPING PLATE
HOLDER
Black, leather-effect holder for 6x12 cm 
stamping plates. With 20 pockets for your nail 
stickers. If you organise the nail art accessories 
in this holder, your guest will find it easier to 
choose. 

         

MAGIC ROLLER KIT -
FOR STAMPING TECHNIQUE
Practical Roller kit for cleaning the surface of the 
Stamp itself. If you cleaning the surface of the Stamp 
with any kind of liquid, the material of the product 
could lose the ability to picking up the lacqers from 
the plate. Using this, you can avoid that unfortunate 
issue. The kit contains:1 roll and 1 spare roll-head



OTHER ACCESSORIES
ARTLAC-WATERBASED 
COLORS
The Crystal Nails quality polishes are ava-
ilable in water based decor edition. With 
slim, needle-sharp, super precision brushes 
for any kind of decoration or pattern.        

       3ml 

1.
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ACRYL PAINT 
RETARDER LIQUID
This colorless liquid can be mixed with a 
relatively fastdrying acryl paint to slow down 
the drying process. Drip it on the palette to 
your ink - the more you drip, the slower it 
will dry. The liquid makes the texture of the 
paint soft and creamy, so the edges of the 
flower petal will not be fibrous. A huge help 
in the heat!

      10ml 

BEAD HOLDER BOWL, 
TRIANGLE
Triangle-shaped bowl for temporary stora-
ge of your beads or other small stones. It 
helps you to keep the decorative material 
that falls off the surface of your nails as wa-
ste (you just put the rest back in the jar and 
you’re done); and it also helps you to keep 
your work area clean.

          

RIHNESTONE 
HOLDER
28 parts.

       

RHINESTONE HOLDER 
SQUARE
12 parts.
           

RHINESTONE
HOLDER SQUARE
7 parts.
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Shades of green
The nails in the picture was 
made with Xtreme Fusion 

Acrylgel Skylight and 2STEP 
SmartGummy Rubber Base 

Gel Nr9, decorated with opal 
rhinestones (by Barbara Újvári).
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Electronics by Crystal Nails
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NO LIMIT UV/LED LAMP
Our long-awaited small UVLED device enchants you with its lightness and incredibly practical design. With its flexible, 
360° adjustable stainless steel neck and completely open design, it offers you options that were very difficult to 
implement without it, or that you didn’t even think about. It keeps the adjusted head and neck position fixed, also 
it does not move thanks to its weighted stand. With its powerful small UVLED bulb, it is excellent for flash curing. 
For which techniques do we recommend it? For all techniques where it is important that the applied material does 
not move. The device is specifically designed for flash curing, not for complete curing. Excellent for TIP decoration 
techniques or any future technique or material, the range of possibilities is endless, e.g.: Reverse TIP, half Reverse 
TIP, Gel TIP, various decorative techniques, etc.
An excellent choice for medium-intensity, everyday use

Features:
• Power: max. 10W
• Low performance
• UVLED bulb: 1pc
• Light wavelength: 365+405nm
• Control: Push button
• Timing: 60 seconds and continuous operation
• Charging time: max. 1.5 hours
• Operating time: max. 2 hours
 (without wires, when fully charged)
• Other extras: 360° flexible neck, wireless use.
• Accessories: USB-C cable.

360° adjustable flexible 
neck

Wireless, battery 
operated

Up to 2 hours continuous 
use.

ELECTRONICS BY CRYSTAL NAILS
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ELECTRONICS BY CRYSTAL NAILS
LEDEXTREME+ UVLED LAMP
Our snow-white professional UVLED lamp is not only pretty, but also our device 
with the highest performance. Fast, reliable, with many great functions, making it 
a real partner in everyday work. With its optimal internal design, numerous UVLED 
bulbs and removable reflective surface, all materials cure in seconds. Whether it’s 
construction, decoration or CrystaLac application, you can handle them without 
any problems, both hands and feet. With its simple handling, medium size and 
clean design, it is also practical and comfortable to use. A real investment in the
long term, feel free to try it. 

An excellent choice for intensive, everyday use.

Who are we recommending it to? The device is specially designed for daily, 
intensive use for several hours, so it can withstand heavy use over the long term. 
Excellent material for use both for beginners and experienced
professionals.

Extra functions:
„LOW HEAT MODE” - 90 second function, which reduces the 
burning sensation during the curing. It is excellent for fast-setting, 
heating materials. „SLEEPING MODE” - energy-saving function, 
which turns on automatically after 30 minutes if the device is 
not in use, so it does not consume excess energy. „120 sec” 
timing - without pressing a button. Just put your hand/foot 
in the device and it will start thanks to the motion sensor

Features:
Power: max. 48W

• High performance
• UVLED bulb: 33 pcs
• Light wavelength: 365+405nm
• Control: Push buttons (1) and Motion sensor (2)
• Timing: 10/30/60/90s(1) and 120s(2).
• Other extras: „LOW HEAT” and „SLEEPING” mode
functions, push button lighting.
• Accessories: 1 silicone cover (white), adapter
        

LEDEXTREME MINI UVLED LAMP
Our clean, snow-white small UVLED lamp is not only practical, but also provides high 
performance. With its built-in low-noise fan, it continuously cools the UVLED burners, thus 
increasing their lifespan, and is also an excellent aid when using air-drying materials. With 
its digital display, the setting times can be easily monitored, and with its full internal mirror 
surface, the quick and safe transfer of raw materials is no question. Due to its optimal size 
and design, it not only takes up little space on the table, but can also be used on hands and 
feet without any problems. Feel free to try it

An excellent choice for medium-intensity, everyday use.

Who do we recommend? The device is specially designed for everyday, medium-intensity 
use, so it can serve medium use in the long term. excellent for the use of all materials, for 
beginners and experienced professionals.

Features:

Power: max. 36W

• High performance
• UVLED burner: 21 pcs
• Light wavelength: 365+405nm
• Control: Touch buttons (1) and Motion sensor (2)
• Timing: (1) 10/30/60 sec and (2) 99 sec.
• Other extras: Fan, digital display.
• Accessories: Network adapter.

For professional 
use

LOW HEAT MODE”

„SLEEPING MODE”

Energy saving function 
Motion sensor function

Fan and Digital display.

Motion sensor function.

There is no dead space,
the light surrounds the
nail from all directions
in a way that does not

disturb the eyes.
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LEDEXPRESS+ UVLED LAMP
A light-weight, snow-white, small UVLED lamp with a modern, practical 
design, combined with high performance. With its simple handling and optimal 
design, you can easily take it with you anywhere (further training, practice, 
work at home or even travel.) With its optimally placed UVLED bulbs, the 
materials cure quickly. With its open front/back design, it is excellent for 
making decorations, tips, and color samples, also can be used on both hands 
and feet. Feel free to try it.

An excellent choice for moderate intensity,occasional use.
Who do we recommend? It is a device specially designed for occasional, 
medium-intensity use, so it can serve medium use in the long term.

An excellent choice for all materials, both for beginners and experienced 
professionals

XPRESS LED – 5 FINGER LED LAMP
Our practical, small, light-weight LED lamp is a great choice as a first lamp or 
for training, practice, home use and travel. With its positionable, 180° rotatable 
head and large amount of LED lights, it speeds up the curing of CrystaLac, 
Base and Top materials, and it can be used on hands and feet. Feel free to try 
it. An excellent choice for moderate use, for first device or travel. 
Who do we recommend? The device is specially designed for occasional, 
moderate-intensity use in the long term. Excellent for curing all CrystaLac, 
Base and Top gel materials. We do not recommend using for builder materials. 
For both beginners and experienced professionals.

Features:
Power: max. 36W

• High performance
• UVLED bulbs: 18 pcs
• Light wavelength: 365+405nm
• Control: Push button(1) and
Motion sensor(2)
• Timing: (1) 30/60 sec and (2) 100 sec
• Other extras: -
• Accessories: adapter.

Features:

Power: max. 6W

• Low performance
• LED light: 30 pcs
• Light wavelength: 405 nm
• Control: Push button.
• Timing: 30/60 sec.
• Other extras: 180°
rotatable head part.
• Accessories: adapter.

        

Scan the QR 
code and watch 

the video!



All of our UVLED bulbs has double wavelength (365+405), so using this all of our light-sensitive products can cure fast and safely. Use them combined with UV bulbs or 4 identical at the same time. You 
don’t have to worry about which material will cure in under your lamp. Use them either in combination with a UV tubes or even four identical ones at the same time. From now on, you no longer have 
to worry about how your materials will cure in your device. When using a Universal UVLED tube, the use of the FAN function is highly recommended. By using it, their lifetime is significantly increased.
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ELECTRONICS BY CRYSTAL NAILS

Who do we reccomend?The device is specially designed for medium-intensity use. Excellent for all materials, but when using builder materials, it is 
worth using with UVLED tubes. For both beginners and experienced professionals.

Features:
Power: max. 36W

• High performance
• UVLED bulbs: 18 pcs
• Light wavelength: 365+405nm
• Control: Push button(1) and
Motion sensor(2)
• Timing: (1) 30/60 sec and (2) 100 sec
• Other extras: -
• Accessories: adapter.

UFO UV LAMP HT1
A snow-white, compact, small UV lamp. With its simple handling, reliable performance and practical design, it is an excellent choice, not only in the 
salon, but also for education, training and at home. An excellent choice
for a first lamp. Thanks to its replaceable UV and UVLED tubes, you can continuously work with high efficiency. With its optimally positioned short 
tubes with special plastic sockets and internal mirror surface, the fast curing
of materials, it can also be used on hands and feet. Feel free to try it. A reliable partner for more than 10 years.
An excellent choice for medium-intensity use or as a first device.

Features:

Power: max. 18W

• Average performance
• Replaceable UV tube: 2pcs (short)
• Light wavelength: 365nm.
• Control: Push button.
• Timing: 3 minutes and continuous
operation.
• Other extras: „START” button.
• Accessories: 9W, short UV tube 
(2pcs).  

CRYSTAL UV 
BULB - LONG
Long, replaceable 9W bulb for 
lamps with 4 or 1 bulbs.
(compatibility below*)

          

Features:
• Power: 9W
• Wavelenght: 365nm
• Suitable for Crystal/Tube/Euro
UV lamps

UNIVERSAL 
UVLED BULB
With its double wavelenght it 
combines the UV and LED
technology. This bulb will cure all 
kinds of material fast and safe. You 
can use it with identical bulbs or 
you can combine with the simple 
UV bulbs.

      
Features:
• Power: 9W
• LED bulbs: 12pcs
• Wavelenght: 365+405nm
• Suitable: Crystal/Tube/Euro
UV lamps

UVLED UVLED UV UV

UFO UV BULB - 
SHORT
A short replaceable UV bulb with 
special plastic socket, designed 
for the UFO lamp.

         

Features:
• Power: 9W
• Wavelenght: 365nm
• Suitable: UFO UV lamp

UFO+
UVLED BULB
Despite of its small size, it is very 
massive.
With its dual wavelength it 
combines the UV and LED
technology, so it can quickly cure 
even the light-sensitive materials.
   

Features:
• Power: 9W
• LED bulbs: 12 pcs
• Wavelenght: 365+405nm
• Suitable: UFO UV Lamps

Scan the QR 
code and watch 

the video!
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WOULD YOU REPLACE THE BULBS IN YOUR LAMP TO

UV/LED ONES? WE HELP!

...you do mostly 
gel polishing...

...you mostly 
sculpting...

4 pcs
UV/LED

4 pcs
UV/LED

1pcs
UV/LED

2 pcs
UV/LED

2 pcs
UV/LED

2 pcs
UV/LED

1pcs
UV/LED

2 pcs
UV/LED

Ha

...You will need ... bulb!
*for its own UFO UVLED tube, which cures all kinds of materials 

HOW CAN I CHANGE MY BULBS IN MY LAMPS TO
LED/UVLED BULBS? (FOR 4 BULBS LAMPS)

Combined usage

Single use - when using 4 identical tubes

NOT RECOMMENDED USAGE - switched applications

Note: Option A recommended in case of LED bulbs. Option A and B both 
recommended in case of UVLED bulbs.

Note: option C is NOT recommended in case of LED bulbs if you using 
material which are don’t cure in LED light. Option C is recommended in case 
of UVLED bulbs.

Note: option E and F could cause malfunctions

A B

C D

E F

Explanation of symbols

LED or UV/LED bulb UV bulb

All of our UVLED tubes have a dual wavelength (365+405nm), so by using 
them, even the light-sensitive materials will quickly and safely cure. Use them 
either in combination with a UV tube or four identical ones at the same time, 
You don’t need to worry about which material compatible with your device.

...you do mostly 
gel polishing..

...you mostly 
sculpting...

you have 
Tunnel 
lamp..

you have a 
Crystal UV 
Lamp..

if you have 
an euro 
lamp..

if you have 
an UFO
lamp...*

CSAK
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HOW TO CHECK THE UV, LED, UVLED BULBS

It’s important that you check the effectiveness of your UV, LED, UVLED bulbs for the more efficient work.

UV, LED, UVLED BULBS FOR THE MORE EFFICIENT WORK. WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
If the the bulbs are weak or if you are working with a lowpowered lamp, mistakes can occur or the results won’t be durable: CrystaLac won’t cure 
properly, get matte or rip off. Gels nails might cure well, but the result won’t be long-lasting.

HOW CAN I TEST IT?
Apply one layer of Cool Top Universal Gel to the nail or tip. If the edges are sticky after 2 minutes of curing, where the lights are not direct, the bulbs 
are weak.
Important: in case of everyday salonwork, the UV, LED, UVLED bulbs need to be changed approximately every 6 months.

WHAT SHOULD I KNOW ABOUT LED, UVLED BULBS/LAMPS?
Even if you working with combined lamps (that means you put LED or UVLED bulbs to the Crystal UV Lamp) or the newest LED/UVLED lamps, you 
should consider the following facts and take our advises.
- Some white or light material (CrystaLac, Color Gels, some Top Gels) could turn yellow after curing in LED or UVLED lamps. This caused by a chemical 
reaction but after approximately 10 minutes, when the product has cooled down, it will disappear and you will get the required color.
- We recommend you to keep your jars in a safe distance from your lamp. If you have a lamp which has a back, you can keep them behind it, if you have 
a backless lamp, keep it next to it with some distance because the light could get through the wall of the jars and damage the material inside. So make 
sure that you have your gels out of the light what comes from your lamp.
- Some materials will not cure in LED light. These are: Builder Clear I, Pink Builder Hard Gel, Builder Pink I., Builder Pink II., Antifungal Pedi Gel, and the 
most of the 200, 500, 600 color gel numbers, Supernova, Fly-Brill, Moonlight gels.
- The Tiger Eye Gels, the 3 Step colors, the Water Pro and 1 Step CrystaLacs are love the LED light. That means they don’t flow around;
- the pattern on the surface of the Tiger Eye which was made with magnet;
- the droped color-pattern on WaterPro CrystaLac;
- The 1 Step and 3 Step colors demand the LED or UVLED light for curing because of their consistency and pigments. 

IMPORTANT: Know your lamp’s qualities! Experiment before you get to use them on your everyday salonwork. It’s crucial in case of ChroMirror Pigment
Powders, Transferfoil Gels and other thick non-cleansing decorating material. Try to avoid the under-curing which means that you don’t keeping your 
nails inside the lamp enough time to cure the materials. In these cases the products could be slippy or they could fall of from the nail plate. Also, you 
have to avoid the over-curing, because they could break easily.
CN advice: Never stop checking your lamp or the bulbs in your lamp (depends on the lamp’s type)! The best method is when you test your lamp at the 
first time, observe how much time does it takes to cure your builder gel! Usually it supposed to take 10-15sec. This is not a full cure time, this is for to 
make the material to that consistency to not to move for the working process. We recommend you to test your products in a monthly basis and if the 
curing time reaches the 20-30sec the bulbs/product needs to be changed.

IMPORTANT: the test should have taken with already warmed up bulbs

Magnetic
glitter

The nail set was made with 
SENS 3G Polish Magnetic Flash 
Sand and 2STEP SmartGummy 

Rubber Base Gel Nr.42 (by Ágnes 
Sebestyén).

BULB-CHANGE ELECTRONICS BY CRYSTAL NAILS
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XTREME DRILL 
Premium quality device with precise internal structure. The heavy use and the reliable, fast working is not a problem anymore. Quiet, resonance-free and 
all that its heating is also negligible. Thanks to its design, the the ingress of dust generated during work is also minimal. With its many functions and reliable 
performance, it is a real long-term investment.

It has been a reliable partner in salon work for more than 10 years. An excellent choice for intensive, everyday use.

Who is it recommended for? Especially for everyday, intensive, long term use. We recommend for shaping and removing nails, but also for other smaller/larger 
works without any problem. For both beginners and experienced professionals.

    

X1 DRILL
A white, minimal design, small device that is an excellent choice for removing CrystaLac materials, for mani/pedi tasks, for correction, even as a first drill. With 
its reduced resonance structure, it is easy to use even for small, more detailed tasks without any problem. It does not take much space on the 
table. An excellent choice for moderate use and for first drill.

Who is it recommended for? This device was specifically designed for occasional,moderate use. It is mainly recommended for the removal
of CrystaLac and Base Gel materials and for mani/pedi
tasks, both for beginners and experienced professionals.      

PEDAL
The pedal is also 
available separately
          

Scan the QR 
code and watch 

the video!

Scan the QR 
code and watch 

the video!

Features:

RPM: 0-30,000 RPM
• Desk + Hand unit
• Quick chuck: yes.
• Speed control: yes.
• Reversing direction: yes.
• On/Off button: yes.
• Foot pedal: available separately
(not included).
• Bit holder: 18 pcs
• Accessories: hand unit holder
(for control unit), chuck key.

Features:
RPM: 3,000-20,000RPM
• Desk+ Hand unit
• Quick chuck: yes.
• Speed control: yes.
• Reversing direction: yes.
• On/Off button: yes.
• Foot pedal: no
• Bit holder: no
• Accessories: hand unit holder

For professional 
use

max. 30.000RPM 

on 18pcs milling 
cutter holder

max. 20.000RPM 

excellent for a first 
table device.
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TRAVEL EXTRA DRILL - WITH QUICK CHUCK
IN TWO SUPER COLOR VERSIONS (SILVER AND PINK)
Our pretty little drill is not only compact, but also hides many surprises. With its unique, light-weight design, it is comfortable and practical to work with. It was 
specially developed for removing CrystaLac, for pedi/mani tasks, and for minor corrections. The adapter comes with a multi-functional controller, which thanks 
to its hand-sized design, can be controlled comfortably even with one hand. In addition, with its resonance-reduced, lightweight aluminum handheld unit, you
can take it with you anywhere. It works without a problem on trainings, practice, work at home or even travel. Feel free to try it. In two great color versions: Silver 
and Pink. An excellent choice for moderate use, first device or travel.
Who is it recommended for? It is a device specifically designed for occasional, moderate use. It is mainly recommended for the removal of CrystaLac and Base 
Gel materials and for mani/ pedi tasks, both for beginners and experienced professionals.

Features
RPM: 0-20.000RPM

• Hand unit + Remote control adapter
• Quick chuck: yes.
• Speed control: yes.
• Reversing direction: yes.
• On/Off switch: yes.
• Foot pedal: no
• Milling holder: no
• Accessories: adapter with controller,
hand unit holder (desktop), bit and ring set.

     

Silver
Pink

Multi-function controller

ELECTRONICS BY CRYSTAL NAILS

GIFT

 Max. 20.000RPM

Multi-functioncontroller

+ Gift drill bit kit and 
holder

CARBIDE DRILL BITS
KUGLE CARBIDE DRILL BIT - EXTRA FINE
Fine surfaced Carbide Strong drill bit. Although it has a fine surface, you can still remove a large amount of 
material with it thanks to the convex-shaped sides. Since it’s fine notched, you will never experience any material 
damage. This bit has a narrowing body and a rounded end, so it does not hurt the skin. It is recommended for 
modern gel polish refilling or removing aerations in artificial nails, for those who don’t
know how to use stronger bits properly. Thanks to the deep developed grooves of the bit, even left or right-
handed techinicans can use this product easily. The cooling of the bit is perfect so it does not heat

CARBIDE CONE - MEDIUM
Medium-strength, cone-shaped drill bit. Developed for making straight-sided surfaces. This bit has a narrowing 
body and a rounded end, so it does not hurt the skin and completely resonates with it. Allowed to use it on all 
three substances and in modern gel polish fillings too. Thanks to the deep grooves of the bit, you can use it 
easily even if you are left or right-handed. The cooling of the bit is perfect so it does not heat up if you use it 
properly

EASY REFILL CARBIDE DRILL BIT
Developed for equalize the level during the buliding or filling process with gel and acrylic products, near 
the lateral nail fold. Also, this bit is perfect for removing a strenghtened gel polish with bits. Thanks for the 
special developed grooves of the bit, be left or right handed, you can use this product easily.

Left and right  
handed

Left and right  
handed

Left and right  
handed

POPULAR
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CARBIDE DRILL BITS
SURFACE REFINER BIT
Big, parallel, round shaped top. This product can create a very fine surface and it doesn’t harm the skin.

BIG CONE L SOFT DRILL BIT
Cone shaped, big sized drill bit. The blunt top makes the useage more safer. Leghtwise grooves. For gel and 
acrylic product.

BIG CONE
For preparing manicure and pedicure and artificial nails.

SMALL CONE
Preparing the pedicure and manicure. Lozenge grooves

XTREME DRILL BITS WITH TITANIUM COAT

SMALL DRILL BIT - CONE
Developed for cleaning the cuticle and remove the dead skin from the nail. The special blunt edge cannot make any 
injury, using in a horizontal position, the lowest RPM possible. For advanced professionals only

MEDIUM DRILL BIT - CONE
Medium, thinner bit. This is the strongest bit in our repertoire. Developed fast, painless gel and acrylic product removal. 
Recommended for right handed people because of the direction of the grooves.

LARGE DRILL BIT - CONE
Big, cone shaped drill bit. This is the most popular and extra strong drill bit. Developed for fast, painless gel and acrylic 
product removal. Be left or right handed, this product is for everyone. It won’t heaten up. For advanced professional 
use only

XTREME PRO DRILL BIT - LARGE
The improved version of the Xtreme Titanium large drill bit, which is
minimally smaller in size, so it is much more precise and can be used on hard-to-reach areas. It is a large, cone 
shaped drill bit. The most popular bit, extra strong. Thanks to its special design, it does not heat up, and you can 
remove the material quickly, painlessly and without resonance. It can be used for removing acrylics and gels as well. 
Recommended for both right- and left-handed nail techs. The new Xtreme Pro version of the cone shaped carbide 
bits engraved in the form of a rhombus net are made of harder steel with even sharper „teeth”. All this topped with an 
extremely durable titanium coating. Large, for fast removing.

XTREME PRO DRILL BIT - SMALL
The improved version of the Xtreme Titanium small drill bit. The dimensions are the same, but the end is narrower 
- enabling more precise work. It is recommended for hard-to-reach areas, for removing small amounts of material, 
even during filling, or for repairing minor spills. Great help when sanding the nail from below, close to the skin and in 
the corners. The new Xtreme Pro versions of the cone shaped carbide bits engraved in the form of a rhombus net are 
made of harder steel with even sharper „teeth”. All this topped with an extremely durable titanium coating. Small, for 
places that require precision.

Left and right handed

DRILL BITS

Scan the QR 
code and watch 

the video!

NEW!

XTREME PRO JOKER
Large size carbide drill bit, which is perfect for removing large amounts of material. Due to its narrowed shape, the 
primary function of this bit is to shape the underside of the nail. Hard-to-reach areas can be reached easily, safely 
and precisely with it. Suitable for gel, acrylic, acrylgel techniques. For right- and left-handed!
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DEEP CLEAN DRILL BIT 1.
BIG SIZE, MEDIUM STRENGH
Lance shaped, deep cleaning big/medium strenght drill bit with diamond coat. 
After the cuticle was cut off, this bit can clean deeper the cuticle and remove the 
remaining skin pieces. In case of small nails we can use it for lift the skin as well.

     

DEEP CLEAN DRILL BIT 2. / OLD NAME: MINI POINTY 
CYLINDER BIT CONE SHAPED DEEP CLEANING 
MEDIUM SIZED, STRONG DRILL BIT WITH DIAMOND 
COAT
After the skin was cut we can clean deeper the cuticle area and remove the 
remaining dry skin pieces in case of big amount and hardly lifted skin.

 

DEEP CLEAN DRILL BIT 3
Lance shaped, deep cleaning small, medium strenght drill bit with medium 
strenght diamond dust coat. After the skin was cut off, it can clean the cuticle 
area at the deepest level. It can remove the remaining small amount of dry skin 
pieces in case of normal depth rising skin.
      

REFINE DRILL BIT
Barrel shaped big sized drill bit for the skin with fine diamond dust coat. After 
the skin was cut off we can smoothen the skin with this bit.
     

EASY CUT DRILL BIT 2. DRILL BIT FOR THE SKIN 
MEDIUM STRENGHT AND SIZE
Cone shaped medium drill bit for the skin with diamond dust coat. Developed 
for removing the already lifted medium amount of skin and removing the hard 
skin from the cross area between the proximal and the lateral nail fold

LIFT-UP BIT 1. CUTICLE LIFTING DRILL BIT
Lance shaped, cuticle lifting drill bit. Big and strong bit with a
diamond dust coat, which is perfect for lifting a big amount of skin 
from the nail in the cuticle area; also good for the cleaning of the 
cross area between the proximal and the lateral nail fold.
  

LIFT-UP BIT 2. CUTICLE LIFT-UP BIT
Lance shaped, cuticle lifting medium drill bit with diamond dust 
coat, which is perfect for lifting a medium amount of skin from the 
nail in the cuticle area. Also good for the cleaning of the cross area 
between the proximal and the lateral nail fold.

LIFT-UP BIT 3. FORMER NAME:
LENGHTENED CONE BIT
Lance shaped, cuticle lifting big drill bit with diamond dust coat, 
which is perfect for lifting a small amount of skin from the nail in the 
cuticle area. Also good for the cleaning of the cross area between 
the proximal and the lateral nail fold.

      

EASY CUT DRILL BIT 1. DRILL BIT FOR THE 
SKIN STRONG/BIG
Barrel shaped, big drill bit for the skin with diamond dust coat.
Developed for removing the already lifted big amount of skin and 
removing the hard skin from the cross area between the proximal 
and the lateral nail fold.   

JOKER MANICURE BIT
Cone shaped, multifunctional drill bit. Big, medium strong in a
diamond dust coat. We can use this bit in several stage of our work: 
lifting cuticule, preparing the natural nail, thicker skin. The rounded 
top will protect your customer from injuries. The long, cone shape 
assures the safe and effective work on the cuticle.

DIAMOND POWDER PEDICURE DRILL BIT -  LARGE SPHERE - EFFECTIVE TOOLS
FOR PEDICURE

DIAMOND POWDER MANICURE HEADS FOR RUSSIAN MANICURE

DEEP CLEAN DRILL BIT 4.
Lance shaped, deep cleaning mini sized medium strenght drill bit with 
medium strenght diamond dust coat. After the skin was cut it can clean 
the cuticle area at the deepest level. It can remove the deepest tiniest 
dry skin pieces.

DRILL BITS
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RHINESTONE REMOVING BIT
With this bit, you can easily remove the stones from the nail. You can use this on the 
whole surface without harming the skin.

      

EXPERT MEDIUM 
It grinds and lifts at the same time, and its spiral design removes the dust 
resulting from sanding more easily. As the head rotates, the minimal level 
difference at the border of the grainless and grainy parts continuously lifts 
the skin, and then the grainy side also polishes it

       

DRILL BIT RINGS -
3 LEVEL
Disposable, strong and durable texture, for  remo-
ving and shaping gel and acry

DRILL BIT
RING HOLDER
      

PEDICURE DIAMOND
6 PCS BIT KIT
Diamond powder drill bits for
pedicure

DRY MANICURE DRILL BIT KIT FOR
DRY MANICURE
The preparation process made with this kit can slow down the
regrowing, since you can apply the material close to the cuticle 
zone.

The purposes of the bits:
1. Classic fine-buffing bit: for cleaning the small
cracks and finebuffing the skin
2. Small sphere: Deeper cleaning
3. Big sphere: for removing the thicker and hard 
skin
4. Cylinder: for the already done checking cleaning
5. Thin cylinder: for removing the cuticle and the
skin from the nail plate
6. Pointy Cylinder: for cleaning the nail folds

DRILL BIT CLEANING BRUSH
Changeable copper drill bit cleaning brush for
carbide, diamond, ceramic bits. 6*2*0,37cm

EXPERT FINE 1,2
Common text for 1 and 2: Spear-shaped, which can be used in most 
manicure steps, on several sides of the finger, for a wide range of 
applications. There is a difference in strength: red heads are fine for 
sensitive and normal skin, blue heads are medium strength for roug-
her, drier skin.
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CRYSTAL DUST- DOUBLE 
STRONG DUST COLLECTOR
UNIQUE CRYSTAL NAILS DESIGN
Thinner, one handed design with minimal design and textile 
leather style. It makes the salon work high efficient and providing 
even cleaner working conditions. With a clean, soft, padded, 
silver - white textile leather design.

CRYSTAL DUST - DOUBLE STRONG DUST EXTRACTION HANDREST
Multiple power of suction combined with a unique, girly look. High efficiency, cleaner working conditions. With their unique design, the guest’s hand 
reaches above at an optimal angle. With their special protective grid, increased performance and washable dust bag with a special filter, the efficiency 
and simple maintenance are guaranteed. Each version designed for salon work.

LEATHER

LACQUER

CRYSTAL DUST THICKWALLED BAGS
(available also separately)
Washable, replaceable dust bag with rubberized neck, with double filter insert, in white color.

Features:

Air transport: max. 184 m³/h
Power: max. 5W

• High suction power
• Design with armrests
• Narrower, one-handed size
• Padded textile leather surface
(silver-white textile leather)
• Switch control

Accessories: 1 dust bag,
Adapter.

Features:

Air transport: max. 184 m³/h
Power: max. 5W

• High suction power
• Built-in design
(Size: 290*170*6mm)
• Can be fitted in the plane of
a tabletop
• Selectable interface
(white textile leather or glossy
lacquer effect surface)
• Switch control

Accessories: 1 dust bag, 1
Adapter.

CRYSTAL DUST - 
DESKTOP
DUST COLLECTORS
WITH LACQUER AND SKIN SURFACE
Thanks to their built-in design, they do not take up 
unnecessary space on the table and can be placed 
directly under the hand.
Two interfaces to choose from:
glossy lacquer and textile leather (white).

Built-in sheet size: 290 * 170 * 6mm

ELECTRONICS BY CRYSTAL NAILS

For professional 
use

High intake power
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Features:

Air transport: max. 144 m³/h
Power: max. 24W

• Medium suction power
• Design with armrests
• Wide, two-handed size
• Padded textile leather surface
(with a stainless steel effect border
and with protective grid)
• Push button control

Accessories: 2 dust bags

Developed for the Attractive 
just Collector. Washable, with
rubberized neck, in white 
color

ATTRACTIVE
DUST BAG

DO YOU FEEL A DECREASE IN PERFORMANCE?

Check the your dust bag* :)

If you check your dust collector and clean it regularly, you can
save a lot of time and money, since you don’t need to send the 
decive to the service center.

If your dust bag is very worn or you would like an extra spare
of it, check the changing bags in our stores or in our webshop. 
*All our dust bags are

WHICH ONE SHOULD I CHOOSE?
Dust collector with armrest or a built-in?

Dust collector with armrest:
There is no need for an extra armrest under the guest’s hand 
as the hand reaches above the collector at an optimal angle.
You can even take it with you. By using it, you are much
more mobile.

Built-in dust collectors:
It does not take up extra space on the table, since it can be 
built-in. Practical to use if you work in a salon all the time. 
You can use only in one place, but it is a good investment
for salon work. 

ATTRACTIVE DUST COLLECTOR -
High-performance two-handed hand rest with a rounded shape and an elegant appearance. 
It removes the dust generated during salon work with high efficiency, thus ensuring even cleaner 
working conditions. With its snow-white, soft coating and elements with a stainless steel effect,
it is not only comfortable and efficient to use, but also gives your table an exclusive look. He has 
been a reliable partner in salon work for more than 10 years. It is recommended for both beginners 
and experienced professionals

For professional 
use

Medium intake 
power
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SMART LAMP LED TABLE LAMP
A really „smart” table lamp.
It has a motion sensor on - off switch: just move your hand over the head and it 
will turn on. In addition, you can change the color and strength of the light, so it 
is not only effective during work, but also when taking nail photos. And with its 
graceful, light shape, it looks really modern and elegant on the table.
Developed for everyday, long term use. For beginners and professionals. 
Accessories: Adapter and mounting panel and key (for fixing to the tabletop)
  

GIGALED – TABLE LED LAMP
Thanks to its wide „GIGA” headlight with LED bulbs, it illuminates the whole 
work surface. It is flexible in many points, you can set the optimal parameters. 
Developed for everyday, long term use. For beginners and professionals.
Accessory: fixing panel (for fixing to the tabletop)

   

Features:
Lumen: 2200lm
Kelvin: 6500K
Power: max. 24W

• Large, wide head size
• Energy-saving LED light source
• Push button control
• Adjustable brightness (4 levels)
• Pleasant cool white daylight color
• Positionable head and arms
(Head: 180° up and down, 360° sideways,
Neck: 180°, Arms: adjustable at 3 points)
• Can be attached to a desktop

Features:
Lumen: 450lm
Kelvin: 2700K-5300K
Power: max. 14W

• Medium head size
• Energy-saving LED light source
• Push button control and
Motion sensor On/Off switching
• Adjustable brightness (3+3 levels)
• Adjustable light color (from pleasant warm
yellow, daylight to cool white)
• Positionable head and arms (Head: 270° up and
down, and laterally, Arms: adjustable at 3 points)
• Can be attached to a desktop

ELECTRONICS BY CRYSTAL NAILS

For professional 
use

Adjustable 
brightness

Large, wide head 
size

2200lm, 6500K

Adjustable colour and 
light intensity.

Motion sensor on/off 
switching

450lm, 2700-5300K
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XPRESS LIGHT MAGNIFYING DESK LED LAMP
A modern, lightweight, snow-white magnifying lamp that you can comfortably adjust to several positions, 
whether it is for hand or foot use. With its reduced-distortion 3x magnification, 5” glass lens, it is an 
excellent help in carrying out meticulous, detailed work. And with its steplessly adjustable brightness
regulator, you can set the light intensity according to your own needs. 
It is especially recommended for daily intensive use of several hours. 
For both beginners and experienced professionals.

 Accessories: adapter, mounting panel 
and key

LED LIGHT –
LED TABLE LAMP
A nice, modern silver metal table lamp, which can be perfectly positioned with its elongated head and 
flexible neck that can be adjusted at several points, so it illuminates the work area with high efficiency. It 
is specifically recommended for occasional, moderate use. A great choice for a first table lamp.

Accessories: adapter and mounting panel (for fixing to the tabletop)

      

SUPER BRIGHTNESS -
SUPER BRIGHTNESS MAGNIFYING
LED LAMP
Our favorite magnifying lamp has been renewed. It has a built-in 
18 pcs SMDLED lighting panel and a removable power adapter, 
making it more energy efficient. Its practical size and flexibly 
adjustable design, as well a its reduced-distortion 3D magnifying 
lens. Thus, even with a more modern interior, it remains an excellent 
helper during meticulous, detailed work.
It is specifically recommended for occasional, moderate use. A 
great choice for a first table lamp.

Accessory: adapter.

Features:

Lumen: 720lm
Kelvin: 6500K
Power: max. 13W

• Large, elongated head size
• Energy-saving LED light source
• Push button control
• no Brightness control
• Pleasant, cool, white daylight color
• Positionable, bendable neck
(up to 360° sideways and up and down)
• Can be attached to a desktop

Jellemzők:

Lumen: 600lm
Kelvin: 6500K
Teljesítmény: max.8W

• Közepes fejméret
• Energiatakarékos LED fényforrás
• Nyomógombos vezérlés
• Állítható fényerősség (Fokozatmentes                
   0-100%) 
• Kellemes hűvös, fehér nappali fényszín
• Pozícionálható fej- és karok (Fej: 180°    
   fel-le, 360° oldalirányban, Karok: 3    
   ponton állítható)
• Asztallaphoz rögzíthető
• 3 Dioptriás, 5” nagyítólencse
   (torzítás csökkentett, záró fedéllel)

Features:

Lumen: 350lm
Kelvin: 6300K
Power: max. 6W

• Medium head size
• Energy-saving LED light source
• Push button control
• no Brightness control
• Pleasant cool white daylight color
• Positionable, bendable neck
(Head: 90° laterally, Neck: 180° up-down
and sideways)
• Pedestal design (it cannot be fixed for
desktop)
• 3 Diopter, 4” magnifying lens,
(distortion reduced with closing lid)

For professional 
use

Adjustable 
brightness

600lm, 6500K
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DIGITAL PINK PARAFFIN MACHINE
With its clean, girly appearance, stainless steel 2.5-liter metal tank and 
push-button control, it will easily take its place in any salon. The tempera-
ture setting can be optimally monitored on its digital display, so all proven 
values can be set in a seconds with the press of a few buttons. It can be 
used comfortably on both hands and feet. Feel free to try it.
It has been a partner in salon work for more than 10 years.

    

XTREMEPRO ULTRASONIC CLEANER
IN WHITE AND PINK COLOR
If you want your metal tools as clean as new, you can stop looking! With this product, 
the cleaning process will be more comfortable, practical and fast. We developed these 
machines to make easier your everyday salonwork: you can clean several tools at once. 
The design is practicle, simple and clean. The container itself made of stainless steel.
The program will lasts 5 minutes, and you can actually see the difference after. In two 
super variations: White and Sweet Pink. Ideal for everyday use after every client.

PARAFFINS
Six types of xtreme quality paraffins,
with intense scent: jasmine, peach,
tea tree, orange, lavender, rose.
Packaging: 450g
     

HOW IT WORKS?
Fill up the container with liquid or water and the ultrasonic waves will vibrate the tools 
and the liquid itself, and these will loosen up the stubburn contamination from the tools 
and it will remove the lighter contaminations easily. We recommend to us this machi-
ne for products what are waterproof and unscratched. If you use the equipment with 
chemicals, you must always read the instructions of the chemical carefully before use, 
otherwise damage may occur to the equipment or your tools.

Scan the QR 
code and watch 

the video!

White

Sweet
Pink

Features:

Power: max. 15W

• Timer: 5 minutes
• Tank capacity: 450ml
• Control: Push button.
• Other extras: -
• Accessories: adapter

Features:

Power: max. 120W

• High performance
• Control: rotary switch
• Other extras: -
• Accessories: protective grid,
tank bag, gloves and cleats

PURPLE PARAFFIN MACHINE
With its pretty rounded shape and easy handling, it is a real must-have. 
With three adjustable levels and a completely transparent lid, you can ea-
sily monitor the degree of melting paraffin without removing the lid. The 
surface of the inner tank consists of one part without connections, so it is 
simple and quick cleaning. It can be used comfortably on both hands and
feet. Feel free to try it. It has been a partner in salon work for more than 
10 years.
 

ELECTRONICS BY CRYSTAL NAILS
Features:

Lumen: 720lm
Kelvin: 6500K
Power: max. 13W

• Large, elongated head size
• Energy-saving LED light source
• Push button control
• no Brightness control
• Pleasant, cool, white daylight color
• Positionable, bendable neck
(up to 360° sideways and up and down)
• Can be attached to a desktop
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BLACK&WHITE APRON
New, stylish Crystal Nails apron in black
and white color with white Crystal Nails
logo.

   

BLACK&PINK APRON
Pink – black Crystal Nails apron with the 
ordinary Crystal Nails quality and design. 
New, very stylish formation with pink logo.
        

SENS APRON GOLD & BLACK
The new water repellent apron with the gold 
logo has a modern fit, making each nail artist 
look even more stylish!

      

Front

Back

APRON WITH
RHINESTONE LOGO
Due to its impregnated (water resistant) ma-
terial, it protects the clothes underneath

    

HONEYSUCKLE APRON
The original Crystal Nails quality and design. 
In a popular honeysuckle color with a white 
Crystal Nails logo.

ACCESSORIES
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PRACTICE SHEETS FOR NAIL 
DECORATION
(ORNAMENT PATTERNS)
 Practice booklet which contains seven pages with the 
most trendy inda decorations. The pages are wrapped 
in mat foil making them easy to clean therefore you can 
re-use them and perfect your technique. They assist 
you while you use indazselék (Ornament Gel). A5 Size.

The patterns on the 
exercise sheets are 

designed by Alexandra 
Méhész.

ACCESSORIES
CN HAND REST WITH
STITCHED LOGO
In pink and white colors.
30cm long × 15 cm wide × 
8 cm high

COLOR MIXING SHEET
Let’s paint! The surface of the new 
white, matte laminated sheet is for 
the colors to be mixed for painting, 
You can see the smeared colors 
more clearly on it. Its 15x10 cm
waterproof, homogeneous surface 
will be a great help when painting 
with gel polish and for Art Gel
patterns as well.

     

MINI LEATHER DESIGN
HAND REST
Practical, pretty, leather effect
hand rest in two colours: pastel
purple and pearl white. Sewed 
CrystalNails caption.
19cm long × 7 cm wide × 5,5 cm high
  
   

METAL MIXING PALETTE
Its uniform surface makes it possible to 
mix several materials simultaneously (e.g. 
pigment powders with light gels, beads, 
etc.). Thanks to its metal surface, it is 
extremely easy and quick to clean.
Size: 14,8x10 cm

MIXING PALETTE
Lockable, practical mixing palette with 12 
separate metal washers. You can easily sto-
re and deliver the paints which you do not 
need every day after painting of a throwunu-
sed amount. The metal pads are magnetic, 
such disassembly and individually cleaned 
with ease. With Crystal Nails logo.
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CN TERRY TOWELS
100% cotton. It has a fine, soft fabric
that makes the nail dust less visible.
Pink colour.

    30x50cm 

COTTON TOWEL
With sewn logo, white colour.

   30x50cm 

CN WHITE TOWEL
WITH LOGO
Salon and beach towels with unique
ribbed trim in snow white.

   50x100cm 

GLOVES - TERRY
For keeping warm.

DUST BRUSH
Purple, with handle
14,5cm long x 7cm wide - hard

      

DUST BRUSH
WITH HOLDER
13cm long x 4cm wide - 
medium hard
 

HALF MOON
DUST BRUSH
Good dust collector and "handy" 
piece. 7 cm long × 4 cm wide - hard

   

TOOL HOLDER
Want your tools always in front of you, 
but in style? This clear, logo-ed tool hol-
der lets you store your favourite files, 
manicure tools or even styling needles.
      

ACCESSORIES
METAL PLATES 
FOR MIXING 
PALETTES

    10pcs / box
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PREMIUM DUSTING BRUSH
The dense, compact head of this brush is gentle on the 
skin and leaves nails completely dust-free
after filing, leaving the guest with a pleasant feeling. 
Ergonomic design makes it easy to use and practical
size. The longer part reaches the nail of the little finger, 
allowing you to dust four fingers at the same time. 9cm 
long x 4,5cm wide - soft

MAGIC BRUSH DUST BRUSH
Double-sided nail brush that attracts dust, so the nail bed and its surroundings can be 
completely dusted. Its surface looks rough, but touching is fine, like a gentle massage. To 
remove nail powder (gel, acryl, AcrylGel) dust this brush is the most effective. The dust does
not sit between the fibers, easy to clean with soapy water and disinfectant alcohol or with 
disinfectant spray.

DUST BRUSH MINI
6,7 cm long x 1,9cm wide
  

LONG COLOR 
PALETTE
You can display your colors to 
the client, so she can choose 
according to her preference. 
Available in transparent and 
white. With 48 tips

    

MANICURE BOWL - 
CLEAR
15,5cm long x 12cm wide

  

CRYSTAL NAILS
COLOUR SAMPLE 
RING
A practical ring what you just slip
on your favourite CrystaLac, snap
on the jar and your guests will
immediately see which shade is
hidden in the jar. Plus, you’ll find it
easier in your drawer.

SAFETY GLASSES

  

FINGER PROTECTING TAPE
2,2 m
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NATURAL HANDLE TIP,WITH METAL RING, 50 PCS
Natural tip with handle, 50 pieces. Easy to manage by the handle and the 
handy metal ring allows you to hold the tips together.
    

CLEAR HANDLE TIP WITH METAL RING, 50PCS
Our popular clear coloured ring tip is also available in a clear, logoed vers-
ion! Decorate to your liking!

COLOUR PALETTE
Oval, transparent and white.
With 20 tips

TUBE SQUEEZER - TUBE SQUEEZER
FOR XTREME FUSION ACRYLGEL

A tube squeezer tool to help simplify and speed up salon work. The rollers are made 
of aluminium, making the tool strong and durable. Specially recommended for Xtreme 
Fusion AcrylGel, so not a drop of material is left in the tube. Use it to prevent bubbling 
of the material in the tube after squeezing.

WHITE TIPPED HANDLE
OVAL
A must-have for nail accessories, our 50pcs 
handle tip is now available in the popular oval 
shape. The white practice tip, held together 
with a metal ring, allows you to practice,to 
make the beautiful summer neon colours even 
more vibrant. 

You can found the 
Xtreme Fusion tips in 

the catalogue on page 
108.

ACCESSORIES

FAN TIP DISPLAY 120 
PCS, NATURAL AND 
CLEAR

Capacity: 120 pcs tips
31 cm high
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GRINDING HEAD HOLDER
A holder for storing 16 grinding heads, 
designed to allow easy transport, table 
storage and simultaneo
   

PUMP DISPENSER JAR
You can store cleanser or polish
remover in it, so it is easier to 
use.

   120ml 

PRACTICING 
FINGER
1. plug-in type
2. clip-on tip

        

MAGNETIC TIP DISPLAY
(5PCS)
As a stand when making decorative tips 
or as a table decoration can be used as 
a table centrepiece displaying the best 
work.
    

MAGNETIC TIP DISPLAY
WHITE CONSOLE (5PCS)
White consoles for the Magnetic Tip 
Display, available in a separate pack of 
5, to harmonise the color scheme of the 
decorative tips with the surroundings.

TIPFIX GLUE
Pre-cut fasteners for attaching decorative tips to displays. There
are 78 small cubes in one package. Multiple reusable, durable, 
temporary glue that thanks to its quality material keeps its shape
even after UV / LED lightning.
     
     50g 

POLYGON
JAR

     

GLASS JAR 
WITH GLASS 
TOP

  

2.

1.

CRYSTALMASK – FACE MASK,
BLACK WITH WHITE LOGO
2-layer washable, ironable Crystal Nails face mask, elasticated 
with rubberized tabs. For hygiene reasons, before first use it is 
recommended to wash and iron at high temperature! 

1 layer: polyester 
1 layer: cotton canvas 

Washing: 40 degrees 
Ironing: max. 
190 degrees+
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PIPETTE
For Acryl Remover and liquid.
   

RHINESTONE
PICKER

CRYSTAL DEMO PLATE
OVAL, SQUARE
Get your favourite tips ready, because the Crystal Demo Plates are here! 
Stick your easily decorated designs on them, take a photo or show your 
guests the decorations you have available! The Crystal Demo Plate is the 
perfect way to keep your tips organized and make it easy for your guests to 
choose. Oval demo plate 9cm in diameter, square 8x8cm.

Square Oval

APPOINMENT CARD
A stylish reminder card for your guests, where you can record the
next date of their visit and other notes.
Size: 7x10 cm.

idopntkartya2021.indd   3 2021. 03. 10.   10:53:54

ORANGE
TREE WAND

       

RHINESTONE PICKER AND
REMOVER WAY PEN - IN A
PRACTICAL CASE
Filled with sparkling crystals, this handy two-handed tool 
is ideal for picking up and removing rhinestones. The 
waxed head is easy to clean, making it suitable for quick 
and easy rhinestone pick-up, while the metal end can be 
used to pop rhinestones. Unique metallic look metal box.
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TABLE COVER 50 PCS
A3 size (29,7x42 cm), with Crystal Nails logo. Perfect background for reveal shots or tutorials and 
marketing videos

SILICONE TRAINING PAD
A double-sided mat based on a custom graphic, suitable for practicing building, line drawing
techniques, hand-drawn patterns and photography. Easy to wash and clean, it also protects the 
table from dirt. The unbound gel can be removed with a Cleanser Pad or a lint-free cloth soaked in 
Cleanser, the bound gel can be separated and the silicone material itself can be cleaned with soapy 
warm water. 30x40 cm

CRYSTAL NAILS COPYBOOK
Whatever comes to your mind, you do not have to use paper or postits. Beautiful, stylish bookle with nail
photos of our Champions. It has 100 pages. One side of it is square lattice and the other side is smooth.
Size: A5

ACCESSORIES
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PAPAYA LOTION - RICH
Contains shea butter, jojoba oil, cocoa butter and vitamins, 
papayascented nourishing skin care lotion with aloe vera essence. 

   30ml 
  250ml 

GRAPEFRUIT LOTION - RICH
Contains shea butter, jojoba oil, cocoa butter and vitamins, 
grapefruit-scented nourishing skin care lotion with aloe vera 
essence.

  30ml 
  250ml 

STRAWBERRY LOTION - RICH
Strawberry lotion with shea butter, jojoba oil, cocoa butter and 
vitamins strawberry-scented nourishing skin care lotion with aloe 
vera essence.

   30ml 
  250ml 

VANILLA LOTION - RICH
Contains shea butter, jojoba oil, cocoa butter and vitamins, 
vanillascented nourishing skin care lotion with aloe vera essence. 

   30ml 
   250ml 

3.

1.

5.

2.

4. 6.

MOISTURISING HAND, FOOT AND BODY 
LOTION CREAMS
Our RICH range of lotions includes shea butter in addition to the familiar 
ingredients. The cream has a higher oil content and absorbs more slowly, 
providing a nourishing, deep hydrating effect and a longer-lasting
fragrance.

RASPBERRY LOTION - RICH
Contains shea butter, jojoba oil, cocoa butter and vitamins, 
apricot scented nourishing skin care lotion with aloe vera 
essence.

    30ml

APRICOT LOTION - RICH
Contains shea butter, jojoba oil, cocoa butter and vitamins, 
apricot scented nourishing skin care lotion with aloe vera 
essence.
    30ml 
   250ml 

1. 2.

4. 5. 6.3.

HAND AND FOOT LOTIONS
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The 30 ml pack is now 
available in a practical, 
pumped package, so 
you can easily extract 
the cream from it to 

the last drop

Seasonal, limited 
edition fragrances in 

the webshop.


